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Abstract

To the Root: Adopted Memoirs o f a Samoan Princess in Exile traces the author’s
eventful search for and reunion with members of biological family In a memoir of
personal essays. The author’s search for her birthfather explores thematic elements of
loss, abandonment, cultural identity, racial identity, and reconciliation. The memoir
explores and challenges boundaries of creative nonfiction through a mosaic of extended
narrative scenes and lyric personal reflection. Autobiographical scenes convey the
author’s family life and upbringing in Interior Alaska tracing her journey through to
adulthood, when she travels to Samoa to receive a traditional rite-of-passage tattoo and
familial royal title. Resisting an entirely linear retelling of accounts, impressionist
reflections on yoga and Polynesian dance are connected to the author’s experience of
adoption. To the Root reaches a deeper understanding of self as adoptee, as daughter, as
agent of lineage.
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1. Blood
In a third world country you don’t play games with blood. And it’s not third.
There is no third. So stop thinking you know anything about what world you’re in. Sit
here, on the porch fanning your palm leaf fan and stop picking at the pink shopping bag
trim that wraps the edge of each dried frond. Y ou’re going to ruin it. Resourceful. That’s
what these people are. Resourceful, and they will eat you if you don’t play nice. And stop
laughing like you know what’s funny; you can’t read these bodies. These bodies are
breadfruit and taro. All umu and palusami, not tomato soup and grilled cheese
sandwiches like you. You can write this all down if you want, but don’t keep it in your
bag or your room. Post it off as fast as you can. It w on’t matter anyway. Because when
you go to read it later, the stories will have disappeared like practical joke ink letters. Try
to relax. It’s too hot to think about blood.

2. Water
Cold water can’t stop me. I’m in the Pacific in my underwear in Santa Cruz. It’s
October, so no one else on the beach is in the water or in beach clothes. I can’t help it.
When I get near ocean, I have to get in. Gray water over clay-colored sand reflects a
cloud-muted sky around timid toes. I step from the edge. Sloshing around till the murky
salts are above my knee, the chill keeps me from plunging under so I stand there, the cold
numbing down the shivers, and appreciate the fact that I am wearing a dark blue bra and
black panties that might, at a distance, pass for swimwear. Something about ice water
calls to me. Every short Interior Alaska summer of my youth, I splashed through icy
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lakes, ponds, and makeshift pools drawn from creeks by bulldozers. Even in adulthood, I
can’t stay out of the water. And I have that whispering imp of the perverse at my ear
whenever I lean over the rail of a boat or step to the edge of a seaside cliff— jump, jump. I
want to lose myself in aqueous envelopes of weightless suspense, answer calls from the
deep that tug at my shins in the sway of waves. But today the water is too dark. I don’t
know what rocks lurk below. I stand here, in ocean. The Pacific that usually feels like
home in Hawaii seems foreign to me in California, and I ’m pulled into remembering
something a long time ahead, islands, ideas, belonging. Where I normally feel connected
and whole, this water around my feet only spells out distance. I am far, far from you. And
I wonder, do you know I’m coming?

3. Re-pulse
In 2005, clues led me to the Polynesian Cultural Center on the north side of the
island of Oahu. Fidgeting with the dog-eared corners of a photograph, I sat in the
plumeria-perfumed heat and watched a large man in floral print play guitar as he emceed
the Samoan island show. While he narrated, a younger man demonstrated the importance
of the coconut to Samoans, the “happy people,” then shimmied up the trunk of a palm to
retrieve one. He machete chopped and shredded the coconut husk using the coarse hairs
to milk the meat of the nut. Tucking the brush between two pieces of wood, he then
rubbed the husk into smoke, fire. In the bleachers, a seashell lei made in the Phillipines
draped around my neck as well as the rest of the tourists’. At the end of the performance,
I showed the Samoan emcee the only photo I had of my birthfather. He looked at me and
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then back at the photo. “This your father?” he said. I told him yes and asked if he knew
him. “I did.” The excitement in my chest rose only for a breath. “He died.”

I often think of blood when I dance.
In a group of six women dancers the teacher yells to me, I see you finally using

your Samoan blood! The six of us wiggle our way up from a deep knee bend. 5 - 6 - 7 8. ‘Ami up! ‘Ami —the circular swerve and hit of the hips lifts us from floor to standing,
in time with the knocking of ancestral rhythms: BA-bum, tikkey-tokket. Ba-BUM tikkety
tok tok. Tribal. Tahitian. Turn! 2 - 3 - 4. Drop! 6 - 7 - 8. Arm UP! Sweat carves a path
from temple to chin, then trickle drips to the floor. D on’t bounce, Jody. D on’t bounce!
The teacher yells holding my shoulders back with her eyes. The fight of brown and white
blood courses through my every move. My head counts, but my instincts flow. In
Polynesian dance it is the crash of waves, the blast of volcanoes we match. Hips just two
inches above our heels, we duck walk till our faces turn blue. Figure eight! As the last
call of the drum beats out our final steps, we answer with a stretch, let our hot lungs
heave, breathe away our aching legs.
In the car after rehearsal, I ride in the back, run fingers over shins still wet with
dance till I trace the curve of a lump protruding below my knee. As big as a breakfast
link, some part of me tries to escape— like innards seeping through casing the mound is
spongy and thick. I wonder if the alien protruding is flesh or a bulging vein. Propping my
leg up on the seat, I push the worm back in with my thumb, hold it down. Pulse in 2 - 3 4. Press 6 - 7 - 8. Hold.
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In the 7-11, I ask the girl how much for a cup of ice. A quarter. I try to use my
credit card. She whispers, Just leave. Leave! Blood bursts to break the skin that holds me
in, and I wonder riding home, as cylindrical soda-round ice slows the flow, if I’m going
to get varicose veins, if eventually my legs are gonna blow.
My legs have been a source of varying degrees of shame for me. Had I been able
to see that picture of my birthfather with his ripped quads and sculpted calves in the
photo I took with me to Hawaii in 2005, I might have realized my legs’ potential early.
But that photo did not exist for me until I was thirty-seven years old. And I was not raised
with the drive to be on sports teams. In grade school, slow legs often got me picked last
for the kickball team on the playground. I can still hear the hollow twang and echo of that
stupid red rubber ball smacking into my foot as I lamely failed to reach first base.
Navigating my way from junior high through high school, my legs were not boyish and
model-sleek, nor athlete-toned— a huge failure in my body-image obsessed adolescence. I
somehow never understood the concept of women’s hips let alone thighs. All throughout
my teens and early twenties I kept pictures of the perfect backs of thighs from anti
cellulite cream advertisements pinned up to my walls as a constant reminder that my fat
cells were always careening toward the edge of a blotted, puckering hell.
At age seventeen, I developed a penchant for weight training. My senior year in
high school, I decided to run track. At the end of the year, I was voted most inspirational
on the track team because no matter the amount of limping it took to get me there, I
always went to practice. My teammates dubbed me the “Terry Fox Story” after the
popular and heart-wrenching ’80s television documentary about the one-legged runner.
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Eventually the head track coach encouraged my weight lifting so I could be a discus
thrower and shot putter on account of my terrible running form. Instead of spending any
more time on the track, I was turned over to Coach Bosch—the football coach— for
training. Kicked off the track and sent inside, I lifted weights on a rotational circuit in a
room that smelled of sock cheese and metal. I can still hear Bosch’s marching orders as I
pushed and pulled piles of clanking iron plates up and down the pulley systems,

HASSEL!! WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU HERE FO R ?!! NO PAIN NO GAIN, HASSEL!!
PUSH! Weight training was something I was pretty good at, and it didn’t give me
debilitating shin splints.
I had the hardcore shin splints because of my feet-flattening pronated arches.
Once the all-day limping at school had begun to embarrass the track coach, he’d finally
sent me to the expensive team doctors with the Ken-doll haircuts. The only way to cure
that malady, said the sports trainer, was chronic use of orthotics: small wedges that fit my
feet were supposed to stay in every pair of shoes I wore, but looked ridiculous with
heels— my teenage shoe of choice. One problem with forgetting, or refusing to wear, or
losing orthotics is that while some muscles in the feet become exploited and over
stretched, others become too tight. Wrapping around the bottom of the heel and reaching
forward toward the center of the foot is the plantar fascia— a stringent complex of Saran
Wrap-like tissues encasing small muscle fibers that conduct the habits of the gait. Posture
and flexibility depend on the suppleness of the plantar fascia, and allowing this small,
significant strip to stiffen can stop you straight away in your tracks.
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So when at age nineteen I put almost 80 pounds on the Universal Weight Machine
at the gym, PUSHED as hard as I could up onto my toes and the blood vessel on the
inside of my calf blew up, I never stopped thinking that all my leg veins were one day
gonna blow.
Years later, after track and weight training had given way to all manner of
dance—tap, ballet, modern, African, Latin, Yupik, Haitian, Cuban, Japanese Butoh, hiphop, and hula— my legs learned to weather the weak arch problem. At middle age, hula is
my dance of choice. Two hours of Polynesian dance corrections from my screaming
Samoan dance teacher produced a lot of pressure, but I didn’t think the stress would
cause my legs to explode. As I nursed my shin back to order with the soda shop ice in the
back seat of the Subaru, I let vanity have its way and fully imagined a set of purpling,
engorged blood vessels all across the front of my lower leg. By the time I got home, the
bulge had flattened and resolved into an oblong bruise the size of a squashed plum. A few
days later a yoga student of mine, a doctor, looked at the black and blue and told me the
alien protrusion wasn’t a vein at all but muscle. The fascia that wraps around my tibialis
anterior had split. The pressure of duck walking across the studio floor two, three, four
times back and forth had forced the flesh out of its own skin.

Diana, my birthmother, had given me the only photo I had of my birthfather.
Taken sometime in the sixties, the photo of machete-wielding Saimana Faumuina is one
of the first things she shared when we first met in California, March, 2005. In November
of that same year, I took the photo to Hawaii and tried to find him. All I knew was his
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name and that he was a fire knife dancer of royal Samoan descent who once lived and
worked in Waikiki, on the island of Oahu. My friend Greg, who joined me for the trip,
helped me comb through phone books at libraries. We called all the local Faumuinas to
no avail. Anna Cantil, a Fairbanks friend, gave me the number of some local Hawaiians.
If anyone would know what to do, she assured, the Keaunuis would.
We took the bus to Waimanalo on the southeast side of Oahu, and I called Naalei
Keaunui from the pay phone at a gas station. Coming out of the M cDonald’s bathroom, I
saw a serious-looking Hawaiian woman pull up in an SUV.
“You Jody?” she said.
I nodded.
“Get in.”
Naalei drove us to the gas station and bought a load of snacks, chips, two twelve
packs of Bud Light, and pop. She said she knew it was me when she saw the “sole hair
coming out of the McDonald’s.” I’d been on Oahu about a week when I met Andy and
Naalei Keaunui, a Native Hawaiian couple both my age who took me in as one of their
own. Andy suggested I visit the Polynesian Cultural Center to ask around about Saimana,
“If he was a fire knife dancer, someone there will have heard of him.”

The body remembers. There is memory in every cell. A story of trauma is told in
the daily stance of a caved-in heart or tucked tail. My shoulders slope forward with such
regular default that my pectorals have shortened and the muscles that reach across my
upper back from spine to arm are all stretched out. No one would notice, because most
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people carry themselves this way. It’s easier to make a cage for your heart if you hold it
back from whatever approaches. Pulling my heart deeper to protect it sends ripplets of
knots into the muscles that hold on to my wing bone. A knife-sharp clove-hitch resides
below my left scapula reminding me what happens when I let my guard down. The guard
protects from what the body remembers, the stories I ’m not sure I want to know. I ’m only
free of the gnarl when I do yoga, when I dance.
In yogic philosophy the body is a vessel for energy currents which course through
intersections at more concentrated nodes referred to as chakras—whorling vortices of
electromagnetic and subtle matter frequencies. There are seven larger chakra centers,
each associated with a point on the endocrine system, which runs the length of the torso
from tail to crown. When balanced and open, the chakras transmit and receive
information in the form of energy with a mysterious, almost insectoid sentience. The first
is muladhara, the root chakra seated at the tip of the coccyx and associated with all things
that bring stability: home, family, work, survival. It is said that when the root chakra is
out of balance, there is fear regarding the security of family, safety, home, or the essential
aspects of living in connection with one’s life. M uladhara is seated at the base of the
spine, but travels from the torso all the way down the legs and into the feet extending its
energetic tendrils into the earth with each step. I can find home with yoga, especially in
mountain pose— tadasana.

Tadasana seems like standing still, doing nothing, but when well aligned and
deeply connected, the mountain pose transcends. I hear my yoga teacher voice when I
practice: Take a very deep breath. Standing, lift all ten toes to feel the four corners of the
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feet and sway. Rock out of and into balance. Side to side, back and forth. Fall out of
balance. Find balance. W eight spreads across each sole and when I relax my toes, I ’m
standing in water again. Shins spiral forward to lift each arch, feet suction cup and draw
the water in. Thighs spiral back, tail lengthens. Roots. Above the hips ribs melt, shoulders
open, my heart shifts, and water sizzles into light. Tadasana.
The Tahitian ‘ami is so fast and so difficult that during practice it can induce
trance. When the white blood is winning, I lose the fight— my twirl trips off its axis and
everything goes spastic. But when I ’m brown, I’m always down. ‘Ami is the wide circle
of hips when it’s slow and the tight almost twitch when it’s fast. I ’ve been afraid of the
Tahitian style because the technique demands lightning-quick precision. The ironwood
sticks on the toere drum and the pounding mallet of the bass swing my hips into full ‘ami
when they feel the first tremble of beats. If I ’m not terrified by some too-fast
choreography, and I’m swerving into the form, the technique, I take that tadasana for a
ride. When the beat is right, and hips catch the moment, the ‘ami becomes a whirling
divination. The line between control and release dissolves, and spinning like a top, I ’m
centered, balanced, home. In rare moments I look for him in the dance.
Feet planted firm to floor, my legs pedal knees: front-back-front, tilt hips: sidepush-side. With a tuck of the tummy the whole pelvic bowl goes pendular, round, roots
down, shines up, and I feel the eyes of Saimana smiling. In the photo, Saimana
Faumuina, famous in the ’60s and ’70s for his Samoan Siva Afi, wears only a lei and a

lavalava — a short wrap of bright yellow, Polynesian print cloth. His legs are sinewy stout
and he holds his machete high above a lady-killing smile. His spiral flames took him on
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tours around the world, but he was dancing in Waikiki when Diana caught her first
glimpse of him.

Andy and his teenage son EJ drove Greg and me to the Polynesian Cultural
Center (PC C ) in his full-cab pickup truck pointing out the mountains and valleys where
parts of Lord o f the Rings and Lost were filmed. PCC is run by Brigham Young
University on the north side of Hawaii’s most populated island, just ten beach miles away
from the surfers’ beloved North Shore. The drive up the east shore from Waimanalo to
Laie features the best side of Oahu. With lush green hills out the left window, aqua-blue
ocean out the right, and the thrill of finding Saimana before me, I was beaming.
At the Center, Andy bought our tickets. I thanked him for his aloha and told him
w e’d take the bus back. We went straight to the Samoan Island area of PCC. I knew the
older Samoan with the guitar would know Saimana. His name was Ailaoa.
“I ’m sorry, he’s gone.” Saimana had passed about nine years previous from what
Ailaoa thought was a heart attack.
My vision blurred. I bit my lip.
Ailaoa told me to come back after the five o’clock show. We could exchange
information then so I could find my cousins, aunts and uncles. I thanked him and left.
Escaping the crowds, I found my way to the back of the grounds. Behind the snack bar,
leaning against the wall, hot tears dropped, melted into pavement .
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Legacies of pain, like dances, have been passed down through the ages in all
cultures. Written in secret signifiers in the bones, culture remembers. We pass through
innumerable halls, galleries and theaters of identity, each one calling forth a new light of
expression, of understanding. We know ourselves by the foods we love, the songs we
sing, the stories we tell, the pictures we make, and by the way we move. Sometimes the
walk, the wave, the slouch, the dance seem invented, circumstantial, coincidental,
temporary. But each gesture, posture, and movement reveals legacies of hidden failures,
hopes, fear. The body, remembering, reacts to inklings of the mind and records its most
brilliant mechanisms of defense. If we are born into the sins of mothers and fathers, we
have also inherited the ways to resolve our most latent tragedies. My feet, hips, arms,
fingers, and even my hair know more dances than I can name. Each dance is a solution.
Each dance exorcises a certain cultural demon. The body remembers; trauma is lodged in
connective tissue, in flesh, and in bone. Sequestered away to organs, secret pain leads to
disease.
When I ’m scared, my hips clench, clamp my sacrum into traction so tight
sometimes I can hardly walk. In these episodes, to keep the shooting twinges at the tip of
my coccyx from surging out of control, I have to tuck my pelvis, which draws my tail
right between my legs— an obvious sign. The last attack hit one week before my debut
performance as a Samoan Siva dancer and forced me into the healing hands of friends,
the Epsom salt bath, and four times a day onto the blue gel ice pack wrapped with a white
nylon half slip so my skin wouldn’t freeze. I had to stop. All stressors—teaching, tests,
papers, books—were pushed aside. Forced to lie around, I visualized every move
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scheduled for performance on stage. The more I rested, the tighter everything became.
The department secretary said the only way to improve was to lie in one position for three
days straight and then, and only then, after the three whole days of immobility should I
rise up out of bed and do the smallest bending movements back and forth until, finally,
the full range of motion returned in another four or so days. The thought of lying still and
stiffening into a corpse terrified me, so instead I went to the gym and forced myself onto
the elliptical trainer.
At the gym, my inner Coach Bosch took over as I inched my way up onto the
machine. I put my headphones on and pretended to be working out like everyone else.

What the hell do you think y o u ’re doing here, H assel? Slowly I worked my way up to a
moderately competitive speed with the guy next to me. No pain, NO GAIN!!! But the
normal endorphins weren’t kicking in. Even though the warmth in my legs was easing the
tension in my hips, I winced with every other stride.
Hobbling home from the gym, I called my Samoan dance teacher. Our show was
in less than a week, so when I said I couldn’t walk, she texted back: “I can heal you!!”
Fia came right over. I put two blankets down on the rug and carefully lowered myself to
my living-room floor. She briefly ran her hands over my back, hips, and legs and then
went straight to work jamming her thumbs and elbows into my calves and Achilles. Who
knew there were so many evil points of torture lurking in those layers of flesh? With
every yelp and shout she told me to “Quit that ‘aagh,’ you sound like p alag i !” Which
means shut up and take it like brown people. Healing Samoan style is no pleasure cruise
to the spa. She struck the fear of God into every tangled fiber, squashing and straining
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each thread until she was sure the demons were gone. When she took her hands away, my
legs and back released. Silky smooth with relief, I lay on the blankets and let the blood
hum through every cell. The show went on; twinges sparked up in ‘ami here and there.
Smiling my way through, fear continued to flare. M uladhara, the root, out of balance,
shatters connection, security, home.

People had warned me. Throughout the entire birth search process, naysayers
threw up flags all around. Even challenged me. Total strangers thought I was nuts for
wanting to search. In 2004, I called around to Fairbanks legal offices explaining my
plight to the receptionists: “I ’m wondering if your lawyers might be able to help me have
my original birth records released.”
“Where are they?” one woman asked.
“They’re in San Francisco, where I was born.” I proceeded to explain my need to
show extenuating circumstances or medical reasons to obtain a court order to have the
sealed records released.
“Why do you need these records?”
“Well, I was adopted and I ’m trying to find my birthm other”

“Why on earth would you want to do that?”
I immediately hung up.
In many ways I have been naive to the sensitive and scandalous aspects of having
been adopted out, given away, illegitimate, a bastard, orphaned, or abandoned. I never
aligned myself with the negative aspects of what people think about babies born out of
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wedlock partly because my mom protected me from ever feeling unwanted and partly
because I didn’t and still don’t understand the problem with people making decisions that
lead to reasonable and maybe even better outcomes. The condescending tone that
secretary took with me came from a kind of 1950s hush-hush mindset, the same mindset
that created closed adoptions and kept birthmothers and babies away from each other. To
be pregnant with an unwanted baby because a mother was too young, too brown, too
white, too poor, too confused, too unlucky was shameful. Phone calls from the grownup
bundle of woe, the source of the shame, the proof of mistakes proved to be unnerving.
At the Polynesian Cultural Center Greg and I found ways to bide the time until I
could talk to Ailaoa again. We watched the Maori island show. Ate lunch. Took in the
all-island water parade. Wandered. In the coconut-scented heat of the long afternoon, I
tried keep my chest from collapsing. At five o’clock we returned to the Samoan island to
find Ailaoa. He didn’t have much more to say, “Okay, I try give them one call.” I gave
him my number and thanked him for his time.
That night I lay in bed with the pang of never knowing Saimana. Ever. Somehow
I drifted off, but woke again in the darkest part of the night in the middle of a Chinese
dream. I don’t know why it was Chinese, but there was a house of ornate design in the
Chinese colors for good luck— red, gold, green, blue. Serifs pointed in all directions from
every imaginable corner of the architecture. From a third-story balcony, liquid-black cold
floated out and poured into the center of my chest, spread out through my limbs, and
pinned me to the floor. Shuddering took hold of my legs, torso, breath. Shadows of an
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inky dragon choked warmth from my heart, water fled from my eyes, and my head
careened across a universe of empty.
One week later, no one had tried to contact me. I began to hate Ailaoa. I hated
him for telling me Saimana was dead. I hated him for not helping to find my cousins. I
hurled all kinds of untoward projections at him, and then, finally, I took the long bus ride
back to PCC to see if he had contacted my cousins. I didn’t know if he had actually told
them about me and for some reason they didn’t want to talk to me, or what. Again, I
watched the Samoan Island coconut song and dance. At the end, I went over to Ailaoa
who barely remembered me. I showed him the picture of Saimana again, then pulled out
my pocket notebook and removed a small square of paper. It happened to be a slip I ’d
already used. Waiting around all week for the phone to ring, I’d taken up drawing
tropical plants. I wrote my name and number on the back of a hibiscus flower I ’d drawn
and placed it in his hand. Again, he said he’d try to contact them.
Another week went by.
“Eh, Ma! Get Jody.” Naalei’s son EJ had answered the phone. I took the receiver.
“Hello?”
“Is this Jody?”
“Yes!”
“This Ailaoa’s wife.”
“Thank you so much for calling.”
“This Ailaoa’s wife. You give my husband your number?
“Yes, at PCC, thanks for calling.”
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“I find this number in pants pocket.”
“Oh, yeah. He said he knew my birthfather Saimana Faumuina— ”
“Why you number in my husband his pants?”
“I ’m ... trying to find my father, and Ailaoa said he knows my family, the
Faumuinas.”
Silence.
“Do you know the Faumuinas?” I asked.
“Faumuina?”
“Yes, my father was Saimana Faumuina. I ’m trying to find him and your husband,
Ailoa, said he’s gone, my father died. Your husband said he would help me find my
cousins.” I started talking louder, slower.
“Oh. Oh-ohhh,” she said.
I remembered the hibiscus. “Do you know my cousins?”
“Ohh. I see.”
“Can you please get my number to them and have them call m e?”
“I see. Thank you. Yes. Thank you.”
Another week later no one had called.

Adulthood did not change my misconception regarding the reality of women’s
generous hips and thighs. I once caught a glimpse of the thigh-puckered hell I so feared
as a youth made manifest in my mirror on the way out of the shower. I was at the Omega
Institute in Upstate, New York, for a yoga workshop. Fatness is not what you’re
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supposed think about when attending a yoga workshop, let alone a yoga workshop at the
Omega Institute. Omega is a center for wellness in Rhinebeck, New York, that offers
workshops and programs for personal growth focusing on the mind, body, spirit
connection and, as their brochure attests, “awakening the best in the human spirit.”
The whole Omega compound of dormitories, yoga studios, boutiques, spas,
classrooms, temples, and dining halls exudes a tangible vibratory zeal—the kind of
woowoo ju-ju that allows for synchronicities from the micro to the macrocosmic to
emerge as omens in caterpillar crossings and portents in the patterns at the bottom of
cereal bowls. But even the Omega force of goodness could not block out my critic when
the towel slipped as I passed the mirror in the bathroom. I went off to class under a
cottage-cheese-shaped cloud. The workshop was co-taught by two of my heroes:
international yoga goddess Seane Corn and political activist superstar Julia Butterfly Hill.
They named the course Divine Action: Living Like You Mean It. As noted in the
pamphlet, the weeklong workshop’s intent was to help us participants “reconnect with
our bodies, gain emotional insight, and explore our individual soul’s purpose.”
Mid-week of the workshop, at the end of Seane’s grueling two-hour detox yoga
session I sat up, aligned, luminescent. Every atom of me rose to the surface and sang. I
listened to Seane’s guided meditation feeling well wrung out and clean. Earlier, at the end
of the standing flow sequence—warrior rigors in Surya Namaskara B stylings—we were
all face down on the mat in pigeon pose. With my knee bent forward and my shin below
my chin on the floor, I felt the lactic acid rage build and unleash. I had grown to a new
level of no pain no gain. Pigeon pose is not about PUSH HASSEL! but breathe, linger,
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feel, be H assel.. .in the center of barbed pangs. When the cussing in my head evaporated,
the pain began to teach. I know I’m doing yoga when the tears can’t be stopped. Most of
the time I have no idea why I suddenly sob in a room of spandex-clad strangers on sticky
mats. My legs took turns somehow squeezing every last bit of snot from my head. We lay
there fifteen minutes per side, each of us small pools of surrender. At the end, I sat in
lotus position and saw that New Agey rainbow rise through the center of my body, up,
and out the crown of my head. And then I remembered my thighs. I suddenly saw them
as cellular, as millions of cells with tiny faces all crying out, screaming in anger and pain.
I felt the hatred of my thighs in the mirror as a hatred of self and something even bigger.
A hatred carried by millions of women who bear the same legacy of hating their thighs.
Thighs carry so much shame. Whether too tight, too fat, too weak, skinny, or lumpy, we
collect ourselves in our thighs, stuff our secret sorrows into every curve and cranny. I sat
in awareness and listened, let the little rivers rinse out all the years.
After lunch Seane and Julia asked if anyone wanted to share experiences from the
morning session, and I found myself explaining my cellular screaming cellulite to a circle
of thirty-five others. I explained the tiny cartoon faces all agape and the legacy of shame
we carry in our thighs to thoughtful, nodding classmates and somehow didn’t feel
embarrassed at all. Afterward, Rebecca, who I renamed Angelecca— she looks like a
cross between my sister Angelique and my friend Laurel— gave me a big hug. Angelecca
said she was impressed with the way I saw my ancestors in my thighs. Confused at first, I
remembered having used the word ‘legacy.’ The small faces appeared instantly, but this
time they bore familial features. The source of shame grew beyond commodification of
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body parts, way past glossy glamour ads and impossibly tight jeans into something more
like disconnect, or denial, and I felt myself a face in a long chain of slack-jawed, silent
screamers.

While I waited, again, for Ailaoa to contact my cousins, Greg and I spent the time
camping under the pine trees in Sherwood Forest on the beach of Waimanalo. Every day
I walked from Sherwoods to Kailua and back. In the rhythm of waves and the soft
cradling of sand beneath each step, loss lingered over me like a shawl.
I decided to take a vacation from my Hawaiian vacation. I booked a trip to Kauai
and figured w e’d camp and tourist around for a while. Before Greg and I left, Andy and
Naalei invited us to have Thanksgiving dinner with their family. Andy and his braddah
Garlough helped dig the family emu. Five turkeys, three hams, and five pigs were set to
bake in the underground oven overnight. The next morning they dug up the emu, took the
rocks and steamed banana leaves off the turkeys, hams, and pork and brought the bounty
to the house. Greg and I washed our hands and dug in to pulling meat off bone with our
fingers. When the last tender morsel was pulled, Naalei brought out butter rolls, and we
snacked on the fresh Kahlua pork. After all the meat was put away, Greg went through
my notes from our library research in the Honolulu phone books and, again, called every
Faumuina on the list.
I was out in the carport when I heard Greg on the phone.
“Mhm, Faumuina. Saimana. Saimana was her father.”
Silence.
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“Her cousin? Aunty? Wow, okay, yes. Yes. That’s great.”
Someone who knew my relatives had finally answered.
A few hours later, my first cousin Tailoto, the daughter of my father’s sister,
called, but I was headed to Kauai the following morning. We agreed to meet in two
weeks. As soon as I returned, Saimana’s sister, my aunty Aotoa, was eager to meet me.

There is a secret pain I ’ve borne without naming it for so long now I can hardly
bring myself to write it. The naming of it has less to do with blame than with liberation.
I ’ve carried it in my flesh and blood without knowing for long, long years. There seems
no reason for it other than the age-old playing out of opposites. A discomfort of the skin
I ’m in. I wonder if the dance can work it out, if when my pelvis froze up with pain, it
threatened to keep me from doing Samoan Siva in some ancient vice of protection. A
mechanism of control. A denial of the skin I ’m in. Or if when my flesh wriggled out of its
wrapper, it was warning me: I ’m strapped in too tight. The armoring stasis we invoke to
stop the flow of who we are is legacy.
To be half and half is something other than whole. When I was a kid, I never
really knew the halves or even saw them. I was raised a homogeneous Scandinavian
Alaskan who happened to have very brown features. At age twelve I discovered I was
probably half Hawaiian and half something else that a blonde woman would produce.
This knowledge didn’t change much other than to plant an infatuation with all things
Hawaii in my brain. Growing up, I was smothered in hugs and kisses, pets and toys, so
the idea of abandonment was not something I knew. But the body remembers.
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4. Sky
Beyond the blue a black swath, deep cut with chinks of flicker and glow, unfurls
so much vaster than anything known as night, there’s no way I can go to sleep. I ’m on the
porch under a heft of quilts and sleeping bags. Dot to dot depicting myself in kind, I
wonder. If these points of light years past are all we see in the night’s firmament, then
what is really now? There was a moment somewhere way back when, in the twinkling:
celestial stirrings sparked across the sky and looking down upon a planet, I imagine I
chose all of you to blossom through from points around the globe— sub-tropic, sub-arctic,
ocean, snow. Constellations only exist in the way we see them. I see you shining through.
I see you.

5. La’ititi Lacuna
I am missing a sister. It creates an almost imperceptible hole somewhere to know
this— a kind of lack. But the gap is not so much an ache. It is not like the one that is felt
in the fissure of heartbreak, nor in the cavity of hunger. The divide is more like a spark
gap—the small space necessary to keep ground away from center in a spark plug. It has
everything to do with timing because ignition is a tricky thing to master. And I’m not
sure when I’ll feel that impulse to connect, but I know it’s important to gauge carefully
the distance till I do.
I wonder what she looks like. I have seen old photos from the seventies of her in
toddler’s wear clinging to the bell-bottomed calves of her Japanese mother. In another
she is propped up on the handlebars of our Samoan father’s bicycle— going for a ride
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with Daddy. His hair sports the same look as McGarrett’s from Hawaii Five-0. But he
was never a cop. Far from it. One hand on the baby and one leg down to hold up the bike;
they are perfectly balanced. He is lean and sharply dressed like those leisurely guys from
the Montgomery Ward catalog who point at imaginary events. Even beneath her bonnet,
her eyes squint in the Hawaiian sun; I can barely make out the shapes of her features. The
bike is red.

Almost every other night of the week, I frequent a ritual. I make spaghetti. I sea
salt and olive oil the water. I watch the water in the pot. Not so much because I am
impatient, but because I know that they are wrong about the watching. My defiance has
more to do with control than time. It is a control of time. So, standing above the pot on
the glowing burner, I wait, watch and wait. While it might seem that I do this to relish my
defiance of the old wives, it is more out of interest in the possibility that I could be
wrong. We have these great glass lids. I can see right through them. I study the bottom
when the bubbles first form; I can almost imagine their permanence in that state. I relish
the pot that might never boil.
I don’t mind slowness. When walking, friends often complain or make fun of the
way my sauntering gait drawls through space like molasses in winter. I prefer to stretch
time, to feel time wait on me. I have, in fact, made a profession of waiting. For more
years than twenty I have welcomed the habit of waiting on patrons in diners, cafes, fine
restaurants, and bars. I’ve waited on their orders, waited on their food, waited on their
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checks, and their tips. But waitressing doesn’t feel like waiting when you’re doing it. It
feels like running. Or coordinating insanity.
Most of my professional waiting career was spent working for an Italian family in
my hometown. The amount of lasagne, fettuccine, linguine, fusilli, mostaccioli, ravioli,
and spaghetti I have dished out could provide every Pastafarian member of the Church of
the Flying Spaghetti Monster with enough divinatory fodder to get them through the next
three Christmases. The devotees of this faith don their Xmas tress with piles of pasta and
meatballs in honor of His Noodliness (see figure 1).

Figure 1. His Noodliness the creator.

My birthmother is somewhat of a Pastafarian. She makes the best Noodly
Appendage headdress you have ever seen. The unwieldy turban of twine devours the
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head of its wearer in a faux pile of spaghetti with huge yarn meatballs and eyes that
protrude at the end of what could be antennae. All this in the image of the divine being of
the Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster.
Shortly after I found my birthmother, she and I attended the Bay Area UFO Expo
in Santa Clara; she drew me in with her understanding of physics and the way crop
circles are blue prints for free energy generators and the construction of interstellar
transportation vehicles. We drove across the desert and she revealed to me the
peculiarities of all-night AM radio, the profundity of Art B ell’s Coast to Coast. The only
thing surpassing the fantastic discovery of her paranormal preoccupations, was our like
mindedness. We also have the same handwriting, the same sneeze. She introduced me to
the Gospel of the Flying Spaghetti Monster. We know it is a joke. But what if w e’re
wrong?

In my own kitchen, when I make spaghetti, I am never wrong about the pot. Each
time, the bubbles at the bottom are invariably released. They all rise up to their wiggly
dance of convection. No proved wives’ tales of time warp ever manifest. And no one ever
finds a sister by watching herself stare at bubbles.
I do not truly miss this sister. It’s hard to miss someone you don’t know—to miss
a stranger. I think about her. I wonder, if I knew a way to find out exactly where she is,
how long it would take for me to actually go to her. I waited thirty-seven years before
allowing other lost constellations of kin to coalesce around me. I can’t help but feel at the
center of my universe with all these orbiting new and old family members that hang at
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respective intervals of intimacy. Oh, god, intimacy. The drive through the desert revealed
not only the like-minded humor that my birthmother and I share but also our identical
patterns of obduracy. The mirroring is often unbearable. So I keep these relations in orbit,
at least at arms length and pushing. For some reason I go around thinking I am good at
intimacy until it actually happens. And then I harbor this illusion of orbit— each one on
its own circuitous route away or sometimes toward. When, actually, the people I believe
to be set in a comfortable holding pattern around me are not outside of me. They are
somehow in me; they always have been. And if that is true, then is she also “in”? My
sister, where is she in me? W hat does that mean?
One day in class I wrote this on the board, “Families do that. They chart psychic
genealogies that often overlook what is right before our eyes.” I used this line from a bell
hooks essay called “Inspired Eccentricity” as a way to teach in-text citation rules. I
wanted to discuss the meaning of it, too, but instead forged right past any real analysis
because we were running out of time, and I had this really important interactive activity
planned. I had also somehow forgotten what it meant. I have used this quotation in
lessons before, so I threw it up on the board with the confident intent of connecting its
thematic elements to our first essay assignment.
For two semesters I had been asking my students to compose essays that explore
family and identity through a concrete illustration of a familiar object. My hope was that
they’d point me the way. Did they already know how “families do that”? How “they chart
psychic genealogies that often overlook what is right before our eyes”? I remember
discussing this quote at length the first semester I taught it and even feeling as though
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epiphanies were sparkling through the glassy-eyed stares of my students. This time my
own jaw dropped as I stared at it on the board; I couldn’t see it clear.
I recalled that in the text, hooks talks about how her family tells her that she
inherited her great grandmother’s “way with words” but that she feels she actually
learned how to “use those words by listening to [her] grandmother.” In that silent
moment in front of my students, I parsed through each slice of syntax. The psychic charts
are about how aspects of identity are inherited, and there is something regarding how
things are in you that you don’t know are in you, and other people see them or don’t see
them, but they intimate a kind of belonging, an identification and there’s this truly
insightful way of knowing the connection that I want to scrape off the tip of my tongue
and— and then the white board goes galactic. Electrical storms peel off in my brain
rebounding dozens of quicksilver inklings about the accessible immediacy of the
genealogical stardust of our ancestors and gravity opening the portals of awareness and
being the vessel, the heir to legacies of identity and knowing. I-d-e-n-t-i-t-y. K-n-o-w-in-g. And just when I feel the white board has stilled me to that point where I’m in the
time warp of never-boiling water, where the infinite and the immediate become one
blazing vertical axis of awareness, I hear myself blurt out something like “yeah, we
should move on,” and, making sure to remind my students the importance of correct
MLA citations, I erase the green letters off the white board.
Psychic genealogies— right before my eyes. Right.
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When I first marched around the island of Oahu with the picture of my birthfather
looking for clues at the PCC, Ailaoa looked at the picture I held, looked at me, looked at
the picture, then at me and said, “Dis your father?” I nodded. He studied my face. “You
have his eyebrows,” he said. The picture, from the late ’60s, was taken in the lush foliage
of a back yard somewhere, probably in Waikiki. The central figure is Hollywoodpolished, poised, and brandishing a machete in nothing but a mid-thigh high lavalava and
a lei. Muscular and brown, Pops was lookin’ like the Polynesian Bruce Lee.
“You know him ?” I ask.
“Yeah. I knew him.”
My eyebrows do look like his. Despite the countless hours of life I ’ve wasted in
front of the mirror with tweezers, the fact that the first determining familial resemblance
between us is because of man-brows makes no difference; the fact that there is a
noticeable resemblance does.
Just because I had to tell all my classmates and teachers I was Norwegian until I
was in the sixth grade doesn’t mean that I knew I was weird. My dad has brown hair. He
is 100% Norwegian. My mom is only half Norwegian. The other half is Swedish. She has
blonde hair. My brother has blonde hair. One brown, one blonde, that’s totally normal.
Except when I look back on the family photos now, it looks kind of like they might have
sent away for me from the back of a magazine. In our super 8 home movies, there are
scenes of mild-mannered Scandinavians standing around in their snowflake sweaters
before Thanksgiving dinner looking Nordic and thoughtful as they watch me bounce
myself into a froth on my spring horse. Even in my tiny cowboy hat, the wild Samoan
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mane that is more black than brown cannot be contained; and, though it is three months
deep into winter, my olive-tone skin still looks tan among the fair-skinned Scandies.
When I was a little girl, my mom assured me that brown hair and brown eyes
were best. She made a big deal out of my being a brunette. She told me she wished she
had such dark curly hair. I never questioned this, even though, to me, her smooth flaxen
locks and light blue eyes were perfect. The word “adopted” was in my vocabulary from
the beginning. In second grade I remember sitting below the see-saw smashing grass and
leaves between rocks to make pretend food and telling playmates that “adopted” just
meant I didn’t come out of my mom’s stomach. It wasn’t that different. Throughout my
youth, Mom promised she would help me find my birthmother when I turned eighteen.
Chapters of teaching, raising and running dogs, travel, university, and general traipsing
about kept our search on the back burner. The reunion finally occurred when I was nearly
twice that age. Now, in its wake of revelations, I cling to things I know are mine like
places, foods, names.
I have Googled my sister’s name. No one can hide from the Internet. Anyone
who has had a phone number, done anything notable, or cyber-social-networky in the
past fifteen years is there. In the five years since I ’d found my biological family I
Googled her about a hundred times. Or more. Each time the same three photo-less hits
popped up from the Honolulu Advertiser news bulletin from the summer of 2000. At first
I read them as facts about a stranger, any stranger. Already overwhelmed with the process
of integrating new family members, I figured I would get to her later, if ever. Years
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passed and I never dug into why everyone in her family— our family— allowed her to be
lost. No one knew where she was.
I reread the articles, comb through the stories, think about where she’s been.
I imagine her at the booking turning over her shoes, her jewelry, her clothes, her
life. I can feel her relief, even though it hurts, when the cuffs are removed and her
tingling hands are revived. When that mug shot flash breaks across her face, does it look
like mine? When they ink her digits, does she have the same spiral print on her thumbs,
the ones I’ve found only on our Aunty Aotoa’s and mine? And when she finally settles in
on that slab called a bunk next to the stainless steel head/sink, how long is it before time
slows into something that feels like reverse? Does she measure the expanse by how used
to the food she’s become or the interval of time it takes for her wrists to stop itching, for
the nerves to reconnect, for the bruises to yellow and fade? How long is it before she
notices no one is posting bail, no one is coming to visit? How long is it before the ritual
of days proclaims there is no time?
Alone, she became somehow so tethered with shame that no one I meet in the
family can tell me the details, can tell me where she is, will say they know anything about
her. I don’t know how it happened, if it was her idea, if she was just going along with it
for her husband, or what kind of desperation must have driven them to do it, but mistakes
were made. Maybe she was just the driver. Or he forced her to do it. Maybe it was all her
doing. I don’t need to know specifics. The blood of Samoan ties is so much more viscid
than water, the links rival epoxy. Yet in the timeless cell of one forgotten daughter, one
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sister, blood bonds dissolved and ran like rain on a windshield. Whatever justice was
served for her crimes played out far beyond the courtroom, the prison, the sentence.
I know something about exile. I want to believe that if our father had still been
living he would have gone to her. The crime occurred in 2000, two years after his death.
Back in his day, our fire-knife dancing father earned his way to America with a
scholarship to BYU. He studied law. He was an ambitious man, to some, a dangerous
man. I will never have the chance to know if what the people tell me of him is true.
In my favorite photo of my sister, she is sleeping. Again I can’t make out her

la ’ititi features in any way that might suggest their adult traits. Her wee eyes are sealed,
and her face expresses only the universal serene of a babe in slumber on her father’s
chest. Held upon the safety net of his strength, before there is any indication of his not
being there for her, before the ultimate abandonment of his death, before mistakes
condemn her to imprisonment, she remains the eternal Thumbelina in the center of her
flower. And it’s this image that compels me to chart psychic genealogies of what we
share. It’s this belonging, this sweetness, this calm that connects us dot to dot across the
sky, across time because she has something I can never have. She has known our father.
She was twenty-four when the grand jury of Honolulu indicted her. I ’ve thought
some day I’ll find the prison, show up at visiting hours. This was my plan until
November, 2010, when my Googling produced a new article printed about her. There are
two pictures of her. In the first one she is focused on a display of pasta dishes. She has
become a professional spaghetti maker. Distinctly refined in chef’ s coat and pressed
slacks, her hair is dark brown, straight, and swept up into a twist. Her % profile reveals
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that we might have the same nose and jaw line. We definitely do not have the same
eyebrows. Whenever I get my toenails done at the salons run by Vietnamese women, they
always ask me if I want my eyebrows waxed. The one time I did allow this to happen,
the stylist beamed at her own work as I left and said, “Much betta. Look much mo like
woman now.” My sister’s Asian brows are well groomed into graceful arches that look
feminine even in the second picture where they are slightly pressed in and serious. This is
a group shot; she stands in the back, but her presence is solid.
I see her. Right before my eyes and impossible to overlook. I am missing this
sister. I can’t pretend it is fine to suspend time in some illusion of infinite tiny bubbles. I
can’t keep this distance safe. If there is potential danger in arcing the gap, in igniting
kinship, it is far outweighed by the danger of what could be lost if I wait. It is possible to
wait too long. It is possible to be lost forever. I ’ve found my sister in that adult chef
photo. But it’s just an image on a screen. The real sparks fly in the presence of the other,
in being together. One day, I’ll go to where she works and order a plate of pasta. Or I ’ll
find her sitting in the sand, maybe at Sandy’s beach. Local style. South side. W e’ll watch
the water, seek the common ground and let it arc across the sky, across time to ancestors
whose eyebrows we never knew were ours.

6. Afakasi in the Fale
“You!” Aunty Lupe hollered, “Come! You!”
I shot out of the house and to her side—you don’t keep Samoan matriarchs
waiting if you know what’s good for you. She pointed her first two fingers straight
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toward my eyes like one of the Marx brothers. Tempted to put my hand up into the well
known side of the palm block, I stood there gaping; I didn’t think she was going for the
full-on poke. “You!” she kept shouting as she pointed her two fingers toward my eyes
and then hers and then back again to mine.
“Me.” I answered.
“You— !!” point-point-point.
“Glasses?”
“No!” more pointing.
“Look?”
“Look!” She nodded. “You look you father— ”
I thought she meant I look like my birthfather. But she grabbed me by the hand
and pulled me across the dirt road that runs in front of the twelve-foot hedge hiding her
overgrown yard and palagi style house.
“You look, you father,” she pointed again but not into my eyes. This time her
finger aimed straight down to a grave trapped in a memorial cage in the yard across the
street.
“Grave?”
“You father grave, you!”
“This is my father’s grave?”
“NO! You look you father grave!”
“Yes, that’s why— ”
“Come! We go!”
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“N ow ?”
“Yes! Come!”
“But I want to get flowers. I want to— ”
“Yes, yes— flowers, yes! We go!”
Suddenly off to see my birthfather’s grave, it was only my second day in Samoa.
We rounded up “Mama,” who is my father’s halfsister Aotoa, my aunty, my escort from
Hawaii to and through the country, and my “mommy” as my other aunties put it. For all
of my eighteen days in Samoa, I was to be the protected ward of Aotoa and to call her
Mama, which might have felt more reasonable had I not been forty years old. We piled
into Aunty Lupe’s husband’s cab. Driving is a convenience in Samoa that few enjoy.
Puasa’s cab was a white, Land Rover type machine that featured a plastic model airplane,
also white, above the rear-view mirror. The stereo blasted Van H alen’s Diver Down or
maybe it was their greatest hits. I spent many hours in the back seat of that vehicle never
knowing where I was or how long a journey through green or concrete jungle I was in
for. Lupe’s sudden desire to take me to my birthfather’s grave led us to a highway out of
the village proper of Moa Moa— a suburb of Western Samoa’s capital city Apia.
Eventually we pulled over and Mama talked to what appeared to be strangers on
the road. If I strained my neck out the back window, I could read the body language of
the various men carrying machetes and the women with babies on their hip. I gathered
after a few of these stops that we were getting directions. Why did they not know where
my father was buried? I guessed that Aunty Lupe and Uncle Puasa were distant relatives
from Aotoa’s side and were not in the know. Stopping for directions seemed weird but,
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whatever, I was finally going to my father. Propped up in the back seat and unable to
understand the mellifluous conversation, I felt as if my legs were shrinking up to threeyear-old length. My head bobbed along in the breeze swimming with the musical sounds
of a language I could only understand by the shape and tone of foreign gesticulations.
The fluid fa-la-long oo ma oo sound of M ama’s gravel-throated Samoan, heavily laced
with Eddie Van Halen’s guitar riffs, circled through my diffident mind.
After another set of directions, we turned onto a side road that became more like a
goat trail the further we climbed. I’d never seen jungle like this. Not just palm trees, but
banana, mango, and breadfruit trees extending huge sheets of leaves, interwoven with
trailing creepers of Tarzan vines and ramblings of Devil’s Ivy so thick it blotted out the
light of the sky. The asphalt had turned into black rock that wound through a mob of lush
green houseplants—throngs of dumb cane, mother’s tongue, peace plants, and enormous
philodendrons. The way we took was like the bush roads in Alaska—two tire-trackcarved ruts of mud and rock cut through a bramble of trees—but I wasn’t so sure Puasa’s
cab was like the four-bys that manage the rugged terrain back home. With the clutch
grinding and the aunties laughing, we found our way to a remote driveway of a well kept
home tucked deep into tropic forest. Samoan men, women, and teens were milling about
the yard and the fa le o ’o when we pulled up. No one came to greet us. I caught the stinkeye more than once and didn’t say a word. The aunties and Puasa chatted nervously. I
looked around to see if there was a grave or mausoleum on the grounds.
As usual, I wondered if there was some sort of conspiracy going on. I was pretty
sure the entire time I was in Samoa that I was going to be either converted to
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Mormonism, married off, sold, sacrificed, cooked, or all of the above. I am not proud of
this insecurity. My adult independence and confidence were diminishing by the hour. The
shrinking to a three-year-old sensation didn’t stop at my wiggling legs in the back seat;
my mind muddled through the moxie of a toddler. My birthfather, after studying at BYU,
entertaining, and driving cab in Hawaii, spent his later years orchestrating resort deals to
bring Samoa up from its under-developed status. His ideas were not well received and
cost him his chiefly family title. He left a scathing, 385-page manuscript entitled The

Homeless Samoan Prince exposing the bad behavior of various family members and
outing the political, cultural, and spiritual ills of the country. Written in 1996, the
autobiographical critique makes it very clear that Aotoa—Mama—was not his favorite
sister and that his family’s devout Mormonism, in his eyes, and words, was moronic. He
rants about the cultural, intellectual, political, and spiritual rape of Samoans at the hands
of missionaries and outside influences. Courage and confidence were not my constant
companions on this trip. Mama and I hardly knew each other, and even though she
treated me with nothing but love, I couldn’t forget his words. This was surely either the
house of my newest sacrament, betrothed, owners, or imminent doom.
People started yelling out the window of the cab, people yelled back in the yard.
People yelling in the yard yelled into the house. More yelling in the house. A man came
out.
A medium-sized, very brown Samoan man in t-shirt and lavalava with jet-black
hair that hung in a shag around his face leaned against the driver-side window of the cab.
My aunties seemed very interested in him. Through the tangle of f-l-n-g-a-o laden words
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I distinctly heard “palagi” and “ Seagai Faumuina” a few times. The man listened and
periodically looked into the back seat to size me up. His forearms were covered with
tattoos in a variety of styles— large faces, tribal designs. He wore wire-rimmed glasses. I
knew they were not asking him if I could take a look at my father Segai Faumuina’s
grave. Something was going down, and I was at the center of it. This was not the sacred
burial ground of my long searched for birthfather. Lupe set me up. That scary, gap
toothed crone with the maniacal, snorting guffaw had lied. I was trapped.
The man took one last look at me and they all nodded. He left the window and we
drove away.
We drove away in silence.
About three minutes into the rocky trip down the jungle mountainside, Mama
turned to me and said triumphantly, “Friday! You get your MALU!!!”
The malu is a thigh-covering, Samoan tattoo for women traditionally given only
to daughters of high chiefs. I accidentally shouted.
“W H AT?!!!”
“Your malu! Friday!” They were all grinning.
What the hell was happening? Wholly confounded, my questions led them to
believe I didn’t know what the word malu meant so they went through a series of
pantomimes to demonstrate the tribal hammering of a tattoo and shouted: “Katoon! The
kakoo!!”
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The casual speak switch to the “k” sound instead of the “t” sound further confused
me. What cartoon? Even though my cousin Tailoto in Hawaii had told me about the

malu, I had no idea what it looked like.
Mama lifted the hem of her skirt to reveal her knee where a single band of tribal
markings circled her leg.
“The malu!”
“I know what it is. I just don’t know if I want it!” I said— again too loudly.
The car stopped. At this point I was pretty sure it was straight to the cauldron or at
least the airport for me. Instead they sat quietly and got Irae, my cousin back at the house
in Moa Moa, on the cell phone assuming that what we were suffering from was a
language barrier. We were so far into the jungle that the poor connection nullified any
advantage we might have gained toward translation. All they knew was that I’d said no.
All I knew was that they didn’t turn around and cancel the appointment. As Puasa crept
the cab carefully back down the mountain road, the aunties looked ahead in silence.
Eventually, we pulled out onto the highway, David Lee Roth belted out “Panamaha!” and I watched the jungle roll by the back-seat window. I felt my shrunken legs and
heart again at toddler size; my ego splotched across my stupid palagi face.
Back at Lupe’s, I hid in the bedroom.

Two days earlier, when Mama and I stepped off the prop plane at the Faleolo
International Airport, a wall of humidity soaked my clothes. I climbed over the sidewall
of a little red Toyota truck thankful that the two Samoan men who greeted us asked if I ’d
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ride in the back. The men filled the space around me with packages and luggage. Layers
of cardboard cushioned my seat in the truck bed. The 30-minute drive around the island
of Upolu, Western Samoa blasted tropic heat all through my hair whipping it into my
eyes and mouth. As the forced air dried my clothes, I took in the tangled green. So much
green.
Mama and I had boarded the jet in Honolulu with three suitcases, two duffle bags,
and a massive pile of makeshift baggage—twenty or so large cardboard boxes wrapped in
layers of tape to keep the tops around the bulging ends closed. I couldn’t imagine what
Mama needed to bring in all those boxes. The stateside cousins told me she had also
stuffed the extra space in my suitcase full of her things. At least thirteen cousins waved
us goodbye at the Honolulu International Airport. Guiding her in the Hawaiian Air
wheelchair toward our gate, I tried to ignore the fact that I was trafficking unknown items
for Mama. Turned out she was hauling a mound of American T-shirts, Hawaiian towels,
snacks, and trinkets. In Waipahu, aside from sneaking stuff into my suitcase, Mama had
given me five or six over-sized Ts, three lavalavas, two Hawaiian tourist towels, a pair of
high-heeled sandals, one fancy floral print blouse, and a pair of earrings. Before meeting
up with Mama on Oahu, I had already been in Hawaii for months working on an organic
farm and camping around the Big Island. Even though we barely knew each other,
somehow Mama predicted my wardrobe would not meet Samoan standards.
Upon landing, the inspection at customs was made easy by M ama’s connections.
Her niece, my first cousin, is married to the manager of the International Airport in Pago
Pago, American Samoa. He got us through security without so much as a glance and
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waved the $235 overweight cargo fee. Flying over the islands was loud, shaky, and
reminded me of bush plane rides above our thousands of acres of boreal forest in Alaska.
The land mass is not as vast, but like the black spruce and muskeg in the Interior, a
continuous jungle of coconut palms pervades the view. Only occasionally does a tiny
structure appear in a clearing or on miles of otherwise deserted sugar white beach.
Mountainous and green, Upolu island of Western Samoa rises up from long stretches of
coral shores wrapping every edge except those that drop off into cliffs of black lava rock.
Whenever I get off the plane in Hawaii, I feel home. Alaska contends. Raised a
native of Interior creek valleys and birch groves, I can never leave the sub-arctic for long,
but Hawaii has the turquoise blue Pacific. In the Honolulu airport, the sea breeze perfume
of plumeria and gardenia floats through constant Muzak soundtracks of slack-key guitar
set to the rush of distant waves. Garden pools of koi and rain forest foliage adorn the
concourse. My first visit was at age ten. I brought my Barbie. I have pictures of her
angled as if she were life-sized, posed by tourist attractions like Hanauma Bay and
Waikiki Beach sporting tropical fashions and wind-blown blonde plastic hair. At that
time I had no idea I might be Polynesian. I was on vacation with Mom and Dad on a
romantic isle eating pineapple, chewing on sugar cane, and getting asked if I were local,
like everybody else.
I expected my emergence in Samoa to feel like going home, too, like Hawaii, but
to a more exaggerated degree. The impact upon arriving was so exaggerated I could
hardly believe it. In fact it would be more accurate to say I couldn’t take it. It was
terrifying. And now I wonder what is it? Thinking about it makes my chest hurt. That
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pain behind my shoulder blade begins again to stab. My breath shallows. Instead of
happy thoughts and ocean romance, I feel density. My jaw locks. Riding around in the
back of the truck that first day on Upolu, I felt it: large, hot, dark, and, maybe, angry.
Somerset Maugham once said of the Samoan jungle, “After the rain, when the sun is
shining and you walk through the bush it is like a hothouse, seething, humid, sultry,
breathless, and you have a feeling that everything about you, trees, shrubs, climbing
plants, is growing with an impetuous violence.” Here were trees and grasses and plants
and fruits growing in a competitive, matted race toward light, breaking roots through rock
to reach ground water, and choking out the weak. Here were hot pink houses with bright
aqua gazebos, here were men flanking the roads with their black glaring eyes and
machetes, here were women of largesse wielding babes on hips like ancient queens and
goddesses, here were legends and languages that might still live in the lineage of my
blood.
The humid density remained invasive even in the wind-blown back of the truck.
Sweat rolled from my neck to the seat of my pants. At the end of the ride from the
airport, we pulled into a driveway. I didn’t know it, but we were in Moa Moa, at Lupe’s
house. I had no idea we were going to stay there. A young woman named Irae cleaned the
largest bedroom for me. I was so disoriented that first day, I watched Irae make up my
room and sweep the main area of the house and wondered if she were just moving in. I
couldn’t make sense of the lack of “real” furniture in the house. The wooden chairs and
benches draped with sheets were pushed up against the walls. The house felt empty.
Mama and Irae chatted and giggled as she pushed a short stalk of straw across the
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flooring; a fluffy-headed baby toddled beneath her feet. I sat on a lawn chair by the open
door trying to catch a nonexistent breeze. The flu I had caught in Hawaii weighed heavy,
and I’d lost my cell phone on the plane to Pago Pago. The floor sprawled before me
covered with brash, tribal print linoleum. Saw-toothed, blood-red zigzags articulated the
design against burnt brown blocks of squares and rectangles projected from a tawny base.
The insane floor patterns warbled through my jetlagged flu haze and Nyquil hangover
inducing a blur of vertigo that made me wish for sleep. Eventually Irae asked if I wanted
something to eat. She fed me a cold spam sandwich.
As with all the other young people in the household, I was never sure if Irae was a
cousin by blood or household association. Over my three-week stay, youth in their teens
and twenties lived with us and would come and go without warning. After I finished the
greasy sandwich, Irae pulled my suitcase into the room she’d fixed for me. Green jungle
print cloth hung as curtains from each louvered window. A white mosquito net billowed
out over two metal-frame single beds pushed together. I assumed I would share the bed
with Mama as we had in Pago Pago on the way over, but the room became my own; I felt
lucky and not a little guilty to have the only bed. The only other bedroom in the house
was crammed full of suitcases that held belongings of the nine to twelve people who
lived in the house. A few additional suitcases and trunks held down the corner in the
living room. At night, all nine to twelve people would roll out straw mats and sleep on
the floor in the living room. Some would line up close to one another; others would take a
little more space to themselves. That explained the expanse of floor. Freddy, Irae’s Afro
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headed three-year-old, was the only one to sleep under a mosquito net except for me, and
the guy who slept outside in the fa le o ’o in the back yard.
Under the drape of the mosquito gauze, my bed of Scooby Doo sheets, ruffled,
baby blue sateen bedspread, and matching pillow shams reminded me of the canopy bed I
had as a little girl. The room had formerly belonged to Koligi, whose English name is
Doreen. She called herself Doreen, but other family members used the Samoan Koligi or
smashed the two together saying them both. Doreen had to give up her private bedroom
because the afakasi came to town and needed special treatment. Mama slept on the
woven palm mats in the living room with everyone else. At first I felt bad about this and
missed her mothering panther paw on my back as I slept. When the flu cough woke me in
Pago Pago, she would say in her pidgin tongue as she patted down the noise, “dere, dere
baby, dere.”
I treasured my private room and came to see that Mama treasured sleeping with
her sisters and nieces. Each night under the gauze net, I listened to the creepy crawlies
outside twitter and whir as the sisters and their daughters settled into snoring. The scent
of mosquito-coil smoke mingled with the sourness of sheets that never quite dried on the
line ushered me off to dreams as I counted off not sheep, but the days like a prisoner
banished to the isle. In the middle of the night, long before dawn, I ’d often hear their
voices ring out in rhythmic orations of what must have been prayers to ward off threat of

aitu.
Doreen didn't seem to mind that I had taken her room but only in that teenage I ’m

not going to get in trouble fo r showing that I wish you didn’t take my room sort of way.
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Doreen’s father Puasa, married to Lupe, drove the white taxi. Lupe’s frame house is
home to about seven or ten other women depending on w ho’s in town at any given time.
Sometimes a male cousin or two would stay for the night in the backyard. In the morning,
everyone would dig through respective suitcases and crowd around a tiny mirror to
groom. Lupe runs the house but Mama owns it. Mama is Lupe’s halfsister, and Mama is
my father Seagai’s halfsister. Lupe and I are not related by blood because she and Seagai
had completely different sets of parents. Doreen is what you might consider Lupe’s
stepdaughter if you’re thinking about it in Western ways. So Doreen and I are not related
by blood, but we are cousins in the aiga. Blood ties rule the land in Samoan culture, but
extended family are almost equally as valued. Doreen and I took to each other like
cousins right away. My funny fifteen-year-old cousin friend, who spoke better English
than most everyone in the house, clued me in by translating the fale gossip. Koligi told
me about boys, too.
When allowed, we went on short, two or three-block walks. She said the reason
they didn’t want me walking around alone or going very far was because people get
raped there all the time. Shelly, the lesbian cousin in the house, was big and tough and
she would walk with all the other girl cousins to protect them. If something happened to
one of the girls, Shelly would beat people up over it. Doreen told me one time about a
boy who kept following her home from school and yelling out cuss words and bad names
at her. He was stupid. She thought she liked him once, but then he threw a rock at her.
She was going to have Shelly beat him up.
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Sene and Toa were the other young women in Lupe’s house; with Irae, Doreen,
and Shelly, they made a formidable team. All of the twenty-somethings counseled me
regarding the threat of the malu. Sene’s English was the best.
“I wouldn’t do it,” Sene said in her New Zealand accent.
“You don’t want one?” I asked.
“No. Too painful.”
“You don’t think I should do it?”
“I think Aotoa’s trying to pressure y o u ....” Sene worked for the airlines and spent
much of her time overseas. When a daughter receives the malu, the ritual is performed in
pairs. Lupe, Aotoa, and Sene’s mother had tried to talk Sene into getting the tattoo with
me.
Irae cheered me on, “It’s very special. M am a’s gift for you, so proud!” Shelly just
shook her head. But Toa was afraid of the pain, too, and thought it should be my
decision.
The elders were insulted.
I remembered in Hawaii when M ama’s daughter, my first cousin Tailoto, said if I
wanted, I could get a malu from the “best in Samoan tattoo.” Mama would help me. But
she warned, “If you get the malu, you have to live up to the malu .” This caveat worried
me the most. W hat did that mean? Casually, Tailoto had said it meant you can’t just go
around showing it off. “You can only show it when you dance. At the end of the dance.”
What dance?
I asked the aunties what that meant.
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“The Siva !” they said in chorus. Realizing this meant nothing to me, they tried to
dance the Siva as a way of explaining.
Their dancing did not spell out the full repercussions of getting the tattoo, and I
still didn’t know what it would look like. The malu on M am a’s leg was only one band.
One ring of blue/black Xs and stars below her right knee. It had never been completed.
An incomplete malu, the cousins intimated to me, was a complete disgrace to the entire
family lineage. Their voices trailed off to hushed whispers and shakes of the head
whenever I asked them why M ama’s tattoo was unfinished. No one seemed to know.
Before leaving to Samoa, my cousins in Waipahu said I should watch a movie
called The Tattooist. They went to great lengths to deliver it to me before I went back to
Andy and N aalei’s in Waimanalu. I put off watching it as long as I could. It’s a horror
film. Not a documentary that is frightening, but literally a horror film. The doomed
protagonist is a Western tattoo artist in New Zealand who steals an ancient Samoan tattoo
tool. In The Tatooist the stolen au is cursed and the plot traces the path of the cursed
thief. Everyone who bears the mark of his ink dies at the “hands” of their own tattoos. Ink
infiltrates the flesh and blood of its victims blackening their skin as they writhe and
shudder. Not a very good selling point for getting the malu. Turns out (spoiler alert) the
curse had been brought about by an evil chief who cast the blight of death on a family
whose son could not complete his pe ’a because he became infected by it and died.
If you decide to get the malu, you had better finish the malu.
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7.

Tufuga Ta Tatau

“You no like katau, no get katau if you no like. Is okay. Okay for you,”
That’s what Mama said. She offered me a way out. I didn’t have to get the tattoo.
I didn’t have to say ‘yes’ to her offer of tribal recognition and familial legacy. I didn’t
have to experience something real Samoan women experience. I didn’t have to accept the
most significant rite of passage and seal of spiritual protection. I could say no. Besides,
I ’m not a tattoo person. I ’d never wanted any tattoo, and I ’d never seen the malu.
Everyone I ’d talked to clearly informed me that traditional Samoan tattoos are the most
painful of all. The malu would cover over half of both legs from below my knees all the
way up to my groin. Samoa is the birthplace of tattoos; the word itself is derived from the
Polynesian word tatau, so named because it mimics the sound of the traditional method.
Each mark of the tatau takes about ten whacks of a stick against a pronged mallet to
literally pound the ink into the skin. Each blot of the malu riveted through skin, to
muscle, sinew, and bone could add up to hours, days, or even weeks of torturous tapping.
Simple. All I had to do was say no.
“Yes. I want to do it. I want to get the m alu” I said.
“Good for you Jody ! Good for YOU” A kind of fire lit behind M ama’s black
eyes. She squeezed my fingers tight. “You sure?”
“Yes.” I said.
There would have been no way to live down the regret of being too scared to do
it. I had to get the malu. No matter that I had no idea what the tattoo design would look
like; all I’d seen was that single ring of Xs and stars that ran in a band around M ama’s
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left knee. No matter that my cousins would not get the malu themselves because they
were scared to death of the pain. No matter that needles and blood in who knows what
kind of hygienic situation in a third world— or whatever world— country I was in could
be sketchy, bad, wrong, the traveller’s fatal flaw. No matter that no one would join me. I
was supposed to get the tattoo with someone, a sister, or a cousin, so I wouldn’t have to
go the journey through pain alone, so nothing bad would happen. Something bad could
happen. It’s dangerous. People have died from these tattoos. I felt this in every hushed
tone, in each veiled conversation. But fears of the malu were always tempered with pride.
My aunties said, “When you get the malu everyone know who you are, know you
Samoan, know you come from high talking chiefs. You dance siva to show the malu.
D on’t show off. D on’t be like those girls just show off. Never show it unless the end of

siva. You may be afakasi, live in Alah-ska, but everybody know who you are. Faumuina.
You Seagai Faumuina’s daughter.”
Even so, I couldn’t help thinking ridiculous things, like, “is it going to make me
look fat? These thighs do not need any tribal bric-a-brac horizontal ornaments that look
fat.” And, “W hat if I ’m wearing shorts or a swim suit? Is that a sin to show it? Is there a
curse?” I tried to explain to my aunties how I might not be able to restrain my wardrobe.
They looked at me through furrowed brows, so cousin Irae got involved and offered the
aunties a lengthy translation of my fears about baring my thighs back home when
wearing different outfits. I watched Irae pantomime shorts and swim wear. I heard her
say, “Alah-ska.” The aunties listened and nodded, held their chins in their hands. Then
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sprang to epiphany and turned to me with thumbs up and fists held high shouting:
“SHOW THE MALU!”
My malu ceremony was on: in two days.
The wait time was brutal. Mama would not let me do anything or go anywhere
alone. So I stayed on the porch in my chair. Reading. Fanning. Writing. Listening to birds
through the warbled swirl of heat. I read Lightning Bird, a book given to me before I left
Hawaii. The book tells the story of Adrian Boshier’s initiation as ngaka or African witch
doctor. Melting in the tropic humidity on the day before the malu , I read these words:
“The symbols involved in the ritual may not be consciously understood, but they
nevertheless make a profound impression. And it is significant that all the most important
steps in learning, all the major transitions, are marked by some form of ritual
sacrifice.. .by blood. There is no single symbol more potent or more profound.” I read
and reread these words. Wrote them in my own hand. Blood is sacred, sacrifice, legacy.
I became obsessed with the way my skin looked smooth and plain, as is, and
stood around locked in my room taking pictures of my bare legs. Sitting on the porch, I
propped my feet up on the post, let the lavalava fall away so I could admire something I
had for so long hated: my thighs. W hat’s happening? What are they? What will it look

like? The anthropologist’s words stayed with me: symbols involved in the ritual may not
be consciously understood. No single symbol is more potent or more profound. I knew
there would be blood. I didn’t know what it would mean.
“They’re coming at 9 in the morning.”
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Tomorrow. D on’t freak out. Bring in light. Stay plenty in the light. Eat some
ibuprofen, don’t be too proud. Put on your shorts from Waimanalo, represent, call in your
brothers and sisters in Hawaii, call in helping spirits and power animals, all the New
Agey powers, four directions, four elements. Put on the oversized surf shirt with the
dragon on it from Mama. Be strong. Hold the light. Remember. Protection is the
surround. Call it down. Try sleep tonight. When you wake up at five in the morning, stay
up. Stretch, breathe. Take in the dawn, be ready. Pray whatever prayers you know.
There’s power in the blood. In you. Communion coming down the pike. See it shine?
When 9:00 am finally came, three men in T-shirts and lavalavas came through the
front door carrying latex gloves, plastic buckets, wads of pillow wrapped in white Glad
trash bags, and a toolbox. They set up on the floor right in front of the door to my
bedroom. Grass mats had been laid down on the linoleum for me. The men arranged the
padding and the towels, the buckets and the box of gloves around the edges of the central
mat. A set of ‘au ta and bamboo sticks were laid out near a squeeze bottle of ink and a
small bowl. ‘Au ta, traditional tools made of long sticks with right-angled, sharp-toothed
combs, pierce the skin. The combs are made of tusk, teeth, or sharpened bone and come
in various sizes. In the old days, the ink was made from a paste of coconut oil and the
soot of burnt kukui kernels. Looking at the bamboo sticks, bone implements, and all the
white plastic, I tried not to worry about blood borne pathogens or pain.
Instead of getting right to work, we all went to the table and ate breakfast. Su’a
Suluape Petelo, the tufuga ta tatau sat at the head. He had brought with him two
assistants or solos. The verb solo in Samoan describes the act of wiping blood off the
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skin. Even though I don’t understand Samoan, the tone of the small talk felt formal,
stilted. When the plates were cleared and all had finished washing their hands in the apa

fafano provided by my cousins, we made our way to the floor and the plastic cushions.
Suluape was the man I ’d seen with the jet-black hair and heavily tattooed arms in the
driveway where Mama announced I would receive the malu. He seemed less scary here
in his wire-rimmed glasses, more professorial. As the most famed and respected living
tattoo artist in all of Samoa, he does not mince words. In perfect New Zealand English he
asked me, “Why do you want this?” I knew right away that “they told me to” was not a
worthy answer and not the truth. I looked at all my cousins and all the aunties who sat
gathered around the edges of the room fanning themselves, waiting for me to answer.
“I think it’s the right thing to do?” I said.
Suluape stared at me. He was not impressed. The aunties fanned. Everyone
waited.
“I ’ve been trying to find my father but he’s gone. I ’m doing this because I never
got to know him.”
Suluape nodded. He picked up his tools.
“Lie down on your stomach.”
The three men sandwiched my left thigh between the plastic wrapped cushions
and pressed tight the skin at the top of my leg. Suluape dipped the teeth of the ‘au ta into a
bowl of ink, and I felt the heat of his arms hover above my skin, heard the tapping begin.

Tufuga ta tatau, tufuga ta tatau : the repetitive ticks took time and stretched it into skin,
tufuga ta tatau, tufuga ta tatau took pain and etched it into bone, tufuga ta tatau. The
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comb at the end of the stick chiseled dashes and dots, spelled out blessings and songs,
cast out curses and ghosts, and bled my edges into echoes and tracers of tufuga ta tatau.
Wipes of cloth across each cut, the solos smoothed away the ink and blood.
You have prayed your prayers. Now all you can do is hope and bite and squeeze
the hands of your sister your cousin Aotoa your aunty your Mama. Close your eyes: you
see him winking down through chinks in the firmament? He pretends to be stars up
there—your father— and his father. His mother and your brother peeking down. Their
dances cast shadows before you like images on the cave wall you can’t make sense of in
the glare of your whiteness, but your heart and your breath take him in.
“Breathe normal.” Suluape said. “ Stop breathing like that. Stop moving,”
Tinkling shards of sky twinkled down tufuga ta tatau, tufuga ta tatau.
Four and a half hours later, peering out through the blur of tapping and pain, I had
survived. The last mark just below the tendon on the front of my right knee had been
made. The solos helped me up from the floor, and I saw my legs for the first time. They
did not look fat. Sharp patterns imprinted each limb with a matrix of intricate hash marks,
and my knees were beset with stars. I looked at the rows of short and long lines, the
erudite mathematical sequences defined a filigree of pride; on the back of each knee was
my malu: a darkly bordered diamond, the crest of protection.
“Go take a shower,” Suluape said. I was sent to the bathroom shower stall with
one of the solos. We kept our clothes on, stepped inside. He turned on the icy water
which poured from a hose mounted at the top of the tile wall and lathered a bar of soap in
its smooth stream. Holding the melted bar above my newly incised skin, he let cool soapy
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water slip over the inky cuts and then cupped his hands around my thigh. “Like this,” he
said pushing the soap into my skin. When each leg had been squeezed with suds by the

solo, I rinsed, carefully patted myself dry, and we went back to the parlor. Cousin Irae
asked me for my camera. She said she would take pictures of me. She said they were
preparing for me. Still so stunned by the four-and-a-half-hour tufuga ta tatau I had no
idea what she meant. I thought she was just going to take my picture since everything
was finally finished. I stood in the middle of the room and tried to smile. She brought me
a chair. “ Sit down.”
Suluape tapped open the top of a raw egg and brought it to me. “D on’t worry, you
don’t have to eat it,” he said, and we both laughed. He poured the yolk and its albumen
over my head. Then he pressed his right hand over my eggy crown, raised his left palm
and gave me a blessing in Samoan. I closed my eyes, felt light burn through each X and
score. The solo came over with a large mixing bowl of thick, amber liquid. “Oils,” they
said, for the blessing. He knelt down in front of me, dipped his hands into the bowl, and
then ran his fingers along the length of each of my legs and arms anointing me with a
golden sheen. And just before the aunties called us to the dinner table, before my hair,
arms, hands, and toes dripping with yellow goo stained the white table cloth, the chair
and the floor tiles, before we settled in to eating cooked green bananas, baked taro, and
pork stew, my cousin caught a flash of me in the camera, of shimmering laughter
between us, of connection true and real.
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8. Body Guard
Night unfurled the blackest sky.
After dinner had ended and our guests were gone, I stepped out the back door of
the kitchen into the cool air and took in the southern hemisphere’s stellar pageant. In the
middle of identifying what I thought was the Southern Cross, the whole fale erupted in a
commotion of hollering aunties, “Jody! Jo-ody!”
Irae grabbed my arm.
“You have to come inside. You can’t be out here because you have just got your

malu .”
I must have smirked or something because she added, “Even if you don’t
understand it, you have to respect it.”
I went inside and tried to make sense of what dangers I might be in. I gathered
there was a belief that recipients of the malu were susceptible to some kind of bad luck,
bad spirits, or misfortune, and to go out in the night with a fresh tatau was asking for it.

It. D on’t ask for it. In Samoa, you are sure to get it. Whatever it is, you don’t want it.
After the malu, Lupe and Mama made Koligi sleep in the bed with me for three
nights in a row. The aunties sent her in to protect me, watch over me because after you
get your malu something bad could happen. Some people get sick. Some die. They just
wanted to make sure. I think they were doing it so that some pe ’a wouldn’t sneak in and
try to land himself a taupou. Which really doesn’t make any sense. Because as an
American, forty-year-old recipient of the “coming of age” rite-of-passage tattoo, I didn’t
fit that bill. But I didn’t want to deal with unwanted visitors in the night either. So Koligi
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and I had fun slumber partying the evil spirits away while I tried to keep weight off my
tenderized legs. The marks the au ta had made were scabbing over nicely; around each
line deep purple and red bruises formed a shadow behind the design. Doreen would grab
the straw fan from my side of the bed, “You’re too hot; you need to keep cool.”
“Give me that,” I’d say laughing. She pretended to be my attendant, but we both
knew we were friends. She’d been instructed to serve me, take care of me. She was even
supposed accompany me to the bathroom and shower to make sure I was safe and wash
my tattooed legs. I tried to stop her. But she persisted.
She’d swing open the bathroom door yelling “Everything okay in here!?”
Stripped naked in the cold water of the open shower, I’d nod and say, “Fine.”
“You need any soap?”
“Nope, got some,” I’d say showing her the bar.
Waiting for her to leave I ’d have to add, “I’m good, thanks— ” the door would
slam, and she’d laugh on the other side. I ’d barely make it from the shower to my room
and drop the towel to get dressed when the door would swing open wide again, “Need
anything?”
“Nope, no. I’m all set.”
“Towel?”
I ’d show mine to her. She’d shut the door laughing.
I don’t know what she was up to, if it was just hilarious to see papalagi naked or
what. There really is no such thing as privacy in Samoa. If everyone can’t see you at all
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times, they can for sure hear you. Life in the fale is close quarters. So it didn’t really
matter that Koligi followed me everywhere.
Koligi-Doreen has the deepest black, panther eyes. Even in her blue school
uniform and crisp white blouse she looked feline. Every day she would ask me for five

tala to pay her school fee. Every day I said no, because I was afraid she would keep
asking. But she kept asking anyway. I honestly couldn’t spare $2.50 every day. I wasn’t a
very good rich American palagi. I ’d brought a few nice roller ball pens with me to
Samoa, and over the eighteen days I was there they all disappeared. I confronted Doreen
about taking my pens a couple of times, and then realized I could use the normal
ballpoints she’d somehow replaced them with just as easily. I never kept a journal while I
was there. Instead I wrote letters so no one could steal my words or sneak into my
thoughts. I made sure to bring my iPod with me whenever I left the house. I felt pathetic
for worrying so, but I needed some things to stay private, to remain mine.
Every night Doreen slept in my room she would take my iPod and listen to Justin
Timberlake’s “My Love” about fifty times in a row. She would sing in that teenage I

ca n ’t hear myself singing so I ’m offpitch but I ’m making it super dramatic and emotional
way. Sometimes I would take one of the headphones, put it in my ear, and sing along
with her. I could tell some of the words were just sounds to her, so I wrote down all the
lyrics. Doreen could practice her English while she memorized lines like: “I could see us
holding hands, / walking on the beach our toes in the sand.” “My Love” is a typical pop
hit love song, one that has been the favorite of millions of teenagers around the world.
Including me.
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9. Curfew
The first evening in Samoa, after the long ride in from the airport, after all
introductions had been made, after it became clear that Irae had prepared the bedroom for
me, after I ’d let go of the idea of getting my cell phone back, I lay down under the
mosquito netting and put the shiny pillow over my eyes. Fighting the weight of jetlag, I
wouldn’t let myself nap. I needed a little time away to keep my head together.
Awkwardly holed up in the room while everyone else chatted on the other side of the
door, I needed space. Even though the sun was almost down, the heat remained
oppressive. Just as the sky turned dark, the living room burst into song. W omen’s voices
in five-part harmony filled the house. I jumped up from the bed and grabbed my little
digital camera.
Video rolling, in the first few frames I caught the smudged light switch by the
green door jam, the opening of my gray bedroom door just before the volume of voices
rose, and the scene opened up to the household fully engaged in song. Mama belted out a
solid bass with Lupe harmonizing in baritone. Each of the younger women held their own
in different harmony lines as altos. As per the hierarchy of each family member’s status,
Mama and Lupe were seated on chairs higher than everyone else. Irae, Shelly, Doreen
and Freddie all sat on the floor. Later I would learn lotu is a religious custom of curfew.
All members of the household must be indoors and at the ready for hymn singing and
prayer recital promptly before the sun has set.
Recorded on the video are strange extra noises that took me some time to realize
were my own vocalizations, a kind of empathetic cooing. At some points the sound is
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recognizable as nervous laughter, even though there was nothing funny going on. At
other points it sounds like I ’m mimicking vocal inflections in conversation. I ’m hm-ing
and ah-hah-ing and apparently trying to show I understand, even though I don’t. Like an
infant, these sounds are all I can do to express myself without the intricacies of Samoan
language. The women are all invested in song and surely cannot hear my replies. At least
now I hope they can’t. I don’t know if I was conscious of making the small sounds, but I
hear my odd vocalizations on most of the videos I have of the trip and cringe each time I
play them back.
When the song ends, I let out a nervous laugh and clap. I clap four vigorous claps
and two smaller, embarrassed ones. The clapping overlaps the beginning of M ama’s
recitation of what has the cadence and tenor of the Lord’s Prayer. She comes in loud and
strong, and the other women, ignoring my foolishness, join in. That first night I had no
idea they were singing a hymn in preparation for prayer service. I thought they were
performing for me to encourage me out of the room. Lotu wore on night after night. I
learned my role and sat quietly on the floor. Sometimes, though, I would try to hum
along.

10.

Aotoa Malepeai

Four days before the malu ceremony, in Pago Pago, on the overnight stop
between Honolulu and Apia, a violent, hacking flu cough shook me awake. In the pitch
black hum of a chilly, air-conditioned room, I felt the soothing pat of a paw-like mitt on
my back. Just as the Nyquil haze crept sleepily back into my dreams, the rumble and
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growl of snoring rattled me awake to the fact that I was sleeping with a panther. Each
time she rolled onto her side to quit the fitful breathing, the quaking guest bed we shared
threatened to knock me to the floor. Even in Hawaii, I had been told to call her Mama;
she was the eldest in the whole family, and ‘M ama’ was how everyone referred to her.
Mama took me to Samoa in the spring of 2008; everywhere we went, she introduced me
as her daughter.
Aotoa Malepeai is a matriarch in the truest sense of the word. I first met my
Aunty Aotoa in 2005. She was seventy-three and confined to a hospital bed; the white
walls, sheets, and eggshell gown held her dark features and silvery hair in a frame that
seemed to defy the institutional sterility for something celestial, serene. Eyes watering at
the sight of me, she pulled my head to her bosom and rocked me for what would
normally be a terribly uncomfortable first embrace. But I loved her immediately. I
showed her the spiral fingerprint on my thumb asking to see hers. She has the spiral print,
too. Aotoa grabbed my hand and pressed my thumb to her lips, then her heart. We
beamed through huge grins gesturing while my cousin Tailoto translated the basics of
small talk and getting-to-know-you information. Years later, I don’t recall the
conversation, but the connection. Round, warm and solid in stature, my Aunty exudes a
kind of love you read about in Slavic fairytales of heroic babushkas or in Hawaiian lore
of commanding queens and elders.
Samoan family ties are subject to a puzzling code of hierarchical ranks that to the
outsider may appear oppressive, outdated. I do not pretend to know much of what they
entail. I do know that when you are the oldest woman in the family, you rule. Aotoa has
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had many husbands, many babies; she is the eldest of all her living sisters, and thus she is
Mama. I have always wanted a big, strong Polynesian woman to call Aunty, but it is now
disrespectful to refer to her as anything but Mama. Mama stands about five-foot-two,
with a Yoda-wise gleam in her eyes. When she is not smiling, her face scowls into a
don’t-mess-with-me look of serious imposition. When Mama wants her purse, her socks
put on, her Bible, her breakfast or anything else imaginable, the rest best get to steppin’;
all Samoan women know how to holler, and all Samoan children are trained to come
running no matter how grown they are.
In Samoa, Mama took it easy on me. I had no idea how much of a caretaker I
would be for her on our journey. I was glad to help her, but thankful she spared me the
more intimate tasks by calling on my cousins for bathroom assistance and dressing detail.
Whenever we were alone, we used a mixture of broken English, Hawaiian pidgin, and
pantomime to get things done like shopping and searching for the royal head of Samoa.
Samoans are obsessed with royalty. Mama and I spent five or more days riding around in
Pu’asa’s cab looking for Tuimaleali’ifano—the Deputy Head of State and one of the
main royal heads of Samoa. Tui, as she refers to him, is apparently my cousin and must
be paid a visit every time one returns from overseas. And by paid, I do mean paid.
Back home in Hawaii, Mama lives in Waipahu, once the old sugar district of
‘Ewa. Her building project on the west side of Oahu is pure street. The tenement on
Pupupuhi Street was featured almost ten years ago in a Honolulu Advertiser report on
recent gang violence. Police describe the area as

. .one of the more troublesome areas in

Waipahu.” The neighborhood is called “the pupus” because of the streets that weave
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through the stacks of tenement buildings: Pupupuhi, Pupuole, Pupunohe, Pupukahi,
Pupumomi, Pupukui, and Pupukupa. The Advertiser article describes M ama’s hood in a
harsh light: “A jumble of run-down, three-story walk-ups line the streets [makai] of
Farrington, and the misery that comes from a hardscrabble life often flows out of the
buildings into the parking lots and sidewalks below. It is an area.. .hard hit by gang
‘skirmishes.’”
Seven years after that report was written, when I stayed with my cousins in a
building next to M ama’s on Pupupuhi, life continued to flow out onto those streets. The
cement-walled tenement houses each have lanai lively with kids and cluttered with toys,
bikes, barbecues, and clothes on the line. People hang in groups of old and young at their
doors trying to catch a cool breeze off the water of W est Lock Bay. I didn’t see the
misery. If the Samoans there are crowded, they are at least together. Samoans prefer to
sleep under the same roof and usually in the same room. Mama is not scared in the pupus,
but then she is kind of like the Godmother of the place.
Children of Samoan elders are beholden to their care both physically and
financially. This is another system of which I don’t pretend to know the details. I do
know that Mama can call in untold amounts of money from her progeny whenever she
needs it. And when she ventures to the homeland, she brings her bounty. In Samoa,
Mama doled out tala bills as if she were the queen of everything. If anyone was lucky
enough to be standing around on the corner when Pu’asa’s cab rolled to a stop at
intersections in M ama’s old neighborhood, she’d call them over to the window and hand
over a fiver. Our visit to the offices of Tuimaleali’ifano, however, allowed her to throw
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her true blue blood around. A few days earlier, she had been asking me how much money
I was going to give him. I said I hadn’t planned on giving him anything. I brought with
me from Hawaii some of the finest kava root ever grown. Kava root makes a sacred tea
like drink that Polynesians enjoy in many different ritual and casual settings. I planned to
give my kava gift to my hosts, but they all said the finest gift must go to Tui. If I was
giving him the kava, I certainly w asn’t going to give him any of my last one hundred
bucks. Mama offered to give a little extra for me and said I could pay her back when I
“go to mainland, Al-ah-shka, work, work, work!” Then she’d laugh through her Cheshire
smile, “How much you send Mama, one hundred, two hundred...? ”

11. Lefaga
The day after the malu, we drove across the island to Lefaga, my father’s father’s
village. Return to Paradise Beach, the beach my father tried to sell to overseas investors
for development into hotels and resorts, stretches across the south border of the island
Upolu. The beach is named after the 1953 movie Return to Paradise filmed on location in
Lefaga, Samoa. In the film, based on the James Michener novel, a shipwrecked Gary
Cooper washes up on shore to find a culture oppressed by a puritanical missionary.
Cooper’s character falls in love with an island native played by Roberta Haynes (who is
not a real Polynesian native). The two bear an illegitimate afakasi daughter. Seagai would
have been thirteen or so and living in Lefaga during the filming. A longtime performer in
Waikiki, my father’s connections in the entertainment and resort industries inspired him
to expand the tropical tourist industry. He had made big moves to bring Samoa out of
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what he considered its dirt-poor economic state proposing to develop Return to Paradise
Beach as a tourist destination. Million dollar deals were on the verge of closing when the

matai of the villages decided against the deal. The people wanted to keep their beaches,
their land pristine. We pulled into the beach area and were greeted by some locals who
charged us ten tala for parking and visiting. Charging an entrance fee was also,
apparently, my father’s idea.
Going to the beach with my Samoan people was unlike any other going to the
beach experience I knew. Thatch-roofed, yellow-posted fales for picnics and camping
perched at intervals across the white sands. The clear blue water was taboo for me
because of the fresh malu. I have a feeling I wouldn’t have been allowed to swim even
without it. I ’m not sure why, but my Samoan cousins, aunties, and uncles didn’t ever
want to get in the water, no matter how hot the days. Religious modesty requires they
keep most of their skin covered even in the searing heat. My cousins in Hawaii all swim
in big t-shirts and long board shorts— even the girls. I wondered what they’d think of my
normal beach bikini wear. We sat on the beach in the fale watching the waves lap at the
shore. Eating a lemon snack pie, Lupe ventured off up the beach and sat on the sand.
Mama and Puasa pulled palm fronds down from a tree overhead and began to weave. As
Mama worked the leaves into a basket, Puasa fashioned a woven visor, placed it on my
head, and someone said, “Just like your father used to wear; he always wearing that one.”
I walked up the beach in my new visor, touched my toes to the sea even though Mama
scolded me away from the water’s edge, and tried to imagine my father in the wind. It
had been almost a week since Lupe said we were going to his grave, and each day we
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seemed to be more intent on other errands: finding Tuimaleali’ifano, shopping for
gravestones, visiting relatives.
In Samoa the houses are painted every color of the rainbow: hot pink, purple,
yellow, orange, fuchsia, and teal. On the way back to Moa Moa, we stopped in a
neighborhood full of flower-colored homes and parked on the street in front of one. As
usual, I had no idea what we were about. This time we all got out of the car and went
through an exotic garden to a spacious fa le o ’o with white posts, framed in pink and blue
molding. Around the edges the tin roof was further decorated with bands of pink and
green floral print fabric. Behind the fa le o ’o was a peach and teal trim, palagi style house.
The immaculate white tile of the fa le o ’o reflected sun below the lace-covered tables and
teak wood chairs. A white-haired woman in a yellow muu muu with grey frond print
stood to greet us. Mama introduced me as Seagai’s daughter. Even though she spoke in
Samoan, I could always tell when she was explaining my story. An elderly gentleman in
red Samoan style pants and white T-shirt made his way through the three chattering
women and reached for me. Recognition of Seagai’s name came across his face. Tears
welled from the corners of his eyes; he pulled me close, looked into my gaze, and with
hands on my shoulders and face, said, “Thank you, thank you for love for my brother.
Thank you, love for my brother.”
I felt him see Saimana in me.
Aunty Lupe had greeted me this way, too. My first day in Samoa, when Lupe
came into the house and realized who I was, I saw tears run down her cheeks from across
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the room. She saw something in me I’d never known. Rushing into my arms, she pulled
my face to hers, and pressed her lips to mine.
After many hugs we all had a seat, and I wished I knew their language as the
conversation warmed. Paueli Faumuina is Seagai’s brother; he and his wife, Faitele, are
my aunt and uncle. I imagined all kinds of lively topics and remembrances of their
younger days, the old Samoa, my father. Toward the end of our visit, Uncle Paueli’s son,
Utilafi, a younger, middle-aged man, appeared laughing and said, “ So, I hear they
brainwashed you into getting the tattoo.” Handsome and fit, his smile was full of light,
and his American English was a welcome change. He told me to call him Lafi; my first
cousin, five to ten years older than I, shook his head and discussed how for Mormons,
marking the body with tattoos is taboo. Lafi was head of a new charity organization he
and his sister created called the Family Enrichment Society, Inc. He said he’d like to talk
more and invited me to his office in Apia. I looked forward to meeting him again; he was
American and his English was solid. For the first time during my stay in Samoa, I ’d
finally met someone who could explain what was going on. Mama told Lafi we would be
in town anyway since, as per our usual routine, we were going to see Tui.

12.

Royal Goose Chase

Almost every day I was in Samoa, except for the day of the malu, I rode around in
the back seat of Puasa’s cab while Mama tried to figure out where Tuimaleali’ifano was.
Tui, as she occasionally called him, is one of four Deputy Heads of State in Samoa who
serves just below the Head of State recognized by the governing parliament even though
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the main governing position is the parliament’s Prime Minister. As I understand it, the
three Deputy Heads of State and the Head of State are the highest ranking chiefs who hail
from the four royal bloodlines in Samoa. Tui is somehow my cousin, although I ’m not
clear on the familial connection, I do know my grandmother’s maiden name is also
Tuimaleali’ifano. His title is Tuimaleali’ifano Vaaletoa Sualauvi II, and he has been
holder of the Tama Aiga Title Tuimaleali’ifano since 1977 when, as I understand it, the
title was awarded to him instead of my father.
Looking for Tui seemed an impossible goal at times. We would go through the
city center of Apia and drive around the imposing seven-story cement government
building where a valet would eventually come over and discuss with Mama in Samoan
whether or not we could see Tui that day. One time while driving around on country
roads when we suddenly stopped by a corner convenience kiosk where Mama waved
someone to the car. Words were exchanged and a slip of paper was procured,
“Tuimaleali’ifano!” she said with a grin as she flashed me the phone number of one of
the highest-ranking officials and carriers of royalty in Samoa. Our lodgings, like the little
kiosk, were so modest I couldn’t tell if she really knew him or if we were on some
fantasy search for the great Tui— a royal figure whom everyone in Samoa wished to
meet. Day after day we would get dressed up, bring our gifts for Tui, and get in the cab
only to return home with nothing but excuses to report to my cousins, “I guess this time
he’s in a meeting,” “now he’s on another island on official business,” “no, we didn’t see
him today.”
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The phone number Mama got at the Samoan 7-11, as it turns out, belonged to the
real Tuimaleali’ifano.

13.

The Homeless Samoan Prince

In 2005, my halfbrother Tui gave me an incomplete copy of the book our father
wrote in 1997. Tui is named after the family title Tuimaleali’ifano. The aiga calls my
brother Tui, but he calls himself Mike. M ike’s copy of the 385-page manuscript Saimana
wrote is incomplete because he took out and burned large sections of material: 267 pages
are missing. Mike said he threw out the sections that spoke against the Bible. However,
based on the table of contents, the missing pages relate more to politics and family and
far outnumber those regarding religion. Reading the book infuriates me. The missing
chapters gape, peppering my thoughts into frenzied questions, obliterating my ability to
focus on what remains. Reading the surviving 118 pages took me five years.
Saimana applied for copyright of his manuscript in 1996 and 1997— right before
his death in 1998. Copyright Encyclopedia lists the book as a non-dramatic literary work
under the title The Homeless Samoan Prince: Autobiography o f Prince Seagai (Tuia'ana

Tuimalea-Li'ifano Malietoa To'oa) Saimana Cyrus Faumuina . Copyright Encyclopedia
also lists him as author and “Copyright Claimant: Seagai Saimana Faumuina, 1939- (Cy
Faumuina)” of a second manuscript only fourteen pages long entitled Word o f God or

Fraud, the Bible? If this second book still exists somewhere, no one in the aiga has
mentioned it. For some reason, Copyright Encyclopedia indexes both books under the
sitemap heading, “The homeless interpretation of quantum mechanics.” While there is no
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mention of physics in the pages I have, I like to think Diana and Saimana share a
common intellectual query even if only in cyberspace. The 1996 Copyright request lists
the book with 344 pages whereas the 1997 request shows the book has grown to 370
pages. I wonder if other copies exist. I have the 385-page version of which 267 pages
have been torched.
Saimana starts with an overview: “This is the first about Samoan culture, history,
or the nature/nurture phenomenon written by a full blood native Samoan, or by a
‘homeless Samoan prince’ simply because his lot was systematically stolen by the
missionaries and the merchants since they arrived from 1830-58 respectively.” I try to
imagine the sound of his voice as I read. I ’ve seen no videos and heard no recordings of
him. I don’t know if he spoke with a Samoan accent, New Zealand accent, or in pidgin.
His writing indicates more of an American English style. He continues, explaining his
faith in God despite his distrust of the Bible:
I immediately committed my life to God to help me with knowledge so
someday I could help rescue the Samoans from the abyss of Christian
and/or commercial rape: Culture shock or displacement of more than 50%
of the Samoans overseas from confusion abetted by the vortex of
commercial and Christian corruption!
He uses a lot of exclamation points, and I want to shout them right back: “Yes!” I tell the
pages, “I ’m a freedom fighter, too! I see corruption! I’m fighting the same fight!”
“Remember how the European capitalistic nobilities enslaved their own people,
the peasants?” he asks.
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“They’re still doing it!” I answer.
“Well, they showed our people and their merchant and missionary heirs how to
exploit people for political expediency!”
“Power to the proles!” I say.
“So, our W S ancestors were not only duped to the max, but also shed their blood
in vain!” he says.
I feel his urgency and listen close.
“Unless, of course, the future generations of W S are brought to bare the
responsibility of facing up to the challenge of not only recognizing the root cause of the
WS dilemma I addressed, but also taking the bull by the horns and rectify it.”
“W hat root cause?”
“It took me 40 long years to isolate the root cause of the WS problem, so I have to
have absolute faith in God and the new and young generations that, with their faith in
God as well, they’d find the solution automatic!” Saimana gleams.
“I ’m ready. What do I do?”
“The hell with my royal titles, a healthy legacy for our posterity is the premium!”
he says.
I lean in; he puts his arm around me.
“ So, instead of being revengeful, I’m humbly appealing to the world with this
labor of love. I have pictures if necessary, and mahalo for your attention to this request.”
I love his passion for our people. I love his use of the Hawaiian mahalo. I love his
voice.
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But the story is incomplete. Saimana’s root cause is unclear, and too many pages are
missing for me to make sense o f his request o f future generations. Despite Saimana’s
noble humility in the introduction, a full fourteen pages o f my copy are dedicated to
explaining and complaining about stolen royal titles.
I’ve included illustrations o f the infuriating gaps in my copy o f Saimana’s memoir
(see figures 2, 3, 4, and 5). The table o f contents shown is scanned from his typewritten
manuscript.
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The missing section on page 223 of chapter four sticks with me: “The Most
Perverted Royal Goose of All: Aoto’a!” Saimana rails against his siblings and other
family members for their greed regarding royal titles and land rights. I have introductions
to the rivalry and fragments of the feud but can never figure out the whole story. He uses
the term royal goose in other sections to refer to Samoans bowled over with delusions of
grandeur. Apparently, Mama was responsible for usurping Saimana’s royal titles.
Much of the content I have details Saimana’s work to corral overseas investors in
the resort industry with local Samoan matai to develop Return to Paradise Beach. Even
though he sees the development as a way to improve the economy and therefore the state
of the people, his deals appear to be in conflict with his anti-captialist leanings. Gleaning
what I can, I gather Saimana’s main hope is to articulate the postcolonial plight of
oppressed, poverty-stricken Samoans as subjects of Samoan descendants of missionaries
and merchants— a corrupt elite who adopted the Western Machiavellian culture as their
own. Too many details, stories, and conclusions are lost.
Near the end of the manuscript, Saimana discusses the usurping of power from the
true Tuimaleali’ifano lineage. Tens of pages before and after this discussion are missing
or disjointed so I can’t make sense of the circumstances. I ’m left with broken clues like
these in his discussion of the meaning of his name:
Nafanua’s noble chain of power: I now call the saimana. ... When I
discovered the name Saimana, I needed a Polynesian sounding stage name
since Cy, my adopted name since the ng in Seagai was difficult, w asn’t
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Samoan, so I associated mana with the Samoana or Hawaiiana, and thus
Saimana which I later deciphered to mean chain (sai) of power (mana).
Now, I ironically associate it with the saimana that was not only ruthlessly
wrestled from the Tuimalealiifano, but also seditiously abrogated from
mwa! as epitomized by my grandfather’s other first name, Taivaleoa’ana:
The empty tide (catching no fish )__
The few words I have of my father’s echo across the lacunae like thunderheads in gales
of distant storms.

14. Local Motion
Every day Mama and I went looking for Tuimaleali’ifano, I pulled from the
freezer a gallon-sized zip lock baggie of fresh frozen kava root. On Oahu, my Hawaiian
friends had schooled me as best they could before Mama whisked me away to Samoa.
Naalei and Andy Keaunui who had adopted me as their sister in 2005 helped me out
again in 2008 when I decided to go with Mama.
“You going to have to bring a gift,” Andy said.
“W hat kind?”
“I don’t know. You have to decide. But it has to be something very special.”
“Who is it for?” I asked.
“When you get there, they’ll tell you.”
Hawaiians and Samoans share the same taciturn resolve. Maybe they don’t like
having to tell haoles w hat’s going on all the time. Probably it’s more of a spiritual
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sensibility. Before the trip to Samoa, my friend Kendra and I had been doing some
organic farm work trade, WOOFing, on the Big Island for almost five months in 2008.
We were on our way home to Alaska. Money was tight. I had only enough cash to last me
through the next two days, and then I’d find a job waitressing or substitute teaching in
Fairbanks. Kendra and I stopped by to visit my Samoan people a couple of days before
my flight to Alaska when Mama said, “You, me. Go Samoa !” My cousins explained that
Mama was heading out to Samoa in a week, and she’d been talking about my going with
her. “It’s okay,” my cousins assured me, “We know it’s a lot to expect. We already told
her. It’s okay to say no.” Five months earlier in my tiny cabin in the boreal forest, I’d
come across my passport when packing and had a split second debate with myself. Just in

case. For what? I do n ’t know. Maybe. Who knows, Samoa? No. Just bring it.
So I did.
Before Mama and I left, I stayed in Waimanalo. Andy’s brother Garlough gave
me his own kind of schooling. Garlough is what they call blalah. I looked it up in a
pidgin dictionary online and found this definition: A large, ominous appearing male,
usually of Polynesian descent, specifically Hawaiian, similar to a Samoan, but more
articulate. Example of usage in pidgin: “Dah guy wahz wahn reel blalah, lidat! No mess
whid heem, brah!” Translation: “That man is huge, serious, and intense; do not bother
him, friend.” Garlough is big and imposing. H e’s also what they call akamai. The king of
Sandy’s beach on the south shore of Oahu where all the body surfers and boarders go, he
let me hang out with him and the locals right before I left.
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“So, she going Samoa,” he said between puffs to another Hawaiian guy. “ She
scared. You tink she oughtta be scared?”
“Ho brah, going tribal. What side? American or W estern?”
“Western,” I answered and passed Garlough’s braddah the joint.
“Ho-o, even more native. Mean ova deah, yeah?”
“ So, you think they’re mean?”
“Oh yeah, tough buggas ova deah.” He said through exhales. “Machetes?! I ’d be
scared to go.”
“Really? Well, how about for women? How do you think they treat women
there?”
“Oh, they prolly just rape da women ovah deah, shoots, betta be careful.”
Weed laced with thoughts of machetes and rape did not ease my already out-of-control
paranoia about traveling to Samoa with an Aunty my father didn’t trust, that I hardly
knew, and who didn’t speak English. Garlough laughed his ass off and reached over to
me for the joint. Pretty soon another local guy sat down at our little circle on the beach.
Garlough told him I was going to Samoa and passed him the smoke. “Ho, you going
Samoa? Sawee-eet. W estern?”
I nodded.
“Even better. Beautiful. It’s going to be beautiful.”
“I ’m kinda scared.”
“ Scared? Nah, nevah mind him. You going to love it. Just enjoy it.”
“ See?” Garlough laughed and laughed.
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On the drive in Garlough’s van back to Naalei and Andy’s house, I told him about
Saimana’s manuscript and the missing chapters. He continued to feed my head with
questions about my family.
“Ho, maybe they trying for take you out the bloodline? Or keep you in it! Where
you going go? You at the end of the road. No can just run away from deah,” he said and
laughed. I tried to laugh along so he wouldn’t think I was such a girl. But the end of the
road idea wasn’t all that funny. I was leaving in a few days with no idea why Mama
wanted me to go so badly. Going to Samoa with my own Samoan aunty was an
opportunity I might never have again. I was scared. I had planned to go straight home, to
Alaska. I remembered, how three days earlier, before Mama even extended her invitation,
the water had called for me.

Ever’body still go beach when it raining, nevah like stay inside. I always stay
swimming. If I were really local, I might be better at pidgin, but I am only
wannabe kine. Kendra and I find one place on the sand for leave our towels. The
sky drizzles in that familiar Hawaiian more mist than rain way. She want to lay
out anyway; I head for the water. Hardly no waves today. Everybody screaming
on one side the beach trying fo jump offa one cliff ova dea. I no can handle the
noise, stick my head under the blue. Swim with my face up to the sky— m o’ betta
lidat. I float out and out, ears just under the surface. Sprinkling, light on skin, sky
gleams gray, reflecting green.
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Every time try lift up my face for see, Kendra in her yellow bikini stay lying on
beach. I hear dem kids screaming playing falling laughing. Last days in Hawaii
after four months on Beeg Island. We at Waimea Beach Park. North shore salt
soothes the lump in my throat, ache in my belly. I don’t like to leave this ocean. I
put my head under, dive down. Listen.
Still the voices in the water. Push up to the top. No—that screaming ova dea. Dive
down.
Listen.
The call, whistle, song. Whales— one. Two. I hear you. (My heart.) I hear you.
This not time for leave. Come further, deeper. Find me. Find free. Home. Ho-ooooooooaaaannnwwww, wwwaaaaauuuuunnhhh! Each time rising up to sky, tears
wet my own salt wonder. Inhale big breath. Back down. Sing home, sing om.

Kohola sings me home. Eyes close. Go.
So much more than you know.
Up above breathe. Look around the beach, the friend, the revelers. Swim out
further. Stay out longer. Follow so far. Ancestral songs, swim along—beyond
blood bonds, beyond belong.

The next day Garlough brought me a baggie with fresh kava root inside. A sacred,
ancient plant, he said the root was a special strain from a guy he knows who cultivates
heirloom kava. I put the root in my suitcase and realized the kava was the best gift I could
give. I didn’t know who would receive it, but I was ready.
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15.

The Family Enrichment Society

One week after I arrived in Samoa, Puasa drove Mama and me to town and we
tried to find Tui again. As usual, he was unavailable so we went to visit cousin Lafi. The
Family Enrichment Society, Inc. was created by Lafi and his sister Afiona, who are both
my first cousins; their father is Saimana’s brother. In the back of an office building, the
white cement walls of the small space were covered with yellow, blue, pink, and orange
poster boards that listed the Family Enrichment Society, Inc.’s goals.
The yellow poster board, labeled “Develop Project: Agriculture, Renovation,
Sanitation,” described the main goals of the society. On the left side two pages of
computer printouts featured pictures and information regarding chicken farms and
piggeries. On the right was a list: “ *Bathroom—toilet, shower, sink, water tank,
*Kitchen— oven, sink, shelves, dishes, kitchen utensils.”
Blue and pink poster boards, labeled “Welfare Program” and “ Survey Program,”
featured hopes for welfare and education programs. Newspaper clippings were taped up
next to the boards behind my cousin Afiona’s desk. One group of clippings featured such
educational topics as “Computers for Vaiala Beach School.”
The orange poster board, labeled “Awareness Program,” was covered with
newsprint clippings featuring headlines of various local and Samoan concerns: “Large
W aist Death Risk for Women,” “Anemia Increases Risk of Breast Cancer,” “How Can
We Stop School Violence,” “Domestic Abuse and It’s Causes,” “US Alleges Baby
Selling,” “No Death from School Brawl,” “Parents Blamed for Missing Child,” and
“ Safer Samoa: Let’s Make Samoa a Safer Place.”
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Lafi explained M aslow’s hierarchy of needs to Mama and me. He pointed at the
posters and clippings assuring that when the Family Enrichment Society’s programs saw
that the poverty-stricken Samoans’ basic needs were met, the resultant violent and
immoral acts would cease. Health issues would be addressed by better hygiene and
improved diet. The Family Enrichment Society, Inc. conducted surveys of villages to
determine who would be eligible for their services. Afiona wrote grant requests to the
Australian, New Zealand, and US governments. They were going out to survey some
villages that afternoon and asked Mama if I could go with them to take pictures. They
needed photos for a brochure Afiona had written but had no digital camera. I needed a
break from looking for Tui, and I hoped to use their Internet connection. Having lost my
phone, I ’d been out of touch with all family and friends since I ’d arrived. I was eager to
help.
Lafi, Afiona, and their assistant Simi picked me up from Lupe’s house in Moa
Moa in a large white van that seemed unnecessarily gigantic for the four of us. They
asked me to be sure to photograph the meager utilities in each household we would visit.
We drove and drove through the jungle, finally arriving at a small clearing where a small
shirtless boy met us on a path. A tall man with tight curls wearing a lavalava below his
huge belly approached us. Lafi and sister greeted the boy’s father and explained our
mission. Signing their clipboard documents, he welcomed us to walk the paths of their
home. Two or three hand-built fa le o ’o on the property created shelter for different
household tasks. The modest fa le o ’o were posts held up by rocks set above dirt floors and
topped with a thatching of dried palm fronds. Under one roof they cooked over open fires
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in an old fifty-gallon drum; a larger fa le o ’o contained the dishes and other goods.
Clothing and bedding hung from a long clothesline strung to a nearby banana tree. The
outhouse tucked back under the brush was made from a few branches tied together
without any real type of enclosure—threadbare cloth hung in frayed strings around the
frame over a hole in the ground. A pallet-like platform next to a pipe from the ground
served as sink and shower. W ater containers sat neatly beside the platform, an older boy
filled a blue jug while a toddler waited naked for his turn beneath the spout.
The village homes I photographed for the Family Enrichment Society, Inc. ranged
in wide degree regarding so-called amenities and comfort. My cousins regarded the
lifestyles with varying degrees of dismay, but I couldn’t help thinking of my cabin life in
Alaska and how much easier it would be if I had a spigot coming up from the ground like
that year round. Other homes’ outhouses were much larger than the one I had at home
and were fully enclosed, though still outdoors, as my cousins noted. The Society’s wishes
to bring bathrooms and flush toilets to all the villagers reminded me of what had
happened in various villages in Alaska when people with development in mind tried to
fix things. Septic systems turned into giant cesspools; toilets often broke with no hope of
parts or service to repair them. Pooping into water that floats it away doesn’t mean the
shit’s gone. I wondered what turquoise blue reef systems might later be rife with crap if
all of rural Samoa was flushing. Not that I don’t think they could engineer a safe system.
I guess that after twenty years of living without running water, digging a hole seems sane
compared to floating excrement away into perfectly good water. The outdoor shower and
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constant source of water were a step up in convenience compared to my own lifestyle
choices.
Each household we visited was filled with children. My job of documenting
natives in their habitat felt a bit rude even though the children loved to pose for the
photographs. Peering at their eager faces from behind the camera, I knew my job was to
capture their poverty, to exploit their innocence. Looking around, I realized thinking of
the kids as innocent was also intrusive, naive. Samoan kids are given much
responsibility; their days are occupied with taxing chores. A hierarchical servitude exists
in every household, one based on age and rank. At Lupe’s I was a guest, I was older than
all of the young cousins, but I was also unmarried and childless, and I w as palagi. I was
exempt from chores of any kind and was waited on hand and foot. Had I been raised
there, I would have been subject to the same rules as the other girls: to cook for, clean,
and serve all those older. In most of the rural households we visited, the grounds were
abuzz with working children as young as four and five years old.
A stovetop grate of rebar above open-pit coals and an area of rocks covered by a
section of corrugated tin roofing made for cooking appliances. Some kitchens included a
makeshift counter top section of wooden limbs lashed to the posts of the fa le o ’o. In one
yard, a boy seven or eight years old tended to a small fire underneath a plate of iron
where he roasted cocoa surrounded by other children and toddlers trying to help. A
shirtless girl of five or six in shorts and flip-flops wielded a machete cracking coconuts
for the crew.
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All household grounds in these rural areas consisted of a roofed cooking area or
two, a water spigot set off by rocks or pallets, an outhouse, a living/sleeping room

fa le o ’o , and sometimes a garden. Some fa le o ’o were quite large and had been fitted with
flooring of raised plywood on tree-limb cross bars or with concrete-filled platforms of
stones. Other floors fit lava rocks together to make a somewhat flat surface covered with
layers and layers of finely woven grass mats. None of the structures had walls; some

fa le o ’o posts held up thatched roofs with curtains of bright colored cloth or sheets of
black plastic to drapes over the space if a storm blew in. Many of the homes cultivated
beautiful gardens of pineapple, taro, and all types of tropical plants.
With my social working crew of Society members I felt humanitarian but
separate. Looking at Samoans looking at me, I felt very different, almost like another sort
of animal species: someone detached from the land, someone who didn’t fully understand
family, someone for whom life had become too easily compartmentalized, controlled,
falsely privileged, someone whose skin was a blend, not the deep warm brown of being
real. Severed. Cut away. Culled. I didn’t know how to take these parts of me in. I could
see the mirrors right before me, but my distorted image of Samoans and of myself trifled
with the truth.
The next day at the office I did some editing for Afiona, who was drafting out
grant proposals for the New Zealand, Australian, and United States governments. The
Family Enrichment Society, Inc.’s undertaking was large and admirable. The idea was to
gather donations of not only funds from large governing bodies but also reusable goods
and products from the overabundant. I could see the brotherly love all coming together as
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Lafi described the needs of Samoans’ developing nation: shipping containers filled with
clothing, household goods, appliances, old computers, educational and office supplies
from schools, universities, corporations, and private donors overseas would soon begin
arriving at the Apia port. All the world’s leftover abundance would find a home in
Samoa. No longer would people have to live with only their ration of natural resources.
They would have linoleum, Formica, cellophane, silicon, petroleum, and porcelain.
Privilege would save them.
Nevertheless, I loved working at the office and being a part of the Family
Enrichment Society. In the middle of my editing job, Puasa came to the office to bring
me home. Tuimaleli’ifano had been found and was in his office, ready to receive us. At
Lupe’s I put on my best dress shirt, one that Mama had given me, a black chiffon with a
yellow floral print and built in scarf. I wore capri pants and high-heeled sandals. I did not
tie the scarf. I grabbed my zip-lock of kava from the freezer and we got in the cab.

16.

Tuimaleali’ifano

Mama and I arrived at the government office and were greeted in the parking
garage entrance by formally dressed men in bright floral print shirts and lavalava of
charcoal suit cloth. One of the men helped Mama to the door. In the elevator Mama told
the attendant we were there to see Tui, Tuimaleli’ifano. He floated us up through the
building to the right floor, where he left us to find the office on our own. Taking M ama’s
arm, I matched her plodding gait. The chilled air of the receptionist area had the
institutional musty scent of libraries and church basements. Mama announced herself. I
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noticed a roll of toilet paper on the desk as we each took a seat in the small waiting room.
Mama noticed, too, and showed me her roll in her bag— a sign of wealth as most public
toilets offered no paper.
The receptionist clicking away at her keyboard took a pause to bring us glasses of
water. She seated us at a large round table in Tui’s office. We drank the water. Mama
inched her way from the table and stood by the back wall of the office posing for pictures
next to the Deputy Head of State’s official certificates. I snapped the shots and
remembered what Lafi had told me the day before.
“Oh, you going to see Tuimaleli’ifano, the big chief. Very interesting. I think he’s
going to be very interested in you because you have the blood.”
“W hat do you mean?”
“Means, he gonna know that you directly descended from your father and that
anybody descended from you, including you, is Faumuina; no matter that you’re palagi,
you have a very important bloodline. He knows that even though you probably don’t
want to, that if you wanted to, you or your children could challenge him for the title.”
What the heck.
“H e’s going to know exactly who you are,” he said.
Mama and I put our gifts in order. Waiting patiently, we engaged in a gestured
small talk of pointing, nods, and smiles. I became all too aware of my awkward shirt with
its faux scarf. Mama had given me the Sears-and-Roebuck style chiffon blouse. Its
matronly yellow roses made me feel like an imposter but the facade suited the purpose of
meeting a royal dignitary.
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After fifteen minutes of smiling, nodding, and fidgeting with the fake scarf,
Tuimaleli’ifano entered the office with a stately grace. His elegant wife followed. They
greeted us both with warm hugs. He looked like James Earl Jones, and I liked him
instantly.
The receptionist came in. Tui’s wife gave her some orders in Samoan; she nodded
and left. Formal speeches of Samoan greeting were exchanged. Mama presented Tui her
linens, which he pulled from the shopping bag, admired and then passed on to his wife.
Mama presented the cash money. She laid out at least eight one hundred tala bills before
him. He smiled, collected the fan of colored paper, and put it away. When I offered my

kava, Tuimaleali’ifano took the root, smiled, then bowed slightly raising the package to
the crown of his head. M ama’s cheeks rose, and she and Tuimaleali’ifano commenced a
casual conversation in Samoan.
The receptionist reentered setting a tray of finger sandwiches and orange drinks
on the table before us. Tui turned to me with his gracious manner and began asking
questions in his perfect New Zealand English.
“So you are from Alaska?”
“Yes, from the cold.”
“Is this your first time to Samoa?”
“Yes.”
“And how do you like it?”
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“It’s very beautiful. Kind of hot. I like it.” I could not tell him that I really had no
idea if I liked it or even how to like it because I didn’t get it. I grabbed a small triangle of
tuna fish sandwich.
“Do you think you would ever like to live here?”
“Well, I have family back in Alaska, and so I plan to go back and live there.”
“How old are you?”
“I ’m forty.”
“Do you have any children?”
“No.”
“Are you married?”
“No.”
“ So your family in A laska...”
“My parents who adopted me live there. My mom and dad, and my brother.”
“You have no children?”
“No. Nope.”
“ So, you live in Alaska and what kind of work do you do there?”
“I ’m a teacher; I teach English.”
“Oh, very good. So you plan to stay in Alaska. What do you know about your
father?”
“Well, not very much. I wish I had been able to know him.” I took a sip of the
orange drink. “I ’d love to hear any stories you have of him.”
“He died here, you know.”
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I nodded.
“He was with us when he died. We had many arguments. Many late nights
discussing politics and the way to run things. We disagreed on many subjects. But in the
end he came to us. He came back. We think he may have already been ill when he arrived
here, in Samoa. We don’t know how he died. We think he must have had cancer in the
States when he came back here.”
“I thought he died of a heart attack?”
“Well, we don’t really know. He was trying to go back to Hawaii. In the last few
months he lived with us at times. We would see him occasionally, but otherwise he
would stay with other friends, or live on the streets. He liked to be with the people.”
I sat there chewing on sandwiches and biscuits, nodded, and sipped my orange
drink.
“He had strong ideas and big plans. He wanted to bring more development to the
island. Large hotels, he had been making deals with people in the tourism industry to
develop Paradise Beach. Did you know of this?”
“Yes, Mama has told me a few things.”
“The villagers, they decided against it. They don’t want to give up their land. He
had very strong ideas about how to run things and we often argued.” Tui shook his head
at the memory and smiled a little.
I sat there mostly tongue-tied, nodding and chewing.
“In the end, his last days, he came back to us and told us we were always his
favorites. He wanted to be with us. We made our peace. We tried to make him
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comfortable; he preferred to stay on the couch. Our boys, your cousins, spent most of the
time with him. You would like to talk with them. They could tell you how he was.”
I told him I would like that very much, but I never did meet them.
Tui continued telling how my father had stayed on the couch right up until the
end. That sometimes for a few nights they wouldn’t see him; and they supposed he was
out carousing with the townspeople or sleeping on the beach somewhere. Someone once
told me— maybe it was Tui—that my father had wanted to go back to Hawaii, but for
some reason he couldn’t board the plane to leave the country. I have desperate images of
him ill, trying to flee to Hawaii for medical help, returning time after time to the couch of
Tuimaleali’ifano.
When the stories of my father ceased, Tui turned his attentions to Mama and
began a long, serious conversation. Papers were brought out of M am a’s bag and passed
back and forth between them. Negotiations ensued. I never heard them say my name or

palagi, or Seagai, so it didn’t seem like they were talking about me, but I still thought
they were planning my demise. Maybe I needed something to occupy my mind when the
language swirled around me so fast, but I could not help thinking I was going to be
trapped or sacrificed.
“You don’t speak any Samoan?” Tui asked.
“No, I ’m embarrassed I don’t.”
“Ah, well, you have to forgive us for speaking in our language. Your aunt and I
are talking about her property. She has some land we need to attend to.”
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The conversation in Samoan continued. The paper slid from one to the other again
and Tui filed it in his desk.
Mama began a new topic. Their tone shifted; they had begun talking about me.
Looking at me and nodding, they’d made an agreement of some sort. I started to sweat.
The chill unnatural AC air dry in my throat, I tried but couldn’t swallow.
They watched me. Mama grinned and blinked twice, like Samantha from

Bewitched.
“As the Deputy Head of State, I have been authorized to grant chiefly titles, Aotoa
has asked that I grant you the title of matai or high chief of our family village Falelatai.”
Oh shit.
“Do you accept the title?”
Trying to smile, I heard myself say, “I ’m honored and delighted to be offered the
title. But, I have to ask, what are the duties of high chief? What are the obligations?”
Tuimaleali’ifano smiled, “There are no obligations. You simply decide whether or
not you want to accept the title.”
Here, in front of his royal Tui-ness, I could not endure another trial, this time of
having to explain to Mama why I didn’t feel worthy of a title, or how I was afraid of the
title, or didn’t understand the title. I couldn’t deliberate for three days as I had with the

malu.
“Yes, I accept.”
“Very good. Come round our place this weekend, Saturday. W e’ll get together for
the ceremony.”
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M ama’s eyebrows lifted her round face with delight; she closed her eyes nodding
as if to seal the pact.

17. Black
No one should be afraid of these words I write, least of all me. But they terrify. I
am going back beyond the earliest memory, back and back. Before I saw the spider
monster in the wrinkle of blankets on the bunk bed, before my brother’s birth, before the
TV men landed on the TV moon, before me, before memory, into black.
Somewhere tracing through the black before constellations were made between us
sparse and distant lights, we decided way back when, we belonged to us no matter the
ties, the laws, the blood, or lack thereof.

18. Root Structure Characteristics
I was Googling my father’s name again when the search results suddenly listed a
Facebook profile for Saimana Faumuina. People who have died before the advent of the
Internet do not usually have a Facebook profile. Saimana Faumuina on Facebook turned
out to be my youngest brother. Saimana Jr. is twenty-four years younger than I. He wears
his ’fro wide and loose and has the Olde English style letters S A M O A inked in a
necklace across his chest. He sings R & B hip hop ballads and lives in Nashville with his
Japanese mom Noriko. I ’ve only spoken with him on the phone a few times, and still I
search the deep timbre of his young man’s voice for traces of our father.
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I have ten brothers: Jim, Alan, Todd, Christian, Han, Jay, Zac, Sai, Tui, and
Saimana. Ten brothers. Enough to make up a substantial team of baseball players if I
could get them all into one place at one time. O f the ten, I really only know my Jimmy.
He and I were raised together.
One of my earliest memories is of sitting in a big vinyl waiting chair looking at
green and black marble tile on the floor of St. Joseph’s Hospital when Jimmy was born. I
was almost three years old. I don’t now how I have retained the memory. Maybe it’s still
around because birth is such a huge family occasion, maybe because I was left alone. I
sipped watery orange soda from a waxed paper cup through a straw and a plastic lid. I
want to say it was from M cDonald’s, but I doubt M cDonald’s was in Alaska in 1970. I
was being a big girl, curling my small soft fingers around the chrome and ridged black
arms of the chair, kicking my legs, waiting for Daddy. My mom likes to call Jim and me
both her firsts. I’m her first baby, and he’s her first born. I wonder what it was like for me
to feel my brother in my mother’s belly, to understand that someone was in there. I don’t
remember ever being told I was adopted; I always knew. It meant I didn’t come out of my
mommy’s tummy. Whatever that meant, it never occurred to me early on that there was
another tummy out there somewhere.
Baby Jimmy was my doll; as he grew we were playmates, partners in mischief,
and like most sibs, rivals. We made poisonous mixtures out of bathroom cleaners storing
the green liquids in empty mayonnaise jars below the sink, dropped matches on the
fireplace hearth sprayed with furniture polish and air freshener to watch the blue flames
dance across the grouted rocks, filmed super 8 stories of Godzilla vs. Amazon Woman,
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kept rabbits in our tree fort, and fought over who got to sit next to Mom in the car while
delivering Amway washing powders all around town.
In 1977, everybody was Kung-Fu fighting including Jimmy and me. We were also
playing a lot and everywhere. A picture I have from the summer of ’77 shows how small
we are at ten and seven. We stand in between M om ’s Nova and D ad’s Datsun truck in
front of our trailer out in Ester. Our regular house is in Hamilton Acres, 112 Dunbar,
where our albino rabbit Midge waits for us in the tree house chewing up the carpet we
tacked down with ten thousand nails. W e’re in Ester for the season where Dad pushes dirt
at the gold mine with our Bapa, his father. Dad digs a “swimming pool” for us that
summer with his backhoe where the creek crosses the road, and we swim every day, no
matter how thick with silt or cold it is. Mom sings songs to her transistor radio in the
trailer kitchenette, “I'm never gonna stop the rain by complainin,’ because I'm free,
nothin’s worryin’ me.” My Barbie in her plaid poncho and hip-hugger jeans sings with
her. Some days Jimmy and I ride bikes down to the cut and follow Dad around the
hulking machines in the mud. Jimmy sinks his feet in a settling pond; the muck swallows
his black rubber boots with the red tops like quicksand.
In adolescence, Jimmy and I survived Lutheran confirmation, Baptist vacation
Bible school, Amway meetings, divorce, our stepfather, and alcoholism. We have no
choice as children to whom w e’ll be connected—by birth, by marriage, by adoption.
W e’re lucky if the glue that sticks us holds. For glue to hold, the temperature must be
warm. Hearts must be open, heads clear. In cold climates glue becomes brittle, bonds
break. At forty below, even weld beads shatter. Alcohol does not freeze. I don’t know
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why the antifreeze in our veins has not completely destroyed us—thinning the blood until
no one remembers who we are. Jim is the perfect friend, the best brother: always on my
side, always up late, a genius.
I think about my brothers I never knew. Not one can replace my Jimmy, but I
have missed the others. I miss having grown with them, played, conspired, and fought
with them. I don’t know what parts of me are in them and them in me.
The green of leaves recedes; life sinks back through vein, through limb and trunk
into earth. Leafy sheen gives way to spots, curls, rumples. Falls. Cranes warble and
weave their giant winged arrows across the blue. Trees prepare to live through winter in
the roots. In this season of return I am forty-five standing at the top of that cliched hill of
maturity able to look both forward and back with the so-called even-tempered wisdom of
middle age and tell myself lies in order to continue. Middle-age is a term of wishful
thinking. It means I intend to wither on toward ninety years. If that’s not true, I may be at
peak age now or end-of-the-road age now or bottom-of-the-valley age now. Maybe my
middle age was actually twenty-three, which means this is my last year. On forms, at
least, this will be the last year I check the age boxes numbered 36 to 45, my last adult
decade of a certain kind of consumer significance. The middle-aged hill is a concept of
convenience, something we believe in to put off death. In the quiet that comes in the
black of the end, they say there is intense light. For those that remain, there is an echoing
of names across the land, a splash of grief across newsprint, a parade through city centers.
Memories are reconfigured, drawn back into storage. When families separate, some
kernel of connection remains at the root.
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Searching my way back beyond taproot into tiny connective rootlets, I look for
things that connect: the evidence. Who has my handwriting, my laugh, sneeze, eyebrows;
whose nose, whose humor, whose thumbprint is this? Dissecting identity puzzles makes a
mess of what could otherwise be a tidy sense of self. Pieces fall off the edge; stray tiles
get lost. If I stop dancing hula, am I any less Polynesian? If I appropriate hula as my own,
is it any less authentic? Going through my daily activity with some semblance of racial or
ethnic shield, mask, or costume does not change the way I get tea at the coffee shop every
day. Why do I bother learning about and trying to find out who I am when who I am is
perhaps truly defined solely by the privileged choices I make each day: do I eat a
corporate-created Almond Joy or do I eat organic raw chocolate, shop local farmer’s
market or go to Safeway, ride my bike or drive my car, watch Batman movie again or
read a book? I am American routine.
Studying hula as a way to find connection, find roots, I have always romanticized
the hula girl. While I spent more childhood Halloweens masquerading as a gypsy
fortuneteller, the hula dancer was the shamanic enchantress I longed to become. Until I
was twelve, I never knew my ethnic heritage. In grade school we students were often
asked to share our racial backgrounds and my answer was always Norwegian. Other
students thought I was Alaska Native and lying to hide the fact.
My fully Norwegian dad was born in Fairbanks. Harold Hassel, Bapa, came from
Norway to Alaska in the 1920s on the tail end of the gold rush. When he was settled, he
sent for his beloved, our Nana. Alinda Lee traveled six months overseas to be with him.
My Norwegian-Swedish mom came up from Minnesota to Fairbanks in 1955 with her
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first husband who was in the army. The soldier moonlighted at a gas station owned by my
dad. When things didn’t work out with the soldier, Mom stayed in Alaska and married
Dad. For nine long years she wished for babies. They finally decided to adopt. A local
Fairbanks lawyer in contact with hospitals around the country found a baby girl in
California. My grandma, Agnes Sahlin, met Mom in San Francisco where I was born.
When Mom arrived at the hospital, the nurses said, “W e’re so glad you decided to keep
your baby.” Apparently, Mom looked just like my birthmother.

Watching the Alex Haley television series Roots, the rich families with maids and
servants piqued my interest. At eleven years of age, servitude to opulence excited me.
“Maybe my ancestors were servants to rich people,” I said.
“It’s more likely that your ancestors had servants,” Mom replied.
She hinted at the story she had never told me. She must not have been ready to
reveal what she knew— she took me through a guessing game.
“W hat do you mean?” I asked.
“I mean they might have been the rich people.”
“They w ere?”
“Royalty.”
“From where?”
“It’s somewhere in the United States.”
“ Somewhere in the United States has royalty? Like a queen and a king?” I listed
as many states as I could.
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“It’s tropical,” she said. I ran to the living-room bookshelf and pulled down the
tourist book we saved from our trip to Honolulu.
Mom told the story again of how the nurses at the hospital mistook her for my
birthmother and how they relayed their story of my birthfather as a Hawaiian, of royal
descent. I spent the next twenty-seven years believing I was Hawaiian, which never felt
quite right. Kim Kansky, a beautiful Hawaiian girl in my fifth grade class, inspired my
desire to be a real Hawaiian like her— so brown and pretty. Later when dancing with
other Hawaiians, the mystery of my true heritage nagged— maybe it was my fate as an
ethnic halfling adoptee that caused the feeling of disconnect. I brought with me no
cultural understanding or experience to relate—-just a longing. No matter how many times
I would look in the mirror, the olive skin, brown eyes, and kinky dark hair couldn’t
authenticate connection.
At twenty-four I took my first hula lesson with Kumu Aunty Paula Alcain. In
western wear and jeans I performed a paniolo hula dance for my Music in World
Cultures class presentation. Later I studied with Kumu Joanne Olsen in Fairbanks and
Kumu Raylene Lancaster in Hawi on the Big Island of Hawaii. My early hula
experiences enriched my hula girl fantasy and gave me the island feel I longed to be a
part of, but I always somehow felt an imposter; I thought my teachers knew that. At
thirty-seven, my sudden transformation into a Samoan felt like a betrayal. I didn’t
understand Samoa. I had no idea it was deeply Polynesian; I didn’t even know where it
was. I only knew Samoa wasn’t the romantic Hawaii I loved. I was not a real hula girl
and never had been.
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Samoan language is different using the letters “t” and “f ” instead of “k” and “h.”
The sounds seemed too foreign. Thinking I was 50% Native Hawaiian, I had hinged my
hopes on the possibility I could be entitled to Hawaiian homelands. Suddenly the Samoan
I became was disinherited from homelands and had to learn a foreign language. I learned
that Samoans are not always welcome in Hawaii. Although they are Polynesian brothers
and sisters sharing the same language base, ethnic and mythological roots, there is a
fierce rivalry between the two cultures, especially on the Hawaiian islands, which Native
Hawaiians often feel are overrun with haoles.
Ironically, it’s now while dancing the Samoan siva that I feel like an imposter.
Even though I have the Samoan blood of my siva afi high chief father running through
my veins, the ancestry, the malu, and even the matai title to prove my legitimacy as a real
Polynesian and Samoan, I can’t do the Samoan dance with what feels like authenticity. I
have seen and studied the steps, rhythm, and patterns of Hawaiian hula for over twenty
years; siva is new to me. I freeze up when I see my siva in the mirror; my dance teacher
Fia, a Samoan taupou, curls her lip with distaste at my palagi moves. Siva is all about
style. Siva elicits a kind of grace that is less technique and more persona, serious soul.
Even I cringe when I see myself trying to prance around the studio with my clumsy arms
blocking my chest instead of lightly floating forth heart and invitation to the audience.

Siva is a flirty enchantment, but my version is more of an awkward Tin Man strut. I ’m
like a paper doll of the real taupou whose tabs w on’t quite hold the outfits around the
outline of the girl.
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Being adopted means having a shifty identity no matter what. I’ve noticed I
incorporate the convenience of aligning with ethnicities and family members when
advantageous. Times when I feel disgusted with the particular baggage w e’ve acquired in
my family, I find it very easy to, at least on subconscious levels, disown the
responsibility. However, I ’ve come to know myself as inextricably defined by all sets of
parents whose ways are deeply ingrained in me by genes and behavioral renderings of
habit, preference, and learning. Seeing mannerisms of my adoptive, step, and birth
families, I own the qualities I prefer. And deny the ones I fear.
My mom, dad, brother, and I were once the classic nuclear family. Now we are
the classic broken family subject to 1970s divorce. There’s a huge statue in the Golden
Heart Park of downtown Fairbanks depicting someone’s idea of the quintessential
Alaskan family. Erected during the renovations of the park in the mid ’80s, the statue
features a family of three parka-clad, windblown figures and two huskies. The figure of
the woman holds a baby. The statue pays tribute to the “Unknown First Family” and the
role families played in the development of the Interior of Alaska. Even though they bear
certain features of the indigenous peoples of Alaska—the parkas, the sled dogs—their
facial features are decidedly Caucasian; this is the pioneer family, not the first family of
Alaska. Around the giant statue is a fountain bordered by stones set with plaques upon
which names of over 2,000 Alaskan family donors are recorded alphabetically. All the
big names in Fairbanks are listed: Stepovich, Burglin, Coghill, Lounsbury, etc. Each
plaque lists 50 or so families grouped by last name conventionally registering first the
name of the father, then mother, children, and the year the family became rooted in
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Alaska. Our listing reads: “Hassel, Jerry & Joan; James A & Jodi— 1956 - 1979.” Ours
is the only listing whose family has an end date. Still hurt by the divorce, Dad decided
our family didn’t exist anymore, but he still wanted to donate as a family, a dead family.
When it first aired, I loved the Roots television series. The multigenerational
stories tracing American history through its shameful slave trade and middle passage
days meant more to me than history—the characters were connected; the story was about
origin. Traits and names, traditions and artifacts were passed down from episode to
episode. Perhaps the familial resemblances and legacies appealed because I was
disconnected, though I had no sense of lack at the time. My mom made sure I knew how
to make Scandinavian cookies like krumkake, lefse, and spritz. I understood the lineage of
my father’s Norwegian parents and their journey from Norway to Alaska in the 1920s for
gold. I remembered how my mom ’s Scandinvaian-American parents came from farms in
Wisconsin and were second generation Americans. My birthday was on Syttende Mai —
Norwegian Independence Day— of course I was Norwegian.
Watching Roots, I felt drawn to the shame; I didn’t understand white man’s
burden or cultural imperialism, but I knew that slavery was wrong, that it happened to the
ancestors of all black people, including the few in my school. I decided I needed black
friends. I felt white, a part of something that participated in a dominance I wanted to
erase.
Even so, I was no stranger to domination. As a child, I was sometimes a bully.
Probably still am. As an older sister, I had to boss my brother around. I had friends who
were older than I, and they were my favorites. If I was hanging around with my younger
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friends and the older ones came to play, the girl my age would be ordered to go home; I
was busy. I never beat anybody up. But once I did serve a little girl mud disguised as hot
chocolate, and in sixth grade, some other girls and I smashed an egg on another girl’s
head because she was too good. W e’d obviously had it planned. No sixth grader goes
around with raw eggs. The premeditated egg defilement of the good girl marked a turning
point in my bullying. I had rallied the other girls against her, “ Stacy always does the
school announcements, wins the swim meets, is the prissy cheerleader. GET HER!” Or
something like that. I had powers of influence.
I can be persuasive, loud, and manipulative. If you don’t want to go with me to
see the stupid romantic comedy, then I have to know why; I have to pick apart your
excuses; I have to argue; I have to debate. I have to show you how going home to finish
your work is stupid and can be done later. In some circumstances, for instance in
academia, or politics I suppose, these bossy personality faults become skills, traits of
leadership. I often wonder if this kind of behavior is also a legacy I’ve inherited. In
Samoan homes the genealogy of families is memorized and often names are recited in
games listing familial connections to the farthest-reaching remembrances of high chiefs,
kings, queens, and deities. Was bullying the stuff that royalty is made of? Even though
I ’d heard the admonitions of my cousin Lafi before going to meet with Tuimaleali’ifano,
I didn’t understand. I have the blood, he’d said, the lineage of titles, chiefs, matai.
Both of my parents remarried, so I have sets of stepparents and stepsiblings on
both sides. After the divorce, Jim and I stayed with Mom. She remarried Bill who has
two sons. The one thing we all have in common is that we are all generally white. Despite
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what I look like in the mirror, I am for all cultural purposes very white, haole, palagi: I
was raised in Fairbanks, Alaska by Scandinavian Lutheran gold miners, and my mom
sold Amway. When my parents divorced, I was twelve, well on my way to not caring
because I was too cool to care. Having two Christmases and two Thanksgivings then
meant more food, more presents, and less surveillance. My dad remarried my first Korean
stepmother whom he decided to call by her last name, Kim. When she suffered from
cancer and passed away after ten years of marriage, he married her sister.

Four of my brothers are stepbrothers: Christian, Han, Alan, and Todd. Christian
and Han, the most distant, are connected through my father’s marriage to the second
Korean sister, their late mother. I was well into my thirties when they married, so I don’t
have a nostalgic longing to know them. The remnants of probate have not brought us
closer. Siblings do not always want each other. I kind of hate them, and I’m sure they
know this. We did not choose each other.
I was twelve when I met Alan and Todd, B ill’s sons. Ages fourteen and sixteen
they were like super heroes— Todd, the youngest, even looked like William Katt, the TV
actor on the 8 0 ’s show The Greatest American Hero. Both athletic and funny, I didn’t
know them well; they lived in Florida and only visited once. Alan, the older brother,
moved in with us briefly a few years later when I was in high school. Ready to live the
Alaskan dream, he flew off to the North Slope to work in the oil fields, eventually rising
to pipefitter notoriety as Crazy Al, a welding foreman and longtime laborer. Al grew a
handlebar moustache, rode a bike to match it, and his trap-line pelts hung in our
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basement—wolf, lynx, and fox draped from the ceiling above the upright piano. Todd
became a professional surfer and carpenter who I saw once again in my thirties, when he
built a deck on my parents’ house. He recently visited to rebuild the roof of my parents’
entryway. He is still Spicolli to me: all grown up and looking like the fifty-something
Sean Penn.
My newest brothers all stem from reunion with my birthmother.
Jay and Zac are Diana’s boys. When I first spoke to Diana, she passed the phone
off.
“This is your sister,” I heard her say.
A nervous shuffling of the phone and then a voice: “Hello?”
“Hi!” I said.
“ So, I guess I’m your brother.”
Zac had no idea I existed until a few seconds before we spoke. Our first
conversation was stilted with embarrassment, but Zac called me again the next day.
Talking and laughing for over an hour about how weird everything was, we discovered
we each played guitar, screamed out vocals in punk bands, and were the brown-haired,
brown-eyed siblings w e’d been missing. Our halfbrother and halfsister, Jay and
Angelique, both have blonde hair and green eyes like our mother. We are the matched set
of complementary brunette bookends to their lighter tones. Diana’s son Jay and I also
share similarities. Both writers and students of English, we share a flare for the dramatic:
he is a screenwriter and I am a thespian. I’ve been lucky to spend a few holidays and
family celebrations with them in the States, but as is the case with most Alaskans and
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their out-of-state families, I ’m too far to keep up with regular visits. When I try to
imagine growing up with them, I think about who would have teamed up with whom,
what favorite schemes and pranks we would have unleashed on the playground world.
Then I realize our roles in each other’s stories and how impossible that fantasy is. How
could we all be who we are if circumstances had kept “us” together?
On my bookshelf is a Polaroid photo given to me by my Samoan cousin Tailoto.
Two handsome brown boys smile at the camera, half of a hand palms the foreground in a
wave. The white strip at the bottom of the photo frame is marked with blue ballpoint ink.
A message in cursive letters spell out: “Hi Junko,” and in the corner, “Love, Sai & Tui.”
The date “6-18-87” is crossed out and corrected to read “7-18-87.” Junko, my sister,
would have been eleven years old in 1987. The boys are our brothers. In 1987 when the
picture was taken, Tui and Sai would have been twenty-one and twenty-three years old. I
don’t know where the photo is taken, maybe LA, looks like a living room. Tui, the
youngest, wears a t-shirt that reads, “Pacific Coast Yacht Club,” which, according to
Google, is an exclusive, private affair in Newport Beach, California.
That particular ’87 summer I am twenty years old, taking a break from college,
and just about to move to Honolulu for a year to look for my Hawaiian father. The songs
on the radio are Belinda Carlisle’s “Mad about You,” U 2’s “I Still Haven’t Found What
I ’m Looking For,” and George M ichael’s two hits “I Want Your Sex” and “Faith.” I
decide that before I go to school in San Francisco the following spring, I ’m going to
Hawaii to both find my father and start a modeling career. My hair is big, Samoan curly,
although I don’t know I ’m Samoan yet. I keep my bangs short so I can curl them under
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with the curling iron but leave the rest natural. I’m 5 ’7” and maybe 125 pounds. I ’ve been
working as a waitress at Terry’s Cafe, a job my dad arranged with LaVada Terry, one of
his old girlfriends from the ’50s before he met my mom. My brother Jim is the
dishwasher. I wear the same royal blue smock, black pants, and black tennis shoes every
day. Coffee costs a quarter a cup and earns me a quarter tip per customer— 100% tips at
Terry’s Cafe. When I ’m slow to deliver, the guys prop their cups up on the handles to let
me know they’ve run dry. I spend part of the summer working in Ester at the gold mine
for my dad, lubing up the equipment in my coveralls and running the loader pushing
tailings piles around for gravel customers. Mostly I sit around eating tuna fish and carrots
and trying to stay thin.
I bring my red and white Japanese racing bike— Sekai 26 00—that I ’ve been
riding all summer with me to Hawaii and speed around through the Honolulu traffic as if
I ’m invincible until my slim road tire catches the short lip of the sidewalk and throws me
over the bars. I land on my head, scrape up my shoulder, and dislocate my pinkie finger
all right before my first big photo shoot. The photographer says I can hide the wounded
shoulder with my denim jacket. I model my own clothes; the shots are for my portfolio. I
figure that I have the half white, half Hawaiian hapa look to make it in Hawaii, but when
I take the shots to an agency, they tell me my jawline is too wide. I give up on modeling
and train for a triathlon even though I know from the high school sports trainers that my
pronated arches and orthotics will continue to jeopardize my gait. I ’m a personal trainer
in private and public gyms teaching overweight and middle-aged people to use Nautilus
weight training equipment and taking them on speed walks around Diamond Head’s
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neighborhood. I paddle for an outrigger canoe team, lift weights, run, bike, swim, and go
to strength and tone classes, but I still think I ’m fat. I can’t get the jawline down.
I diet obsessively, listing everything I eat in small notebooks to count up all the
calories. Sometimes I eat the whole day’s calorie allowance all at once. Sometimes I walk
around my neighborhood to as many different convenience stores to buy snacks as I can,
so no one will know how much I ’m eating. Sometimes I puke it all up. I think maybe I
can find my father, but I don’t know how. There is no Internet; no one even has a
computer. I tell the Hawaiian people I know I need to find my Hawaiian father, but no
one knows how to begin. On weekends I go to the Wave; a friend of mine from work
always carries a bottle of rush in his pocket so I w hiff liquid nitrate, dance around under
the lights to New Order’s “Perfect Kiss” and live the ’80s club life Waikiki style. Shortly
after taking acid and going to see the Cult at a huge hotel, then staying on the beach all
night with a guy I barely know, I slip over the edges of vacationland paradise into chaos.
My closest friend Jill starts doing cocaine with Guamanians. A public health nurse tells
me I have herpes and then realizes at a subsequent check up one week later that she was
wrong, and what I have is an inordinately pervasive yeast infection made worse by my
Lycra work uniform and excessive work outs. By Christmas I can’t afford my luxury
Kaimuki apartment, so I move into a small projects-type place in Waikiki with two sisters
from Maine. The wicked cool sisters, Lisa and Linda, also work at the gym. They invite
me to church, and I decide to take up private Bible study with the pastor’s wife, Cindy.
After a series of carefully sequenced chapter and verse investigations, I suddenly realize
at Bible study that my Lutheran confirmation and infant baptism are bunk. The entire
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Church of Christ congregation of twenty-somethings whisks me away to the beach just
south of the Waikiki strip where Marv, the pastor, takes me into the shallow waves, asks
if I have anything to declare. I pledge my newfound faith, and Marv plunges me
underwater. I spend the rest of my time in Hawaii that year forgetting about my
birthfather and witnessing to folks all over Oahu about the Lord. Later I learn my
brothers Sai, Tui, and our father spent every day that summer on Waikiki beach.
My brothers Tui and Sai are older. I have only met Tui. Sai, named after our
father, used the American Mark. Tui, named after Tuimaleali’ifano, uses his American
name Mike. Mike and M ark’s mother, Patricia, was blonde and fair like Diana. She was a
Vegas showgirl, so I imagine her as leggy and gorgeous. Since Mike and I are both

afakasi, and our mothers are both blondes, we bear the closest physical resemblance of all
my siblings. M ike’s mom died when he was only eight years old, so the boys were raised
by their aunt, Patricia’s sister, when not shipped off to our father. Our elder brother Mark
never lived beyond 23 years. Mike and Mark were living with Saimana in L.A. when
Mark was pumping iron in the garage, bench pressing. His sudden cry sent father and
brother running only to find Mark had taken his final breath beneath the weight of a
barbell. He died in M ike’s arms.
My Samoan dance teacher, Fia, tells me the firstborn sons of chiefs in high
lineage bloodlines are often cursed, as are firstborn daughters. The eldest sons often die
young so they can never receive their titles and the power shifts to a line of first cousins.
The eldest daughters are often cursed with barren wombs, terminating the potential
progeny of competing titleholders.
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19.

All the Feathers

“When you get your title, you’re not like us anymore,” Irae said.
I was glad Irae felt that I was like her, but then began to feel afraid again. I had
survived the malu and expected to spend the rest of my Samoan time unwinding from
that particular shock. I asked everyone at Lupe’s what having a title meant. Their brief
answers left me wondering what the responsibility was, if the honor was real, if the title
was royal. Was the matai title a souvenir— something they offered to every half decent

palagi as a token of appreciation and generosity?
The next morning, at the Family Enrichment Society, Inc. office, I told my cousin
Lafi about Tui’s offer. The corners of his mouth pulled down and his brows raised as he
nodded, “Ahhhh, big chief!” Grateful for his candor, I knew he’d help me understand. “It
means you’re the high chief!”
“Tui said there were no obligations— ”
My cousin laughed, “You afraid they’re trying to keep you here? Doesn’t matter
if you live in Alaska, you’re still the high chief.”
“But, what does that mean?”
“You know Indians?”
I nodded.
“Indians, they wear the feathers? On their head? And they might have a chief; he
has one feather, and then maybe there’s a chief above him, he has two feathers.”
Again, I nodded.
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“Well, you’re the chief whose headband has all the feathers,” and he circled the
crown of his head with his hands. “It means when there’s a meeting in the village and
everybody is talking about what to do, every family has a talking chief that talks for
them, and above that is another high chief that talks for them, and then you, you are the
highest chief of the whole village.”
His speech brought the weight of the title down on me like a sentence.
“It’s about the blood. Doesn’t matter if you live in Alaska, doesn’t matter if you
part palagi, can’t even speak Samoan: you have the blood and the title! And now, you
have the malu, too.”
“ So what’s going to happen?” I asked.
“Well, w hat’d he say?”
“W e’re going over to Falelatai. I ’ll get to see Seagai’s grave.”
“ So there’s going to be a ceremony,” said Lafi.
“Yeah, that’s what they say. W hat does that mean?”
“Could mean the whole village comes and brings all kinds of gifts, pigs, money.
Maybe everyone will drink kava. Might be kava ceremony. They’ll introduce you to the
whole village.”
I sat there for a minute trying to imagine myself in front of a gathering of villagers
with food spread out all over the ground in front of us. Would I be in some kind of
costume? Would I be expected to make and serve kava?
Elaborate and strict traditions govern the ritual use of kava. At kava ceremonies,
each member of the tribe must sit according to his or her rank in village society. The
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taupou is seated in front of the huge kava bowl next to the high chief. She is responsible
for stirring, sifting, and serving the root-based beverage. The taupou grinds the root into a
pulp or powder, then sifts the mash through water with a coconut husk strainer in the
ceremonial bowl.
I saw myself sifting and stirring the muddy liquid in the big wooden bowl, then
tossing the husk strainer over my shoulder at some servant as I ’d seen mimicked in siva
performances of kava ritual. I ’d fill the coconut shell cups and run them around the circle
to each member of the village in order according to rank. Each tribesman would guzzle
down the potion in one gulp, then clap his cupped hands ready for more. The root infused
water delivers kava’s psychoactive properties— a mildly narcotic effect. Bubblings of
gregarious chatter would erupt. More clapping, more kava. The ritual drinker of kava
becomes the physical embodiment of deified ancestors. I ’d knock back a few cups full.
Drums would pound. Menacing arms of jungle green vines would creep across the

fa le o ’o. Someone would throw me a flaming machete. I’d leap into action with a
masterful siva afi and finish with the taualuga. CHEEEE-HOOOO!!! All the villagers
would scream their victory cry throwing tala tala bills at my feet.
Truth told, I ’d only drunk kava in the more haole style kava bars on the Big
Island. My kava experience was the same as sitting in any coffee shop anywhere. There
was no way to fake my way through making and serving the sacred drink, or make
manifest the incarnation of my ancestors in a single gulp of the stuff.

“W hat will happen?” I asked Lafi.
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“You probably have to siva .”
“I don’t know how.”
“You better learn!” Lafi said. He made a few moves, and twirled his hands.
“Really?”
“Could be, maybe, the whole thing is very private. Small. Not the whole village.
But you still have to siva.”
“Like after the malu ,” I said. Someone was going to have to teach me some
moves. After the malu ceremony I felt my cheeks flush when everyone yelled out,

“SIVA!” and I just stood there shrugging my palagi shoulders.
That afternoon, Lafi, his assistant, and I drove around town seeking philanthropic
sponsorships from local businessmen. We visited the local DJ personality at the radio
station, a car dealership, and the office of Joe Keil. At the station, the comedic DJ posed
for a picture with us, and though they spoke in Samoan, I could tell he was sympathetic
with the cause. Lafi said the station would make public service announcements to
encourage those in need to register, and those in abundance to support the cause.
At our next stop, we sat waiting in a glass cubicle—the air-conditioned
receptionist’s office of a car dealership. Lafi made small talk with the secretary while we
waited for the owner to arrive. I sat there ruminating on siva and kava ceremony. He
introduced me in Samoan, then said, “ She’s from Alaska! W e’re going to have to teach
her the gospels before she goes back.” The AC air in the room seemed to drop a few
degrees.
“I already know the gospels,” I said.
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Lafi didn’t give me a chance to explain my Lutheran upbringing or my born again
salvation.
“We need to teach you the right gospels.” Like the rest of the family, Lafi was a
devout Mormon. He smiled his shiny smile. The creeping feeling everyone had plans for
me pricked against the gooseflesh of my arms.
Our last stop that day was to the office of Joe Keil. Hans Joachim Keil, I was told,
was the owner of the M cDonald’s and the TV station in town. He was also the Samoan
Minister of Trade, which meant he was a card-carrying member of the World Trade
Organization (W TO). This made me a little nervous. I didn’t know how to feel about
meeting a high-level trade minister. Just five years prior to my trip in Samoa, in 2003, I
was in Miami engaged in a major protest against the Free Trade Area of the Americas
(FTAA). There are still remnants of me living on the Internet from that action:
“W hat w e’re about here is building a community based on cooperation,”
said Jody Hassel, a middle school teacher from Alaska who took some
time off to come to Miami for the demonstrations. “It’s the collective
voice of folks who have had enough with corporate rule and see this as a
way to take action.”
I’d had my sound bites at the ready in case anyone like that Sun Sentinel reporter came
around the activist’s convergence center looking for overtly radical or violent extremes.
Joe Keil was a handsome, brownish man with salt and pepper side burns and high
cheekbones. Later I would learn he is afakasi, too, but when I met him, I wondered how a
more white than brown man managed to own the TV station and the M cDonald’s of
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Western Samoa. He, like most English speakers in Samoa, had the southern hemisphere’s
British English accent. He was graceful, even tempered and bore an elegance that
reminded me of Tuimaleali’ifano.
Lafi introduced me, “ She’s been going around with us on our surveys seeing her
humble origins—the way so many Samoan people live in poverty.”
Joe Keil turned to me in his stately manner and said, “And how do you find our
people?”
The modest fa le o ’o, child caretakers of each household, the gardens, and the
women at the waterspouts flashed through me. “The way people live so close to the land
is similar to the way people live in rural Alaska. I find them to be quite beautiful.” My
tone had shifted to match that of the formal Joe Keil. I felt suddenly chiefly, as if my
Western perspective had afforded me some kind of superiority that at the same time
wanted to honor the simple, the native. Lafi, Joe Keil, and I each enjoyed a large measure
of privilege. We flew across oceans, continents, hemispheres. We were global. We
owned cars, closets full of clothes, dozens of pairs of shoes, homes with walls, multiple
rooms, kitchen cabinets, toilet paper. A different kind of privilege belonged to the
Samoans whose authenticity manifested in their daily intimacy with trees, roots, fish, pigs,
chickens, rocks, and water, under the natural light of the shifting sky.
Back home at Lupe’s house, Mama decided I wasn’t allowed to go to the office
anymore, “ Stay home, rest, prepare for Tui. Tuimaleali’ifano. Give you title!” I was
grounded. I’m not sure exactly why she didn’t want me going to the Family Enrichment
Society, Inc. office. But it seemed she was protecting me from something, or making sure
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I wasn’t going to get into trouble or lost before the big day. Even though I would miss
Lafi, my work, and the Internet, the ceremony was on Friday, only two days away.
The wait felt long, but my girl cousins kept me well entertained. Toa lent me her
DVD player and two whole series of Korean soap operas. Together, we watched the
young Asian couples woo, entwine, and disintegrate. She had bootleg versions of newly
released films. Huddled on the satin Scooby bed, we watched the hip-hop dance movie

Step Up 2 and Johnny D epp’s Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber o f Fleet Street. In the
afternoon, Shelly, Irae, and Sene schooled me at the volleyball net in the backyard.
“POWER, Jody, POWER!” Trying to teach me how to spike the ball, they laughed their
asses off and joked and teased each other constantly. I assumed they were laughing at me,
but I didn’t care; I was happy to be in the sun, hitting the ball around the yard with my
sistahs.
Another cousin, Nia came to the house and measured me for a brand new puletasi.
A local tailor was making the floor-length gown for the big day. On Thursday, Tui sent
word that he was called out of town; we would have to put the ceremony off until the
weekend. Every day I waited at home, sitting in the heat on the porch waving the time
away with my pink and yellow straw fan until the afternoon of volleyball and soap
operas.
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20. Sunday Drive
When Sunday morning rolled around, we still had not heard from Tui about the
ceremony. Ordered to borrow Doreen’s red puletasi, put on matching earrings and
necklace, and go to church, I joined Lupe, Puasa, Mama, and Lave in the cab. Lave is my
cousin’s husband, a carpenter. I had no idea why the carpenter suddenly joined in on our
outing. We drove all the way through the city center and beyond it to the saddle road that
goes across the island. Driving the miles and miles of highway through green creeping
vines and palm-treed jungle, along each road were women in their Sunday finest white
and men in suit cloth lavalava with crisp, white collared shirts. Everyone was on his or
her way to church. Eventually I realized we were not going to the same church as those
walking on the roads because we drove on and on past one group of churchgoers and
their church and then another. I calculated that we had left the house at around 9:30 or so
and that w e’d been driving for at least an hour. Whatever church we were going to, I
didn’t think we could possibly arrive before the sermon started.
We finally stopped at a bright yellow house and pulled in the driveway. Two
grave-size slabs of yellow concrete were featured in the front yard, one built slightly
higher than the other. A woman came out of the house and greeted us, then showed us
over to a large, yellow-posted fa le o ’o on the other side of the driveway. We stepped up
through the pink gate in the guardrail running the perimeter of the fa le o ’o. The woman
laid out grass mats for us and gave us each a blue and white checkered throw pillow.
Mama and I sat down on the woven mats. The woman who greeted us scurried around
piling clothes in suitcases and moving them to the tables on one side of the fa le o ’o ; then
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she covered every inch of the royal blue floor methodically sweeping the already clean
looking area with a bundle of whisking straw. Mama put her hand on my back and said,
“Rest, go sleep. You tired?” It had been a long drive, and I wondered how I ’d been so
lucky to miss church and take a nap instead. I pretended not to be tired just in case her
coaxing me to sleep was a trick. Mama laid down on her mat, “ Sleep baby, sleep,” she
cooed drifting off. People in the outdoor cooking area rushed around preparing food;
Puasa helped build a fire with coconut husks. On the woven mat, the pillow cradled my
head and soon after, watching the sweeper, the fire, the cooking, I fell asleep.
Crackling twigs, shifting rocks, and approaching voices roused me from
dreaming. Well-dressed men and women came through the trees on the far side of the

fale. Church had apparently ended, Western style neck ties hung loose in the heat around
unbuttoned, white shirt collars, and women unpinned their hats. Brief greetings were
made as people made their way to their belongings in the suitcases, then out of the

fa le o ’o to change into comfortable clothing. When they returned, a seating order was
determined. Mama and I simply rose from our sleeping mats, tucked our pillows to the
side, and stayed where we were. To the left of Mama, the main householder was seated.
He was huge, completely fit the bill of the towering, chiefly Samoan. He wore a white
tank undershirt, a mauve royal crested lavalava held up by a black leather belt strapped
just below his impressive belly, and a lei of red spiky things that looked like hot chili
peppers, or giant red fangs. Wrapped around his massive left arm were tribal markings in
a band, on his right arm, below the bulging deltoid, was a tattoo that said in black, block
lettering: BLACK POWER. Mama introduced him as my first cousin, Tavita Lemalu. To
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his left, Puasa was seated. To my right sat Lupe and her son-in-law the carpenter. To the
opposite of me was the woman who had swept out the fa le o ’o, Sa Lemalu, Tavita’s sister
and my cousin. I noticed Mama and I were the only ones formally dressed. Why had they
made me wear th e puletasi if we weren’t even going to church? In my insecurity, it
occurred to me that Mama might be offering me up for marriage to someone in the
household.
A large tray of food was served to each of us. I could not believe the amount of
food Samoans expected me to eat. At every meal I tried my best to clean my plate, and
then they would fill it up again. Later, back in the States, I would learn that cleaning your
plate in Samoa is a sign that you would like another portion. Leaving food on the plate
means you are finished and the rest of the younger members or lower ranking members
of the family are then allowed to finish what you have left. Not knowing this, I let my
clean-your-plate manners guide every meal and was amazed that each time, when my
hosts offered me more, I had to argue my case for being full. Before leaving Hawaii my
cousins had smiled and said, “When you go to Samoa you’ll pack some weight on!” I did
wind up eating a lot, so much so that one day I pretended to be more ill than I actually
felt, so I could fast skipping breakfast and lunch. The starchy weight of white taro,
breadfruit, and baked green bananas goes a long way.
At this particular meal, I had no chance of finishing my food, which I ’m sure was
appreciated. Many other people in the nearby cooking area watched waiting for us to
finish. Later, I realized they were not just eager to get the dishes done; they hadn’t eaten
yet. I was served a large tin tray that held four dishes with a fifth dish set to the side of
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the tray. In one bowl was an entire can of tuna fish; the bowl next to it held the contents
of an entire can of deviled ham sandwich spread; a third dish held one large, delicious
serving of coconut cream wrapped in steamed taro leaves—palusami. A savory bowl of
steaming ramen noodles— saimin with pork— sat beside a plate filled with two huge
servings of baked white taro, a large hunk of baked breadfruit, and three baked green
bananas. All of this was served to me. Each person seated around the circle in the fa le o ’o
had the same lunch on trays set before him or her. Trying to tell the server I could not eat
all of the food, I looked around to see if I was allowed to share. The server smiled, and
handed me a coconut with the top cut off. I made sure to replace the coconut husk top to
keep the flies out in between sips. The soup tasted best, so I finished it first. The coconut
cream wrapped in the rich dark green tarot leaves went next. I ate a few bites of tuna and
deviled ham and half my breadfruit. I could never make it through all the dry, baked taro
and green bananas, but I always had a few bites. Eventually I gave up on cleaning each
dish; someone took my tray and brought me a cup of cocoa.
When everyone was finished, the servers took the leftovers and brought us each

apa fafano to wash our hands and wipe our mouths. After the meal, Mama, Puasa, and
Tavita commenced in formal speech. I assumed they began with recitations of origin:
family names, village locales, and an exchange of lineage information. During M ama’s
speech she tossed a few tala on the floor in front of her and waved her hand at me. I had
seen this happen before; during the malu ceremony Mama dropped the tala that paid for
my tattoo on the floor in front of her, and my cousin Irae ran forth, picked up the money,
and delivered it to Suluape by dropping it on the grass mat in front of him. This time, the
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money sat on the mat in front of Mama, and everyone looked at me. Again, Mama waved
her hand, “Go,” she commanded. I shrugged my shoulders nervously and looked at Lupe,
who also waved her hand at me. My legs were tangled in the long skirt of the puletasi. I
rose awkwardly, grabbed the money, and waited for someone to tell me where to take it. I
assumed the money was for our hosts, but the man or the woman? Finally, scowling
Aunty Lupe pointed at Tavita. Instinctively, I ducked down running the bills over to the
imposing BLACK POWER head of the household. I dropped the money in front of him
without lifting my eyes. On the way back to my seat in the circle, I saw the carpenter
shake his head covering a laugh with his hand. With the formal orations and gift giving
over, everyone chatted, joked, and caught up on each other’s lives.
Afterward, Tavita and Sa took us into their palagi style home, a bright yellow
cottage of stucco-like walls with red-orange trim. The interior walls were just as sunny
yellow; large sets of louvered windows were adorned with green and peach floral
curtains, and a linoleum mat of white and beige tribal designs covered the floor. As in all
Samoan homes I visited, the parlor was a wide-open space, and the sparse furniture lined
the walls. The decor in Lemalu’s home was fancier than Lupe’s. Matching oak-colored
wood furnishings featured a television in a home entertainment center, a china cabinet
filled with fine linens and glassware, a large cedar trunk beside its matching wardrobe, a
chest of drawers with a vanity mirror, two coffee tables, and a few cloth-covered chairs.
Each open surface was covered with a yellow, lace-edged table cloth on which were
rainbow arrangements of silk flowers in vases, and 8 x 10 photos that stood in proud
frames. Two teddy bears and a plastic dinosaur were also on display. From the ceiling of
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the same beaming yellow, at wide intervals on and around the bare strips of fluorescent
tubing, a half dozen wind chimes and delicate mobiles were hung. From the tops of every
doorframe were valances of Polynesian print cloth, and just below the ceiling, high on the
walls, portraits of family members wreathed with leis hung in rows around the room.
Intensely cheerful, the room was in vivid bloom.
Mama posed between Tavita and Sa for a few pictures. The householder made
sure to remove his tank shirt to reveal the top arches of the deep black tattoo on his belly.
The pe ’a curved above the sides of his waist and indented his navel. Any man with a pe ’a
is a formidable emissary of courage. The malu I had received was nothing in comparison
to the weeks of torture endured by those who undergo the pe ’a. While the malu is
performed with the same tapping mallets as the pe ’a, the malu is more lacey, a series of
dashes, exes, and hollow stars with only a minimum of thicker black lines delineating the
crest of protection, a dark edged diamond at the back of the knee. That crest, for me, was
excruciating. I could not fathom the amount of pain endured for the large panels of solid
black sections of the pe ’a that reached from below the knee, all the way up the leg, fully
covering the buttocks, arcing up over the iliac crest of the hips, and then finishing with a
final tapping of the navel.
We left before anyone asked for my hand in marriage.
On our way back across the island, we drove Lave the carpenter to an abandoned
house where Mama and her former husband once lived. The carpenter came with us
because part of M ama’s mission for this trip to Samoa was to renovate the gravesite of
her deceased first husband. The third or fourth day Mama and I were in Samoa we had
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been driving around with Puasa when she had him take us to a mortuary. I had been so
edgy it actually occurred to me that we might be there to shop for a headstone for my
own grave and make arrangements for my burial. As usual, it turned out I was just along
for the innocuous ride, a pleasant Sunday drive.
Next to M ama’s old, faded yellow house, in the overgrown lawn, the grave inside
a house of concrete half-walls kept M ama’s first husband safe from intruders. Samoans
like to keep their deceased loved ones close and usually in the front yards of their homes.
There are many different styles of contemporary Samoan gravesites. All feature a slab of
plain or colored concrete, some are housed inside small buildings with metal bars around
them like tiny prisons; others have entire houses around them. Plaques and headstones
adorn most but not all. Though Mama and I had studied many of these sites, we had yet
to visit my father’s.
When we arrived at Lupe’s, Tuimaleali’ifano had called. The title ceremony was
set for Tuesday.

21. Koko A li’i
In Waimanalo, we would all sit outside in the cool air of the carport talking
stories, I told everyone how my mom told me in my youth what the nurses knew about
my birth parents.
“They said my birthfather was a Hawaiian of royal descent. So I always thought I
was Hawaiian. I was kinda mad when I found out I was Samoan,” I said.
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Andy Keaunui looked at me with his serious eyes, “That’s okay. ‘Cuz now you
Hamoan!” Everyone laughed.
“We all Polynesians. Hawaiians, Samoans, Tongans, Tahitians, Fijiians, all
Polynesian,” Verna reminded me. Verna, one magical Native Hawaiian haku wahine
from Hauula, has rich brown locks reaching to her waist and a brilliance in her eyes I
could see through the dark of the night.
“I am proud to be Samoan,” I said.
“You’ve got the mana,” she added. I did not take this high compliment from
Verna lightly.
Samoan and Hawaiian words have the same Polynesian roots. Oftentimes words
are the same but spelled a bit differently. Hawaiian language prefers the “h” to the “f ”
while the Samoans use the letter “t” instead of “k.” The Hawaiian aloha is alofa in
Samoan. The Samoan tatau in Hawaiian is kakau. But mana in both languages is mana.
Mary Kawena Pukui’s and Samuel H. Elbert’s Hawaiian Dictionary defines mana as
“Supernatural or divine power, mana, miraculous power; a powerful nation, authority; to
give mana to, to make powerful; to have power, mana, authority; authorization, privilege;
miraculous, divinely powerful, spiritual; possessed of mana, power.”

You’ve got the mana.
Told as a little girl that I had royal blood, I loved the idea of being a princess.
Most little girls would. It didn’t matter that no one believed me or that it might not be
true. I loved the story. But now Mama and Tuimaleali’ifano had arranged the title to
prove the lineage. Sudden royalty status at middle age was not something I could fathom.
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I was honored to receive the title, but my head was having trouble with notions of
monarchy. I knew I would not be given real governing powers, and I w asn’t living in
Samoa with ‘my villagers,’ but I chafed at the concept of lording over others. In general,
I fully fancied myself a champion of non-hierarchical systems. Even anarchic. Yet, as a
classroom teacher in the Fairbanks school district, and leading organizer of community
actions and events, the dichotomy between my behavior and ideologies was hard to
ignore. I wondered at the blood. What gave it the right to be royal, better, above, or in
charge.
My cousin Tailoto sat in the fa le o ’o in Lupe’s back yard stringing an ula for me
of teuila— pink and fuchsia colored petals. The new puletasi had arrived. The gown was
royal blue with white spiky flowers like starbursts on different panels, and it fit perfectly.
On the day of the ceremony, however, I was told to wear my regular lavalava
with a t-shirt and to put on my sneakers. We were going to visit Seagai first. Following
orders, I packed my new dress and fancy sandals into a bag. My cousin Tailoto wore a
lovely yellow frock with pink plumerias for the occasion; she and her husband Siaosi
drove me to the florist. I ’d been saving my last $100 for a bouquet. I found a basket of
anthurium flamingo lilies, fragrant double pearl tuberoses, and orchids. We stopped at the
corner store for some pastries and were off to Falelatai, my father’s mother’s village
where Saimana was laid to rest. A few miles out of town, my cousin’s husband asked if I
would drive. From the unwitting back-seat passenger of Puasa’s cab to the driver of
Siaosi’s car, I ’d matured from toddler to teen in a matter of days.
I drove around the island by the coast and passed a black Buick Regal.
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“That was Tui,” my cousin said.
We pulled over to let him pass, then followed him the rest of the way. I pulled in
the driveway of Tuimaleali’ifano’s estate, a palatial mansion stood surrounded by pillars,
balconies, a long terrace, and lush gardens. The fa le o ’o across from the mansion was
stadium sized compared to the others I ’d seen. A seven-tiered mausoleum with Spanish
arches and its own patio housed the deceased family members of the Tuimaleali’ifanos.
Tuimaleali’ifano is the name of a title passed down through the matai lineage. Four or
five generations of previous Tuimaleali’ifanos are memorialized and entombed in a
mausoleum the size of a small pyramid in downtown Apia; their royal preceding family
members are buried in the glamorous white tomb at Maota Tui Matamatanonofo
Falelatai.
Mama, Aunty Lupe, and Aunty Leofao rode in Puasa’s, cab and we followed
them behind the mansion through the trees down an unkempt path.
Beyond the manicured lawns and gardens, taro patches filled clearings in the
palms. The rust of a corrugated tin roof peeked out above the scrambling brush. Puasa led
the way with his machete cutting through the leaves, vines, and grasses covering over the
old drive of a green abandoned cottage. Rising above the rush of water from a stream, the
tallest coconut trees I had ever seen leaned in like sentinels over a chestnut horse. The
black mane swayed as he bobbed his head in the tall grass pulling up the sweetest stalks.
Just past the green house through a clearing in the greenery, lava rocks surrounded three
slabs of unmarked, grey concrete. For a moment, we stood staring at the graves.
“Which one is it?” I asked.
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They deliberated.
“That one,” someone said and pointed.
I placed the flamingo lilies and double pearl tuberoses on one side of the grave.
The tears I ’d braced myself for never came. A breeze rustled through the palms
above. The water hushed through marsh. The horse nodded and waved his head.
Everyone milled around. The aunties offered muted words and were ready to
leave too soon. I asked to stay behind.
Alone for a moment I rested on the gray cement.
In the blue above, clouds parted. Chirps and twitterings sprinkled the quiet.
“Jo-ody...” Aunty Leofao called.
Caught up in the sky, I lingered, pressed my hand to the sun-warm slab, his grave,
the mana.
“Jo-ody— ”
“Coming.”
Winding my way through the brush, I found Aunty Leofao digging up a red, viney
plant for her garden. We joined the others.
“Jody, you should live here and be with him,” my cousin said. I imagined myself
moving into the abandoned cottage. Riding the horse.
“It’s beautiful. I think I could,” I said.
We drove to the mansion. Before entering, I was sent to a dressing room outside
the main house. I changed from my traveling clothes into the blue puletasi. In Samoa, my
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long curls were always pulled back into a bun. I checked the mirror for flyaway hairs, and
placed the teuila lei around my neck.
The interior of the palace, like other homes, was scantly furnished. Cushioned
chairs were set about the outskirts of the main parlor making the expanse of floor all the
more cavernous. In the parlor, Tui and his wife were seated according to their high
standing in chairs on one end of the room. Aunty Lupe and Aunty Leofao were seated in
chairs to Tui’s right while my cousins and Puasa were seated on the floor. Mama and I
were seated in chairs to Tuimaleali’ifano’s left. Formal orations of lineage and greeting
commenced. I’d grown used to these short back-and-forth speeches even though I didn’t
know what was said. After the speeches, Tuimaleali’ifano rose from his seat. Standing
before me, he placed his right hand on my head and spoke a blessing in Samoan. He then
went to Mama, placed his right hand on her head reciting a blessing for her. The
transmission and validation of royalty was sealed.
“Your title is Tiu Malu Ali’i,” said Tui.
Mama repeated the title, “Ah, Tiu Malu A li’i!”
I said it to myself twice, to remember.
“You may legally change your name to include the title as prefix to your Christian
name. We wish to welcome you into the family, and it is my hope that the title will serve
you well in your work and all endeavors.”
I thanked Tuimaleali’ifano and Mama for the honor, adding that I hoped to be
worthy of the matai title. No one asked me to siva. So preoccupied with the moment, I
didn’t think to ask what the words of the title meant.
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To me they sounded like names of stars.

22. Homing
“ Talo. ‘Ulu. F a ’i. Moa. I ’a ,” Aunty Inosia sat at the dining table naming piles of
vegetables and baked foods spread across the table.

“Talo. ‘Ulu. F a ’i. Moa. I ’a ,” I repeated the names after her in a crash course
language lesson that had come too late. Mama laughed at whatever I was doing that made
the words sound funny.
All of the aiga in the near vicinity gathered to say goodbye to Mama and me. We
were flying back to Hawaii. Freddie and a toddler pack of littlies ran around in their
underwear waving bye-bye even though we still had hours to go before the flight. I
packed my bags while Aunty Lupe, Aunty Leofao, Aunty Inosia, and Uncle Puasa
wrapped food from the umu in foil and packed it into a huge cardboard box. The box
stood over four feet tall and was factory labeled in large block letters: UMU.
In the back of the fale, cousins Irae, Sene, Toa, and Tailoto boiled water for koko
Samoa on a white gas burner in the kitchen. Carbon-tinted, airborne wafts of fuel sailed
across the yard from neighboring kitchens and mixed with ours. Sene and Doreen took
care of the teapot while Shelly and Toa took turns shaving the brick of cocoa with a
machete. I usually stayed out of the kitchen, but we were just about to leave for Hawaii,
and I wanted to be with my cousins. They showed me how much sugar to add, how to
mix the cocoa powder with the boiled water in a mixing bowl. Across the kitchen ceiling
a large, brightly colored quilt hung from the corners at the top of the room. After a while
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I stopped trying to figure out what may be hiding behind the multicolored, billowing
collage.
To the left of the kitchen was the bathroom, to the right, a screen door led into the
driveway and the back yard.
One night I woke before dawn, left the privacy of my room, and tip-toed past the
slumbering bodies of my aunties and cousins on their mats. I made my way in the
breaking light to the kitchen door just in time to scare the shit out of a piglet who also
scared the shit out of me as he skittled across the mustard linoleum floor careening
toward the crack between the screen door and its jam. He somehow managed to cram his
head through the three-inch split, but his portly belly wedged him in the gap. Blearyeyed, I watched in disbelief as his stumpy legs ran in place, his miniature hooves scraping
madly against the floor. The head side of his body squealed in terror as the screen door
rattled and shook, but the Samoans on the parlor floor snored on. With a final grunt, the
freakish pig butt squiggled and squirmed its way to the other side, and I crept in my
sleeping shirt and shorts, barefoot to the bathroom.
That last day in Samoa, I took pictures of the hallway lined with bottles to be
recycled, the papayas on the kitchen counter, and the calico quilt that hung from the
ceiling. I took videos of cousins shaving the brick of cocoa with a machete, brushing the
pile of chocolate into a bowl, and pouring boiled water from the aluminum teapot over
the grounds. Stirring the mixture into a rich brown drink, Doreen dipped the spoon into
liquid, tasted it, and gave me the thumbs up.
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Dressed in our matching royal blue puletasis for the journey, Mama and I lined up
in the living room with the elder ladies for final photos. We hugged and cried on every
cousin, sister, aunty, and uncle in the room. When the time came, Sene, Irae, and Freddie
piled into the back seat of the cab with me. Mama took her place in the front with Puasa,
and some other cousins hauled the UMU bounty for us in their truck. My eighteen days in
Samoa had come to an end; I could not wait to get to Hawaii. We stopped briefly in Pago
Pago, American Samoa, where my first cousin Tagi, Lafi’s sister, presented me with
another tailor made puletasi. The six-hour flight to Honolulu airport went by in a flash.
I was pushing Mama in her wheelchair through the airport when I saw Garlough
laughing by the baggage claim.
“ So wot, like my dress?” I said. The bright blue polyester puletasi is a bit garish
when it loses its Samoan context.
Tailoto, M ama’s daughter in Honolulu, found her way through the crowd at the
carousel. I barely had time to throw my arms around M am a’s neck and thank her for
everything before Tailoto swept her and her bags off to the cargo area to pick up the
UMU box. I got my bags and went my way to Waimanalo. With only eight hours in
Hawaii until my flight back to Alaska, I had to jump in the ocean. Anna Cantil, my friend
from Alaska who connected me with the Keaunuis, was on the island. Garlough and I
picked her up and we headed to the beach.
Free of the puletasi, free of the language barrier, free of the myriad fears that had
swelled my head for eighteen days, I ran down the beach in abandon. Wearing long
shorts over my suit, I realized I was in bikini land. People were allowed to wear
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swimsuits in Hawaii; women everywhere were enjoying the sun on their skin and
splashing in the water. I carried the shorts and ran as fast as I could through the sand.
After a couple of miles I remembered my friends and turned around. Taking it down to an
easy pace, I jogged back and could not stop smiling.
“W ear the pants!!”
A very brown man from over the embankment was waving his arm and yelling at
me. He made a beeline toward me through the flowering vines on the dune.
“Wear the pants!” he kept yelling.
Was this guy Samoan? Was I supposed to cover the tattoos? Tailoto was right,
you never show off the malu. All these other brown people on the beach splashing and
laughing who didn’t care about the bikini and the tattoo were obviously not Samoans. I
slowed down to see about putting my shorts back on. The man waving his arms caught up
with me.
“W here’d you get the tats?”
“W hat?” I was too nervous to hear what he’d been saying.
“Eh, sistah, where’d you get the tats?”
“Samoa,” I said catching my breath.
“Wow, beautiful. I love to see that on the beach. So powerful. Thank you.” He
gave me the Polynesian kiss on the cheek. “Aloha,” he said.
I ran off grinning and waved back as my feet pushed into the sand.
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Later that night I shared my pictures with Naalei, Andy, Garlough, and Anna and
gave them each a lavalava. Having hardly spoken during my stay in Samoa, I nearly lost
my voice talking stories.
Andy stared deep into the display screen on my little digital camera studying each
photo, watching every video— even the five minute movies I took of roads from the back
of Puasa’s cab.
“It was a healing,” he said. “The title, your Aunty, she had to do it to heal the
rift.”

Back in Alaska, Mom made a dinner for me of pizza, macaroni and cheese, and
broccoli at my request. At the table with Mom, Bill, Jimmy, and my friends Kendra and
Michele, the pepperoni burned my tongue. Samoan food is savory but mild; now even
pizza was too spicy. My tongue had gone suga on me. We ate ourselves silly, then
everyone put on a lavalava. Too full from dinner to go on with the rest of my slide show,
we all—Mom, Bill, Jim, Kendra, Michele, and I retired to the living room floor like
Samoans and stretched out, rolling around on the carpet and rubbing our bellies.

23. The Signified
I highlight my postcolonial body online. In a recent Facebook profile picture I
wear a bright, floor-length tangerine pareo and black bandeau; an open lei of silk seagreen orchids falls from my shoulders. I’m very proud of my elbows in this picture:
forearms perfectly parallel to the floor, clasped hands draw invisible, ancestral secrets to
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my heart. I wear one of the most natural smiles I ’ve ever seen on my face, and I’m mid

ami dancing halos with my hips and hands to an aparima himene in the Tahitian and
Cook Islands style. Himene is the Tahitian-derived word for hymn: himene structures
stem from English Protestant roots. The aparima is a dance similar to the Hawaiian hula
or Samoan siva. The word aparima literally means the hands story sung. I’m in the
gymnasium of the PFC on Post—the Physical Fitness Center on the U.S. Army Post Ft.
Wainwright in Alaska. Rows and rows of uniformed medics sit before me although
they’re not visible in the photo. Behind me, three soldiers, two dignitaries, and a keynote
speaker sit in front of five flags. I can make out the US flag, the Alaska flag, and the
Arctic Warrior flag for Ft. Wainwright. One flag is completely blocked out by my head,
but the fifth is maroon featuring a white, winged caduceus—the Medical Service Corps
flag. Next to the flags, and directly behind me is a screen whose projected image reads:
National Asian American Pacific Islander Heritage Month 2012: Striving for Excellence
in Leadership, Diversity, and Inclusion.
When we arrived the toothy smiles of the programs organizers welcomed us to set
up our makeshift dressing area in the emergency exit foyer of the gym. In my small
corner of the back entryway, I laid out shells, coconut jewelry, silk flowers, my Samoan

siva puletasi, and piles of braided raffia for the Tahitian numbers. Before the
performance, we glazed our skin with oil to make it shine; arms legs, shoulders must
reach a high gloss according to Polynesian standards of beauty. The changes between
numbers were too quick for modesty; the foyer was full of dancers so I wound up
disrobing beneath my lavalava with my back to the audience.
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The soldiers’ response to our dance was aloof. I saw some iPhones out, and the
obligatory applause was uninspiring. Eyes on Bryan, my sweetheart, and his family, I had
to block the remainder of the crowd out to keep in tune with my purpose. The duty-bound
faces masking can I go yet demeanors meant at least that no one there was actually
Striving for Excellence in Leadership, Diversity, or Inclusion but rather expressing
militant compulsion, uniformity, and monoculture as they made their way through the
day toward lunchtime. The Army gave itself a nice multicultural pat on the back for the
day. During the Samoan warrior chant at the end of the performance, I couldn’t help but
cast aspersions on each head with every stomp and swipe of my arms.
Before the performance, Fia, our teacher and director of Tupu Tafa’ifa Polynesian
Dance Productions, asked us to give her our names. I gave my name including my
Samoan matai title: Tiu Malu A li’i Jody Marie Hassel, which is how the chiefly title
should officially, legally be used. The army issued each of us certificates of participation
with our names featured prominently amidst ornate borders. At the end of our
performance I received two separate certificates, one for Jody Marie Hassel and the other
for Tiu Malu A li’i. The blend of brown and white is difficult even for those whose
profession it is to follow orders.
I often post images on that addictive time suck Pinterest. Between “pins” and
status updates on Facebook, I’m constantly casting forth images of preferences and
choices that amount to a virtual me. A “pin” I recently “liked” reflects an obsession with
fragmented identity. A “pinner” I follow, Aly Juma, posted the following from Tina Fey:
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Every girl is expected to have Caucasian blue eyes, full Spanish lips, a
classic button nose, hairless Asian skin with a California tan, a Jamaican
dance hall butt, long Swedish legs, small Japanese feet, the abs of a
lesbian gym owner, the hips of a nine-year-old boy, and the arms of
Michelle Obama. The only person close to actually achieving this look is
Kim Kardashian, who, as we know, was made by Russian scientists to
sabotage our athletes. Everyone else is struggling. - Tina Fey ¥
Always on time, here Fey brings to bear our post-colonial legacy of the melting-pot body
and its contemporary self-image of commodified neuroses. Pop-culture pressures to be
pretty while allowing for a multicultural appearance continue to perpetuate a
disintegrated, impossible perfection. My profiles on both sites tout memes and albums
expressing qualifiers I prefer. Like networking on Pinterest and Facebook, the privilege
of writing about identity and body image is an American compulsion.
In second grade my two closest friends were neighbor girls two years older than I:
Kathy and Lynn. Blonde, blue-eyed Lynn lived next door, and Kathy with the red hair
lived across the street. I like to remember Kathy having green eyes. Our favorite indoor
games were with Barbies who also had red and blonde hair. Around that time I told my
mom I wished I had blonde hair and blue eyes. Even at seven, I understood the hierarchy
embedded in the post-colonial body of privilege. I did not hold their power against
them—Lynn, Kathy, or Barbie. Surrounded by fair-skinned beauty and influence without
fully knowing what that meant, I played along.
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I once picked up the paperwork from the local Fairbanks courthouse to have the
title Tiu Malu A li’i legally added as a prefix to my name. I didn’t fill out the forms. Tiu
Malu A li’i Jody Marie Hassel makes a mouthful out of hybrid. And hybrids are often
suspect. The army obviously didn’t recognize the cross, didn’t see the two as one.
Signifiers swirl around some center. I dig up the root.
Polynesian roots of the first word, tiu, suggest that tiu is to spy, to scout, to
observe secretly. Tiu also refers to the northerly wind and has connotations of searching,
penetrating. Tiu can be swift, to go swiftly, or to swoop as a bird in flight. The word malu
has the same meaning as the name for the tattoo: to be shaded, to be protected, sheltered,
safe. Malu also means to be tight, to be as impervious as a house, not leaky. And malu
can mean to grow dark as at night. Malu connotes peace and quiet, to be protected by the
sacred, reserved, held apart in the stillness and awe of tapu, kapu, or taboo. Ali ’i means
chief, chiefess, officer, ruler, monarch, peer, noble, aristocrat, leader, king, queen,
commander, royal, aristocratic, and kingly. A further breakdown of ali ’i reveals the a in

ali ’i is a possessive preposition that operates like “o f ’; li ’i means small or tiny, but li ’i is
also a name for the small cluster of stars that the Greeks named the Pleiades.
My Christian name has its own roots. Mom who adopted me will always be my
mom. Her name is Joan like the Saint’s. “Joan” derives from the Biblical Hebrew
Yohanan meaning Yahweh is merciful. The name Joan is also said to mean God is
gracious, or gift from God. Mom chose the name Jody for me. Jody is often a boy’s name
derived from Judah, which means Jehovah increases, or God will increase. Marie is
coincidentally both my mom’s and my birthmother’s middle name, and it’s my middle
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name as well. Marie is the French variant of Maria and Mary and from its Latin roots
means star of the sea. My dad who adopted me will likewise always be my dad. His name
is Gerald, Jerry. Gerald, Germanic in origin means spear ruler. Our family name Hassel
was adopted by Bapa, Harold Hassel. Harold, which means leader of the army, came over
from Norway as Harold Olson only to discover there were already way too many Olsons
in America. The farm he’d left in Norway was named Hassel, so he became Harold
Hassel. In Norwegian the word hassel means young branches or hazel as in the tree
which is from the birch family. The farm Bapa left in Norway must have been full of
hazel trees; Bapa’s land in Alaska is deep in the birch groves.
Consequently, Joan, Gift from God (daughter of Agnes, Pure and Holy, and
Oscar, Divine Spear) and Jerry, Spear Ruler (son of Alinda, Noble Shield, and Harold,
Leader of the Army) adopted and gave a loving home to Jody, God Increases, Marie, Star
of the Sea, Hassel, of the Hazel Trees who later discovered she was also daughter of
Diana, Goddess of the Moon, the Hunt, Forests, and daughter of Saimana, Chain of
Power. Realizing her title, she also became Tiu Malu A li’i, the Swooping Protection
Queen of the Pleiades.
Distilled, I am She in whom God Increases as Star of the Sea, as Sacred Trees, as
Pleiades Swooping in to Protect, to Shelter, to Guide.

24.

Genealogical Research

January, 2005, I kept the brand new phone in the breast pocket of my parka. Only
one person had the number. On the advice of private investigator Paul Brown, I had
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mailed a curious letter: on the envelope were forty-four cents worth of penny stamps, my
looping cursive letters scrawled out a name and address to a woman in California I did
not know; the letter was brief, “Dear Diana, this is of the utmost urgent importance.
Please contact me immediately. Sincerely, Jody.” Four days later I had sent the same kind
of letter again to the same woman. At the end of each letter, I wrote the phone number of
my brand new cell phone. No one else had the number.
Eight months earlier I’d found the private investigator’s website and left an
application. I didn’t hear from him for three months and in the meantime had flown to
San Francisco to see about hiring a California-based lawyer to have my original birth
records released. For an adoption in the 1960s such records were closed, sealed, and only
available for release under medical or extenuating circumstances. I didn’t really have
either of those and the lawyer was unfamiliar with the process. I went about the rest of
my summer.
The school semester started, and I was in my eighth grade English classroom
preparing lessons for the first week when Paul Brown emailed me with his phone
number. I called him right away from the pay phone in the school. Leaning against the
phone carrel in the empty hallway on a Sunday night, I weighed the risks of telling him
my credit card number on the first call. He said he’d only charge me $750 for the entire
search, no matter how long or short it would be. He said he’d have the matching birth
certificate number from my original birth certificate as proof that what he could find was
legit. He said, if I gave him the $750 right now over the phone, that within two hours
he’d have the names of my biological parents. I gave him the money.
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I spent another half an hour shuffling files around in my classroom before going
to the store for some dinner. At home in my tiny cabin, I had a bowl of strawberry cereal
and looked out at the yellow leaves spread across the valley floor. He called. First he
rattled off the ID numbers on my original birth certificate; they were the same as the ones
on my amended document. He gave me first initials with two last names that both
sounded exotic and strange and asked me to tell him what I knew of my birth.
Over the following week he would call with more questions. He asked me to get
my mom to retell the story of my adoption without any prompting from me. Mom had
remembered some astonishing details from when she first picked me up from the hospital
in 1967, “Her name is something like Diane, and I think they said she was from Colorado
and came from a strict family, and that’s why she had to give you up.” That was enough
information for Brown to match up social security numbers since maiden and married
surnames change frequently. He found my birthmother’s address but not her phone
number. Paul Brown’s best method is for the adoptee to call the birth relative directly—
initial contact by phone engages vibrations in the voice, the ether. Since he couldn’t find
a number for her, he suggested the letters. I wanted to write an epic explanation of
myself. He advised against this suggesting only that I write the weird letters— no last
name, just Jody, on the envelope, the six bird stamps, and a return address with no name.
I couldn’t bring m yself to write anything to her for months.
At Thanksgiving my brother Jim was on vacation in California, and I sent him
stalking to her house. He captured a picture of it. She never answered the door.
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Just after Christmas, my friend Greg offered me a free ticket to go and stalk her
myself. I took it. I realized then I’d better give fair warning before staking out her
neighborhood. I sent the weird letters.
In January I was in my quiet classroom on a Sunday, preparing for the new week.
I had my parka on when the wind chime notes of the cell rang out over my heart. An
electric thrill rushed through my chest, and I reached into the breast pocket. It was her.
“This is Diana Hunter,” she said.
“Thank you so much for calling, I ’m so glad you called.” I resorted to the Paul
Brown strategy right away. His method attempts to keep adoptees on the search “off the
chopping block” as he puts it. Not everyone wants to be found. Despite my sweating
hands I held on to the phone and managed to make a normal voice come out of my
mouth.
“I ’m doing some genealogical research, and you and I have shared the same last
name at one time. I ’m just trying to figure out how I fit into the family.”
“W hat is the nam e?” Diana asked. I didn’t know how to pronounce Leasia
correctly.
“Lee-sheeah?”
“When were you born?” My heart stopped for a second.
“May 17, 1967.”
“You’re my daughter.”
Suddenly a sky inside me opened.
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“I ’ve been looking for you,” she said. W ater warmed my cheeks as we began to
tell the stories of our exile from each other.
Diana had met my father Saimana in Waikiki. In 1966, she traveled to Hawaii to
overcome her grief of her mother’s passing. My biological grandmother, Genevieve
Leasia, had suffered and died too young with cancer. On Genevieve’s side, my great
grandparents were Norwegian and Swedish. Diana, a tall blonde, green-eyed, and twentytwo years old, cocktailed in a hotel owned by Don Ho in Waikiki when she met twentysix year old Saimana, the dashing siva afi chief who threw flaming machetes into the
tropic night at tourist luaus in a nearby hotel.
I imagine their love blossoming like plumeria on seashores, under stars, and lush
with pineapple, papaya, mango.
Shortly after she learned she was pregnant, she let Saimana know, broke up with
him, and left the island. In San Francisco she stayed with a girl friend. When the labor
pains came she got on the bus and went to the hospital. Thirty-six hours later she awoke
from the anesthesia. I was gone. She named me Gunnar which is typically a boy’s name
meaning fighter, soldier, and attacker, but mostly refers to the Viking meaning: Brave
and Bold Warrior.
My grandfather, Frank Leland Leasia of French descent was living in Colorado.
Despite Diana’s hiding, a friend of his had seen her pregnant in San Francisco. Mortified
to learn of my adoption, he hired lawyers to find me to no avail. Diana and Grandpa Lee
kept me their secret. In our separation, each year she set an extra place at holiday dinners
and put under the tree a fourth gift for a missing fourth child without ever explaining.
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25. Playback
At the Lynne Minton yoga workshop, I am presented with a series of back
bending challenges. Advancing with props toward the full expression of urdhva

dhanurasana or wheel—which I can do even if only poorly and just for five breaths— I
brace myself. Part of what stilts my wheel is my heart. Wheel is the full backbend, the
one kids with their brand new rubber band bodies can do so effortlessly.
I instruct my own students into wheel with ease: lie down on your back, bend
your knees, walk your feet in toward your hips until you can or can almost touch your
heels with your fingers.
Root down through the feet, engage the core and begin to lift your hips toward the
sky—try to relax the glutes, press into the feet to lift the hips.
Bend your arms and bring your hands on to the floor on either side of your head
with your fingertips pointing in toward your shoulders.
When you’re ready, press your head up off the floor, straighten your arms: open
the heart.
In my own practice, I am seldom ready for full wheel. I go for the half pose call
bridge or setu bandhasana — same hip lift but with the shoulders on the floor. More than
just lazy, I am scared.
I don’t like the wild pressing open of my heart into the sky, fully exposed,
revealing, undone.
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I only occasionally force m yself to do it and usually only in class when others are
watching. They are probably not even watching. But I think they are, and so I do it. I do
not practice this at home.
Knowing this, when the instructor announced that we would not just have the
opportunity to do wheel but we would also have the option of trying the drop down
backbend from standing, I, of course, chose to the drop down backbend from standing. I
do not like to think of myself as competitive. I prefer to think I’d rather live in a
nonhierarchical world of sharing and caring where everyone is equal. But I know myself
better than that. I love to win. I love to be the best. I will nicely, without letting you know
it, push you out of the way, down, and step over you to accept the imaginary prize. I even
believe that healthy competition is inspirational. In some way I think my secret love for
competition means I prefer violence over cooperation, even compassion. This way of
being is not in alignment with ahimsa. This is klesha, and I choose it.
Lynne demonstrates ways to support and spot a partner in the pose. She gives us
the choice to practice pressing up into wheel from the floor, or if we are ready, to play
with the advanced, full backward release from standing.
I have never wanted to do this. Never even tried it as a kid. Upside down was not
a happy place for me. I think I may have enjoyed hanging from the monkey bars with my
feet and ankles firmly hooked around the rungs, but I could never do cartwheels,
headstands, or handstands. In seventh grade I was on the Jr. High basketball cheerleading
squad—the lame one who could not do cartwheels or splits. When the advisor told us to
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run out into the gym doing cartwheels at the game, I could only run and jump. The other
girls pleaded with me to learn cartwheels, to let them teach me. No way.
“I can’t.”
I had already suffered enough embarrassing attempts at cartwheels in various
primary school gym classes throughout the years; I w asn’t going to watch my twelveyear-old, bent legs swing over my head like a circus chimp over and over in front of the
other cheerleaders. NO.
Seventeen years later, at age thirty-nine in my yoga teacher training, our instructor
had us spot each other in free-standing headstand. In the middle of the room, the partner
was told to stand next to the headstander using the side of her legs and hips like a wall,
and to catch the headstander’s legs when lifted. From downward facing dog with my
hands and feet on the floor, I walked my upside down hips to the pretend leg wall. I
kicked my legs up, my partner flinched out of the way, and I flipped all the way over on
my back. I tried and fell a few more times until the instructor came over and walked us
through the spot. Once I was upside down, the teacher, my partner, and another classmate
all started giving me instructions for improving my form. The voices made no sense. I
was upside down in a hostile environment, and everyone was telling me I was wrong.
Upside down was not my happy place.
Suddenly at forty-five, I decide it is time to try the drop down backbend. The
instructions are to work with a partner, stand face to face, have the partner firmly plant
their forearms into my waist, hold my elbows in their hands, and then, as I bend
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backward, the partner should hold my hips until my hands reach back gracefully to the
ground.
A friend who also teaches yoga at the same studio I do comes to my mat, “I want
to try it, but I don’t know, if I don’t get back all the way, that’s okay. But I don’t want to
miss the opportunity. I ’ve never done this.”
“ Same here!” I say.
She goes first.
We stand face to face, I brace my forearms against her waist, hold her elbows
firmly in my hands, and she begins to lean her head and chest back. She reaches her arms
over head for the floor, I grab her hips and she touches down.
Success!
The woman next to us is all smiles as she floats up from her first drop-down back
bend in forty years. I ’m ready.
My partner and I stand face to face. She plants her forearms above my hip bones,
grabs my elbows and I lean my head back, thrust my hips forward, bend my knees, reach
for the void and BAM— hit my head on the floor.
I laugh. My partner is horrified; she keeps apologizing. I don’t know if I am
laughing out of fear, embarrassment, or what, but falling seems kind of fun. I actually fell
back without hurting myself. I felt my head hit, but it didn’t hurt. Eager to get it right, I
try again.
She promises to grab my hips more firmly, and I believe this time I’ll float easily
back into wheel.
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Face to face, forearms to hips, elbows in hands, I lean ba-a-ck, re-e-a-ch—
BAM.
I hit my head again. I realize that my hands touched down bracing most of the
fall, but I still bounced my head off the floor. The instructor notices our commotion from
the middle of the room where she helps another woman reach into her first drop down.
I call the teacher over since my partner is now scared I ’ll knock myself senseless.
Lynne and I stand face to face. In the expert hands of the teacher, I reach back
over my head, see the floor coming close and BAM.
I fall again.
“ She dropped her hips,” says another teacher friend next to us. She means me; I
dropped my hips.
Apparently I was reaching back when fear took hold, and I freaked out. I bent my
knees and dropped my hips to reach the floor instead of lifting my heart to stretch over
from the standing position. It’s a long-ass, scary way down. So I cheat.
I apologize right away to my previous partner for terrorizing her with my head
bashing. Then decide to try one more time, without cheating. I’d discovered the
weakness, the compensation— I had to work through it.
Again, I stand face to face with my teacher. She braces her arms against my hips.
I hold the stance and bend back without dropping. At the tipping point, I reach over my
head and see the chasm.
I clench. My arms shrink. Something straps itself across my heart, and I wrench
myself all the way back up.
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“I can’t.”
The force of evacuation from the pose launches me straight up into Lynne. She
catches me before I knock her back, and we stand laughing in each other’s arms. I thank
everyone for working through the process with me, and call my effort good enough.
Lynne puts us in legs up the wall with our hips resting on a bolster.
I usually love this pose but can’t stop thinking about my head bouncing off the
floor, and how I need to try again until I realize what urdhva dhanurasana demands.
Wheel calls for more courage than I can muster, more flexibility, more faith—the drop
back requires that I open my heart and fall into my own arms.
During savasana, I am uncomfortable, can’t let go of my head. Hands cold, then
hot, even my wrists are agitated. I fidget with hand placement and finally turn them face
down. I had received too much already. Savasana is done with palms up— receptive
mode. Palms down, everything fades into breath. Rest. Release.
Somebody snores, waking me in enough time for me to realize the snorting is my
own. I have no idea how loud or soft it is.

Ting. The teacher rings the first bell. Time to come out. I wiggle fingers and toes,
hug my legs in to my chest, and roll over before pressing up to lotus position.

Later, I tell my therapist about the head bonking.
She asks me to tell her about my previous experience with pre and perinatal birth
therapy. In 2005, just after I reunited with Diana, I ’d engaged in some somatic talk
therapy workshops.
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“W hat was it like? Was it pillows?” the therapist asks.
“Pillows?”
“Did you have to go through pillows?”
“Ahm, yeah. There were a lot of pillows. But just kind of around. Everyone was
on the floor. There were two facilitators, the main psychologist and a co-facilitator. And
maybe four or five of us participating.”
The therapist is mostly quiet. She’s a good listener. I realize I haven’t thought
about the details of the process for years. The workshop videotaped the entire session. I
never watched it.
“W hat was the process?” she asks.
“First they lay ground rules. If you’re not able to maintain eye contact, and stay
present and engaged in the surround, you have to raise your hand and say ‘I need to take
a pause,’ then everyone waits until you can name what it is that you are experiencing that
is pulling you out of being present and attentive to the person whose turn it is.”
The counselor nods.
“The big deal is that someone takes a turn. Decides to be it. There’s a lot of
deliberation around being it. Because being it is being born.”
I continue to explain my whole workshop process, trying to remember its lesson. I
tell her that the work made me think I was afraid of cartwheels and headstands because
being upside down was like being in the womb. And maybe I didn’t like that. Then again,
I love water, especially seawater and the parallel amniotic float cannot be ignored. The
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drop down backbend exposes the whole story. In order to reach the floor there must be
trust. Three times no one could be there fully to catch me.
“So what’s the deal with the drop down back bend?” I ask.
“Did you want to come out?”
“When I was born?”
I think I did. I know in the workshop I went first. I like to do things first without
having to see how others do them. I don’t want to know the story before I see the film,
read the book. In the workshop, I didn’t want to know the process before experiencing it.
“Did they use forceps when you were born?” the therapist asks.
“I don’t know, maybe. I think so.” I start to rub a familiar mound on my forehead.
“I have this odd protrusion that shows up on my forehead sometimes and a squarish one
on the back of my head. I ’ve thought those could be marks of forceps.”
The therapist nods.
“Weird,” I say.

26. Harbinger
I awoke with a sense of portent. On the last day of my stay on Anini Beach in
Kauai, I rolled over to unzip the flap of my little orange tent and saw a stack of
something outside the screen. A pile of five or so books sat on the other side of the nylon.
A little creeped out that we hadn’t noticed anyone depositing the gift, I pulled the books
inside. They were all New Age healing books, most of them having to do with death and
dying. The present of books did not feel magical, but it was nice. Greg and I left the
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books at a used bookstore on the way around the island to my favorite snorkel spot on the
southwest coast near Poipu Beach. On the drive over, again, I felt something was
happening, something was coming to meet me. Whales? I wondered.
At Poipu, I pulled in the parking lot and unloaded the snorkel gear.
“There’s a something down there!” Greg saw him first.
I ran to the shore.
On the edge of the beach was a huge brown loaf of body with short silvery fur,
long, spiky whiskers, and giant brown eyes. A Fish and Game agent was staking off the
area with yellow caution tape just a few feet in circumference around the animal. Each
stake was topped with a yellow sign that read in large print: DO NOT APPROACH
MONK SEALS. MONK SEALS MAY BITE AND CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY.
Naturally, I set up my towel and hunkered down as close as physically possible to the
stakes and the tape and the line in the sand that had been drawn between me and the seal
by Fish and Game.
Later that afternoon, another monk seal, much smaller than the first, appeared on
the beach and took her place in the sun a bit further down shore. Two seals seemed a
charmed occurrence since, as the yellow sign stated, “Hawaiian monk seals are one of the
most endangered species in the world,” and are so named because they tend to be solitary
animals. Someone else watching said there are only a thousand or so Hawaiian monk
seals in existence. Two monk seals at once was more magic than I’d expected. All day I
sat on the other side of the yellow tape mesmerized by every scratch and yawn of the
huge sunbathing sea creature. Every quarter of an hour or so he’d roll over and sun a new
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side of his shiny coat or lift a flipper to satisfy an itch on his nose. As the sun began to
dip toward the horizon, I left my animal friends and took a long outdoor shower by the
park’s changing rooms. Camping in Hawaii is made easier by the prolific presence of
beach park showers. I took my time with a full shampoo and conditioning and then
lotioned up my after-sun skin. I went back to the beach to brush out my hair, watched the
blue-green sky shift into orange, pink, and purple. The small seal left as soon as the heat
of the sun faded into evening, but the big guy stayed around and let the colors glisten in
the wet sand around him. Just as the bottom of the big orange disc touched the sea, he
wriggled toward the rocks at the edge of the sands. Even though I had applied expensive
products and rinsed the salt from me in the shower, I said, “We should swim with him.
Want to?”
“Hell no. That’s crazy. Those things bite. BITE,” Greg said.
The seal wiggled onto the rock further, looked up and laughed at me scratching
his back on the stones, “Come on, crazy!”
He writhed away into the lapping waves, I jumped up and grabbed my snorkel
gear, ran to the water’s edge, slipped fins over heels, and waded in fitting the snorkel and
mask to my face. I dove. The seal’s once awkward body on shore powerful and sleek in
the sea shot straight out toward the deep. My widest stroke and quickest kicks could
barely keep stride. Breath pushed hard through the blowhole became chant; I kicked and
swam and spouted through the waves. We entered deeper waters together. Through
sunset and darkening blue, he turned back to see me with him; I followed his eyes.
Watching, leading me further and further from shore he didn’t seem to mind my noisy
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breath and chase. I kept pace just behind and to the side of his flipper feet. We cut left, I
saw the rocks drop in depth below me, felt the chop of waves grow fierce. How quickly
he could have turned, jaw dropped open to sink his teeth in me. But I w asn’t thinking of
teeth at the time. I was going home. Into infinite, open blue.
Pulling myself through ocean, we headed around the cliff shore.
He looked back.
I let myself slow, caught my breath, and he disappeared into the sapphire swell.

Just before Christmas, I left Hawaii for California to spend the holidays with
Diana. She and I rode around San Jose in her Yukon SUV, shopping.
“Ooo, can we go to Tower records?”
“We can get the ‘Silkie,’” Diana said.
“Okay.”
“I want to get that song, the Joan Baez version. ‘The Silkie.’ That’s your song.
Your father was a Silkie you know.”
“Hm. Cool.” I had no idea what she was talking about.
We drove along and I looked out for the record store.
“You know what a Silkie is don’t you?”
“Mm, no.”
“It’s a seal. The Silkie is a man on land and a seal in the ocean.”
I could no longer see the streets. Good thing she was driving.
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“The song ‘Silkie’ was your lullaby. I had songs for each of you. Jay, Angie, Zac.
You.” We rolled down the road as if someone else drove the vehicle. “I sang to put them
to bed.”
Buildings blurred.
“Your song was ‘Silkie.’ I didn’t know where you were, but I sang it to you all
the time.”

27. The Space Left Behind
“ See dem ova dea, ho dey just charging ‘em ovah dea, yeah?” said the man.
The boy answered, “Look like it picking up.”
“ Sposed to be hide tide, I dunno, could be just still coming in. O ’ going out.”
“That one there has potential,” the boy said. With extra emphasis on the “o,” the
wave had potential.
“ So what you like do? Maybe have to just get wet, wait see what happens, ah?”
From my towel on the beach, I caught a glimpse of the man and the boy. The
pidgin that rolled off their tongues in local cadence belied their haole appearance. And it
felt unfair to think of them that way. To be local is privilege. Why dese braddahs nevah
not be local even if dey wen born here lidat? The boy was eleven, maybe twelve. His
words matched those of the man’s in timing, reflection, but were laced with a boy’s
trepidation at his father’s disapproval.
“See that one ova dea, if high tide coming in, could get big, ah?” said the father.
“That’s ride-able,” said the boy.
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“So what you like do?”
“Ho, that one has potential,” the boy said again.
“ Sposed to be hide tide, could be just coming in. O ’ going out,” said the father.

Saimana is gone. For months after learning of his death I wanted the loss to be a
lie, a trick. I would find out the truth. Truth was, I needed to grieve. Not knowing how, I
looked for him everywhere. The only way to make sense of loss is to measure what is
left. The gap. Much bigger than any kind of real or imagined spark plug gap. Much
broader than time can close. I am missing a total vacancy. He was never present, the
completely absent father. And that might be what makes him the perfect father. I miss the
idea. The ideal.
As she wished me luck, my mom once said near the beginning of my search,
“That’s one thing you’ve never really had. A father.” O f course I had a father. I’ve had
two fathers: my dad and my stepfather. Like most adolescents I spent a defiant few years
of life hating both of them for different reasons. In my early twenties, shortly after I
refound Jesus in Hawaii, I sent them each letters of forgiveness and acceptance. I
expressed my love for both.
Months later, after my return, my dad finally let out how pissed he was that I ’d
told Bill, my stepfather, that I loved him, “That sonuvabitch Braley— ” he contorted.
“W hat do you mean?” I asked.
“In the letter, you said you loved him.”
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No one in my family informed me that when I’d sent the letters to my dad and my
stepfather, they had been put in the wrong envelopes. When I confronted my mom about
why no one told me what I ’d done, she said, “Bill thought it was odd that you suddenly
started calling him Dad, and then Jim found out your dad got a letter addressed to Bill.
Jim exchanged the letters.”
“We figured it was better not to say anything,” my brother Jim said.
In the twenty plus years since, I ’ve gone back and forth between loving, hating,
and forgiving them. Now both in their 80s, they’ve softened. Fearing the day they will no
longer be here, I savor our time. In many ways my search for Saimana meant finding my

real father. The one who would never come home drunk and raging; the one who would
not fly into fury at my mom; the one who would not gamble away all of her wealth; the
one who would not erupt without warning over wet paper towels in the sink, or popped
bubble gum; the one who would not drag us into the dank threat of bottles and bars; the
one who would hold me, know me.
When I met my afakasi brother Tui in 2005, he told me he was terrorized by our
father, Saimana. Our father would explode into fits of wrath and, like so many island
culture parents, would lay hands on him over unfinished dishes or any indication of
disrespect. Tui was raised mostly b y palagi, so when he went to live in Hawaii with Pops,
he was not ready for Saimana’s lickings. My brother explained how Pops called his
cracks to the head shock therapy. The abuse was supposed to be good for your character.
Other cousins, too, explained with knowing looks how Uncle Sai was strict. Any one of
them might see the back of his hand if they made a smart remark. Women in his midst
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had been seen with blackened eyes. My brother and many others have told how Saimana
spent his last years in anger railing against the injustices of losing his land deals and titles
in Samoa. There seems to have been no escaping a tyranny of fear in the shadow side of
fathers. Knowing of my birthfather’s violence, however, did not make me miss him any
less.

So I went to the desert.
The arid mountains, cacti, snakes, scorpions, and heat of Mexico seared me with a
truth: I felt abandoned. At Yandara Yoga about forty miles north of Todos Santos Mexico
on the Baja California in 2007, after two years of trying to reconcile reunion and loss, I
took a month-long yoga teacher training course. I lived in a tent on the beach, ate
vegetarian, and developed a deep practice of yoga. Every day we rose at 6 am with the
sun to do our morning flow in the main cabana followed by walking meditation on the
seashore. We ate sliced bananas and papaya with lime. Yoga teacher training lasted for a
couple of midmorning hours, and was followed by a huge meal. After lunch was more
asana practice, followed by Satya— Sanskrit for truth—Monday, Wednesday, Friday.
Each Satya session I found m yself talking about Saimana. Twice a week we took the
afternoons off, and I’d roam the arid hills or swim. We filled the cool evening air with
chants and meditation in Kirtan, the practice of musical devotion. Each day, the yoga
took me into the center of hidden wounds.
Mid-pose, our brilliant instructor Shane would say, “Breathe space into more
space.”
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When your hips are tight, breathing space into them doesn’t exactly make sense, but it
helps. The breath invites a kind of peace. Physiologically, the longer, deeper breath in
yoga practice informs the sympathetic nervous system that the gripping pain of a deep
pose is not a real threat. The triggered clenching begins to release, fight or flight
responses concede. As muscles, fascia, and tendons lengthen and smooth, breathing
slows, the mind expands, space arises.
During a pranayamic breath exercise, each of us worked with a partner through
various timed techniques of inhaling and exhaling. I lay on the floor, comforted by
pillows, a blanket; Sarah, my partner, held my hand: inhale through the mouth, release
the jaw — hah —exhale quick; continue for twenty minutes. Years later, I would see this
breath occur spontaneously at the scene of a car accident: inside a crushed minivan,
beneath a sheet of shattered windshield, the old man still strapped into his driver’s seat
lost hold of his words, his head, his consciousness— hnnnn-hah, hhnnn-hah— he breathed
the breath of no dreams. After a while everything opens, the odd breath occurs on
autopilot. Weightless, open. Inner space becomes outer, I felt my body giving way to the
surround, boundaries blending with each breath. Saturated with oxygen, I could float in
the in between. Extreme ends of a continuum met: breath, no breath.

“Boy, go ‘head try ah.”
No reply. Maybe the boy was scared. The waves were not that big— knee high,
chest high. So what was he afraid of? The way the boy talked, he had been on his board
plenty times before.
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“Boy, why you not go? Go!” said the father.

Space. Breathe space into it. Float, ride.

Grandmaster chess champion Josh Waitzkin allows his expertise in Tai Chi to
inform his over-the-board intuition. Filling the space left behind, his game grew to
become more about the negative than the positive shape of play occupying the black and
white squares. Chess is notated, discussed, and played in terms of moves made by
opponents: a piece advances to a square, the move is noted by the new location. W hat is
not so often noted is the space left behind. Preoccupied with the attack, players tend to
focus on w hat’s happening, what squares are filled rather than the potential they leave in
their wake. Playing empty space means growing an awareness of potential; more than
defense, less than offense, understanding the space left behind requires a sense of flow.

On the mat in Mexico, I suddenly realized: I am the space left behind.

I pulled myself up from tears, again, after asana and beamed at the teacher.
“I got the golden ticket,” I said.
“Nice.” Shane nodded somehow knowing what I meant.
When you find the golden ticket, you have to revive grandpa, get down to the
factory, and take it all the way. Through the roof, Charlie, through the roof. There is no
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wallowing or pussyfooting around in guilt. You see the golden foil in the wrapper, you
go.
Space, time, place, went awash in the blur of breath/no breath, and I realized there
was no such thing as abandonment. Only space.

The boy at the beach stood with his board under his arm reading the waves. He
could not run into the ocean. He could not stay on the beach. He was reading potential in
the waves, the water’s and his own.

28. Sand, Stone, Sun
Hula is not for the studio, the gym, the mirror, or the audience. Hula kahiko, the
ancient sacred dance, stirs earth, sky, and water into spirit. Watch kumu h u la’s ‘ami
powered by feet fluid as hands; a delicate rolling lifts heel, arch, ball and toe in a wave
that reaches up through knee, thigh, and hip. Feet shift hips in syncopation with beats on

ipu and chants of kupuna, the ancestors. Kupuna reach through, perform rites on rock,
sand, and sea. The hula translates pounding surf, thundering skies, the sway of palms, and
blossoming petals into story, into self. Hula danced indoors in performance mimics a
practice of communion.
In their element, bare feet press lele ‘uwehe into sand, elicit earth’s response; a
century’s grains of coral and shell give back, teach, speak. The spine balanced, erect
receives, captures the message painting pure vibration into flower, mother, lover, child
through arm, wrist, fingers. Hula kahiko depict legends: the vengeance of Pele— her lava
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overtaking the land, the triumph of King Kavika Kalakaua, and the ascension of Queens.
Generating light through heart, hula kahiko heals the rift, erases the imaginary line we
draw between our selves and our source.
In 2012, I walk around the island of Lana‘i with my sweetheart Bryan. On paths
worn smooth by the footsteps of ancients, we trace the rim of the coast. Trails like these
reach around the edges of all Hawaiian isles. Each island lives as a relative, elder sibling,
an ancestor: kupuna. Rich red lava rock looms above the sea in cliffs layered with story.
Carefully placing each step on the path, the presence of place erases the line between
other and me.
I am not looking for one person, one father, one sister, one idea.
I seek them all. Kupuna.
Beyond blood and the lineage born in its ties, an earthly host of belonging wells
up from place. Sharp rocks dot the eroded trail. Kicking off slippers the soles of my feet
listen to each stone speak. Missives of blessing, trickery, and warning percolate through
porous rock.
Too close to the cliff, I feel the embrace of that imp urging me to sling off over
the reef. Across from the ledge is a lone, towering islet atop which sits a wall of rock
around a central spire. The lure of waves 150 feet below in aqua-blue cove and emerald
green reef woos me to fly over the edge.

Back away.
Kupuna, tupuga like wind reach up through feet, hips, hands.
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Arms lift sky, hips sink earth dancing tatau, malu, toto ali ’i in the breeze. Hands
talking story with sun, shimmer the light of thousands before and thousands to come.
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Appendix
Glossary
Words in this glossary hail from Samoan origins unless otherwise indicated as Hawaiian,
Tahitian, Scandinavian, or Sanskrit.

Samoan pronunciation in brief:
The consonants, f, g, l, m, n, k, t, p, s, t, v, k, r, h are pronounced as in English except for
“g” which is pronounced “ng” as in sing a song. The Samoan city Pago Pago is
pronounced pahngo pahngo.

The vowels a, e, i, o, u, are pronounced as in a romantic language like Spanish or Italian.
a

ah

e

eh

i

ee

o

oh

u

oo

All vowels are pronounced individually. Thus “ai” in the word aiga is not pronounced

eye--nga but ah-ee-nga.

The glottal stop, which is signified with an apostrophe ‘ indicates the hard voicing of a
vowel, ‘o‘o as in oh-oh!
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afakasi: used by Samoans to classify those who have one Samoan parent and one palagi
parent. Originates from the word “half-caste.”

aitu : evil spirits.
aiga : the entire extended family.
akamai: Hawaiian; smart, clever, expert; skill, wit.
‘ami: Hawaiian; hinge, joint, to turn on hinges; the circular rotation of the hips in hula.
ahimsa: Sanskrit; to do no harm; the avoidance of violence.
apa fafano: wash bowl and water for washing hands after a meal.
‘au: sharp-toothed combs of various sizes used in the art of tatau.
‘au ta: tattoo tools; ta: to strike.
awa: Hawaiian; Piper methysticum is the botanical name for the pepper shrub that
produces the root; Oceanians each have their own name for it: Samoans, Tongans,
Vanuatuans, Marquesans, Rarotongans and Hawaiians generally use the term

kava but the word derives form others that relate to a bitter taste or even poison
such as awa, kawa, a ’ava, aw a’awa, and kawakawa.

chakra: Sanskrit; wheel; turning; centers of the body from which a person can collect
energy; connected to major organs or glands that govern other body parts;
understood as part of the subtle body; Caroline Myss describes chakras in her
work Anatomy o f the Spirit (19 96 ), “Every thought and experience you've ever
had in your life gets filtered through these chakra databases. Each event is
recorded into your cells....”

emu: Hawaiian; earth oven or cooking pit.
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f a ’i : green bananas usually served baked as a side dish similar to baked potatoes.
fa le : house or building.
fa le o ’o: Polynesian gazebo-like out building.
haole: Hawaiian; literally no breath; formerly referred to any foreigner more commonly
used to indicate Caucasians and anything related to or introduced by Caucasians.

hapa: Hawaiian; portion, fraction; half; of mixed blood.
haku wahine: Hawaiian; woman of high rank.
hassel: Norwegian; young branches; hazel tree.
hula kahiko: Hawaiian; ancient traditional hula dances and chants.
i ’a: fish.
kapu: Hawaiian; taboo, special privilege; sacredness; prohibited; holy, consecrated; no
trespassing, keep out.

kakau: casual Samoan pronunciation of tatau. Contact with missionaries and others
brought about aberrations in pronunciation in common speech: “r” becomes “L”
and “t” becomes “k.” Hawaiian; to write, to print on tapa; to tattoo, tattooing.

kava: Piper methysticum is the botanical name for the pepper shrub that produces the
root; Oceanians each have their own name for it: Samoans, Tongans, Vanuatuans,
Marquesans, Rarotongans and Hawaiians generally use the term kava but the
word derives form others that relate to a bitter taste or even poison such as awa ,

kawa, a ’ava, aw a ’awa, and kawakawa.
kirtan: Sanskrit; praise, eulogy; practice involves chanting hymns or mantras to the
accompaniment of instruments.
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kleshcc. Sanskrit; literally a poison interpreted as trouble or affliction.
kohola. Hawaiian; humpbacked whale.
koko. Hawaiian; blood.
koko. derivation of the English cocoa; chocolate.
kukui. Hawaiian; candlenut; a very hard seed coat and a high oil content allow its use as a
candle; strung in a row on a palm leaf midrib, lit at one end, they burn one by one
every 15 minutes or so; used as a measure of time, one could instruct someone to
return home before the second kukui burned out; leis are made from the shells,
leaves and flowers; ink for tattoos is made from charred nuts.

kumu hula. master teacher of hula.
kupuna. Hawaiian; grandparent, ancestor, relative, or close friend of the grandparent’s
generation, grandaunt, granduncle; Proto Polynesian root word is tupuna.

kupuna. plural of kupuna.
krumkake. Norwegian; waffle cookie made of flour, butter, eggs, sugar, and cream
traditionally made during the Christmas season.

l a ’ititi. little.
lanai. Hawaiian; porch, veranda, balcony, booth, or shed.
lavalava. cloth wrap worn around the waist by men and women.
lefse. Norwegian; a traditional soft, flatbread made from potato, cream (or lard) and flour,
and cooked on a griddle.

lele ‘uwehe. Hawaiian; lele. to jump, hop, leap, or fly; ‘uwehe. to open, uncover, reveal;
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the dancer walks forward lifting the heel with each step, with a slight inward
movement, one foot is lifted with weight shifting to the opposite hip as that foot is
lowered; both knees are then pushed open and forward by the quick raising of the
heels, with continued swaying of the hips from side to side. The actions are then
repeated in reverse.

lotu: a religious service.
mahalo: Hawaiian; thanks, gratitude, admiration, praise, respects, and esteem.
makai: Hawaiian; ocean side.
malu: women’s tattoo covering the legs from just below the knee to the upper thighs
typically finer and more delicate in design compared to the men’s pe'a. The malu
was traditionally bestowed only upon daughters of high chiefs in the years
following puberty. The word malu means to be shaded, to be protected, sheltered,
safe. Malu also means to be tight, to be as impervious as a house, not leaky; to
grow dark as at night. Malu connotes peace and quiet, to be protected by the
sacred, reserved, held apart in the stillness and awe of tapu, kapu, or taboo.
Maota Tuimaleali’ifano Matamatanonofo Falelatai: the palace of chief Tuimaleali’ifano
in Falelatai.

moa: chicken.
malofie: the tattooing of a chief.
muladhara: Sanskrit; the first chakra in a system of seven chakras; root center of physical
experience, located at the base of the spine, the sacral plexus.

Nafanua: typically known as the goddess of war who fought to protect the islands and the
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villagers; from nana fanua, the name literally means “hidden in the earth”; the
deity is deeply rooted in the mythology and history of Samoa, Nafanua
established the first central government in Samoa and redistributed the chiefly
titles.

palagi: anyone and anything that does not belong to Samoan culture— especially
Caucasians.

palusami: coconut cream, onions and some taro wrapped up in whole taro leaves and,
ideally, cooked in an umu.

paniolo: Hawaiian; cowboy.
papalagi: plural of palagi.
pe ’a: popular name for the male tattoo or malofie performed in the traditional way,
similar to the malu with aspects of cultural ceremony and ritual but covering
much more of the body with bold designs.
Pele: Hawaiian; goddess of the volcano; lava flow; volcano; eruption.

pranayamic: Sanskrit; literally “extension of th e prana or breath” or “extension of the life
force”; of or relating to breath exercises in the practice of yoga.

puletasi: traditional Samoan dress for girls and women; two pieces with a lavalava skirt
and a top usually worn to church, and cultural and formal events. In recent years,
different styles and improvisations have been made.

pupu: Hawaiian; beads, shells; any circular motif.
satya: Sanskrit; truth, correct; the path to ultimate truth; the practice of and commitment
to telling the truth.
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savasana : Sanskrit; corpse pose; perhaps the most important part of yoga practice. Lying
on the back, the arms and legs are spread at about 45 degrees, the eyes are closed
and the breath deep. The whole body is relaxed onto the floor with an awareness
of the chest and abdomen rising and falling with each breath. All parts of the body
are scanned for muscular tension of any kind, which is consciously released as it
is found. All control of the breath, the mind, and the body is then released for the
duration of the posture, typically 20-30 minutes although often less in Western
yoga classes.

setu bandhasana: Sanskrit; bridge lock pose; Lying on the back, both knees are bent and
feet flat on the floor hip width apart. Arms alongside the body with the palms
facing down, fingertips lightly touch the heels. Feet press into the floor, hips are
lifted up, rolling the spine off the floor. Held for 4-8 breaths then released by
slowly rolling the spine to the floor.

Siva Afi: fire dancer; dance of fire; originally a machete wrapped in towels on both ends
with the blade exposed in the middle, towels were set on fire, dancers twirled the
knife while doing other acrobatic stunts; inspired by the ‘ailao or warrior’s dance,
performers wielded war clubs or torches to demonstrate battlefield skills.

Siva: dance; graceful movement of the arms and hands in a subtle, delicate manner.
Performed by matai or a taupou; traditional forms include taualuga, siva afi, and

sasa.
sole : slang for man; guy; Hawaiian pidgin often adopts the word as a gender neutral
adjective denoting anything Samoan.
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solo : tattoo assistant who holds the skin taut and wipes the excess ink and blood away.
suga: slang for girl, sister, woman.
Surya Namaskara B: Sanskrit; Sun Salutation; originally evolved as a type of worship of
Surya, the Vedic solar deity; the practice links twelve poses in a series; series B
extends the flow of first sun salutation.

Syttende Mai: Norwegian; May seventeenth; Norwegian Independence Day.
tadasana: Sanskrit; mountain pose; the foundation for all standing poses.
tala: currency of Western Samoa; one US dollar is equivalent to about 2.30 tala
talo: taro.
tapu: forbidden.
tatau: tattoo.
taualuga: literally the last stage of traditional house building in which the topmost rafter
is secured to the fale ; the dance is performed as the grand finale of wedding
receptions and social functions; traditionally performed by the taupo or daughter
of a matai.

taupou: princess of the village, ideally, a virgin; ceremonial hostess selected by matai
from the girls of his household, charged with kava service and siva entertainment
of visitors.

teuila: bright pink ginger flower used for making leis.
toere: Tahitian; pronounced “toe-eddie”; a drum made from a hollowed-out log of milo
wood, played one-handed with a heavy tapered stick made of iron wood.

tofa Soifua: goodbye and farewell; parting salutation, long life.
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toto: blood.
Tufuga: tattoo artist.
tupuga: ancestor.
ula: necklace of flowers, seeds, or shells; like the Hawaiian lei.
ulu: breadfruit.
umu: earth oven or cooking pit.
urdhva dhanurasana: Sanskrit; upward facing bow pose; also known as chakrasana,
wheel pose, in the general form, feet are on the floor, and the abdomen arches up
toward the sky. Wheel pose may be entered from the floor in a supine position or
through a less rigorous backbend such as setu bandhasana. Advanced
practitioners move into wheel pose by “dropping back” from tadasana.

